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The Appeals Chamber of the Intemational Criminal Court, 

hi the appeal of Libya against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I entitled "Decision 

on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi" of 31 May 2013 (ICC-

01/11-01/11-344-Conf), 

After deliberation, 

By majority. Judge Anita Usacka dissenting. 

Delivers the following 

JUDGMENT 
1. The "Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam 

Gaddafi" is confirmed. The appeal is dismissed. 

2. The request for an oral hearing is rejected. 

3. Libya's Request of 3 October 2013 is rejected. 

4. The Registrar shall reclassify document ICC-Ol/ll-Ol/ll-459-Conf as 

public. 

REASONS 

I. KEY FINDINGS 

1. The parameters of a "case", as referred to in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, are 

defined by the suspect under investigation and the conduct that gives rise to criminal 

liability under the Statute. The "conduct" that defines the "case", in situations such as 

the present, is both that of the suspect and that described in the incidents under 

investigation which is imputed to the suspect. 

2. In assessing admissibility, what is required is a judicial assessment of whether 

the case that the State is investigating sufficiently mirrors the one that the Prosecutor 

is investigating. To be able to carry out the assessment as to whether the same case is 

being investigated, it will be necessary for a Chamber to know the contours or 

parameters of the investigation being carried out both by the Prosecutor and by the 

State. 
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IL PROCEDURAL fflSTORY 

A. Proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber 
3. The following summarises the main procedural steps before Pre-Trial Chamber 

I (hereinafter: "Pre-Trial Chamber") in relation to this appeal. Further details are 

contained within the discussion of particular grounds of appeal. 

4. On 16 May 2011, the Prosecutor submitted the "Prosecutor's Application 

Pursuant to Article 58 as to Muammar Mohammed Abu Minyar Gaddafi, Saif Al-

Islam Gaddafi and Abdullah Al-Senussi".^ On 27 June 2011, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

issued a warrant of arrest for Mr Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi (hereinafter: "Mr Gaddafi"), 

a decision thereon being issued on the same day^ (hereinafter: "Arrest Warrant 

Decision"). A request for Mr Gaddafi's arrest and surrender was issued on 4 July 

2011."^ 

5. On 1 May 2012, Libya submitted its challenge to the admissibility of the case^ 

(hereinafter: "Admissibility Challenge"), appending eleven annexes (annexes A - K).^ 

On 28 May 2012, Libya submitted the "Libyan Government's filing of compilation of 

Libyan law referred to in its admissibility challenge", appending two annexes."^ 

o 

6. Pursuant to a decision issued on 4 May 2012 (hereinafter: "Decision of 4 May 

2012"), the Prosecutor and the Office of Public Counsel for victims acting for the 

^ ICC-01/11-4-Conf-Exp. A public redacted version was filed on the same day (ICC-01/11-4-Red). 
^ "Warrant of Arrest for Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi", ICC-01/11 -01/11-3 (hereinafter: "Warrant of Arrest"). 
^ "Decision on the 'Prosecutor's Application Pursuant to Article 58 as to Muammar Mohammed Abu 
Minyar Gaddafi, Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi and Abdullah Al-Senussi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-1. 
^ "Request to the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya for the arrest and surrender of Muammar Mohammed Abu 
Minyar Gaddafi, Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi and Abdullah Al-Senussi", ICC-01/11-01/11-5. 
^ "Application on behalf of the Government of Libya pursuant to Article 19 of the ICC Statute", ICC-
01/11-01/11-130-Conf. A public redacted version of llie application was filed on the same day (ICC-
01/11-01/11-130-Red). 
^ On 15 May 2012, Libya submitted two filings, appending perfected translations of the annexes to the 
Admissibility Challenge. See "Libyan Government's Re-filing of Public Annexes to its Article 19 
Admissibility Challenge", ICC-01/11-01/11-144 and "Libyan Government's Re-filing of Confidential 
Annexes to its Article 19 Admissibility Challenge", ICC-01/11-01/11-145-Conf. 
^ ICC-01/11-01/11-158. 
^ "Decision on the Conduct of the Proceedings Following the 'Application on behalf of the 
Government of Libya pursuant to Article 19 of the Statute'", ICC-01/11-01/11-134. J ^ y ^ 
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victims (hereinafter: "Victims"), on 4 June 2012, submitted their responses to the 

Admissibility Challenge.^ 

7. Observations pursuant to rule 103 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence 

(hereinafter a rule in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence is referred to as "rule") 

were filed on 8 June 2012.^^ 

8. Lawyers acting on behalf of Mr Gaddafi (hereinafter: the "Defence") filed their 

alle 

extensions of time in order to do so. 

response to the Admissibility Challenge on 24 July 2012,̂ ^ having been granted 

9. On 14 September 2012, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued the "Order convening a 

hearing on Libya's challenge to the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam 

Gaddafi"^^ (hereinafter: "Order of 14 September 2012") setting the date, 8 and 9 

October 2012 (later changed to 9 and 10 October 2012) for an oral hearing on the 

Admissibility Challenge and fixing 3 October 2012 as the date by which the parties 

and participants should submit any additional evidence on which they intended to rely 

at the hearing.̂ "^ The Defence filed additional evidence on 3 October 2012^^ and the 

hearing was held on 9̂ ^ and 10̂ ^ October 2012 (hereinafter: "Oral Hearing of 9 

October 2012" and "Oral Hearing of 10 October 2012", respectively). 

^ "Prosecution response to Application on behalf of the Government of Libya pursuant to Article 19 of 
the ICC Statute", ICC-01/11-01/11-167-Conf (a public redacted version was filed on 5 June 2012 
(ICC-Ol/11-01/11-167-Red)); "Observations on behalf of victims on the Government of Libya's 
Application pursuant to Article 19 of the Rome Statute", ICC-01/11-01/11-166-Conf (a public redacted 
corrigendum was filed on 5 June 2012 (ICC-01/11-01/11-166-Red-Corr)). 
^̂  "Lawyers for Justice in Libya and Redress Trust's Observations pursuant to Rule 103 of the Rules of 
Procedure and Evidence", ICC-01/11-01/11-172. 
^̂  "Defence Response to the 'Application on behalf of the Government of Libya pursuant to Article 19 
of the ICC Statute'", ICC-01/11-01/11-190-Conf. A corrigendum was filed on 31 July 2012 (ICC-
01/11-01/11-190-Conf-Corr) and a public redacted version of the corrigendum was filed on the same 
day (ICC-01/11-01/11-190-Corr-Red). 
^̂  "Decision on the OPCD's 'Urgent Request for Extension of Time'", 1 June 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-
165; "Decision on the OPCD 'Demande urgente en extension de délai'", 4 July 2012, ICC-01/11-
01/11-184; "Decision on the OPCD 'Request Pursuant to Regulation 23bis of the Regulations'", 18 
July 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-187-Red. 
^̂  ICC-01/11-01/11-207. 
"̂̂  Order of 14 September 2012, p. 8. 
^̂  "Defence Submission of Additional Evidence Pursuant to the 'Order convening a hearing on Libya's 
challenge to the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi' (ICC-01/11-01/11-207)", ICC-
01/11-01/11-216. 
^̂  ICC-01/11-01/1 l-T-2-CONF-EXP-ENG ET; ICC-01/11-01/1 l-T-2-Red-ENG WT. 
^̂  ICC-01/11-01/1 l-T-3-CONF-EXP-ENG ET; ICC-01/11-01/1 l-T-3-Red-ENG WT. 
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10. On 7 December 2012, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued a decision in which it, inter 

alia, set a schedule for further filings in relation to the Admissibility Challenge^ ̂  

(hereinafter: "Decision of 7 December 2012"). Libya filed the "Libyan Government's 

further submissions on issues related to the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-

Islam Gaddafi" on 23 January 2013^^ (hereinafter: "Libya's Further Submissions on 

Admissibility"), appending annexes 1 - 23. A response by the Prosecutor was filed on 

11 February 2013, while on 18 February 2013, responses were filed by the 
91 

Defence (hereinafter: "Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on 
99 

Admissibility") and the Victims. On 4 March 2013, Libya filed a consolidated reply 

to those documents, appending three annexes^^ (hereinafter: "Libya's Reply of 4 

March 2013"). 

11. On 31 May 2013, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued the "Decision on the 

admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam GaddajR"̂ "̂  (hereinafter: "Impugned 

Decision"), finding the case against Mr Gaddafi to be admissible. 

B. Proceedings before the Appeals Chamber 
12. On 7 June 2013, Libya filed its appeal against the Impugned Decision^^ 

(hereinafter: "Appeal"), requesting that the Appeals Chamber a) reverse the Impugned 

Decision and b) determine that the case against Mr Gaddafi is inadmissible. It also 

sought the suspension of the order for the surrender of Mr Gaddafi pending the 

^̂  "Decision requesting further submissions on issues related to the admissibility of the case against 
Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi", ICC-01/11-01/11-239. 
*̂  ICC-01/11-01/11-258-Conf-Exp. A public redacted version of the filing was filed on 25 January 
2013 (ICC-01/11-01/1 l-258-Red2). 
^ "Prosecution's Response to 'Libyan Government's further submissions on issues related to the 
admissibility of the case agamst Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-276-Conf-Exp. A public 
redacted version of the response was filed on 12 February 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/1 l-276-Red2). 
^̂  "Response to the 'Libyan Government's further submissions on issues related to admissibility of the 
case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-281-Conf. A public redacted version of the 
response was filed on 19 February 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/11-281-Red2). 
22 «oPCV's observations on 'Libyan Government's further submissions on issues related to the 
admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-279. 
^̂  "Libyan Government's consolidated reply to the responses of the Prosecution, OPCD and OPCV to 
its further submissions on issues related to the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi", 
ICC-01/11-01/11-293-Conf. A public redacted version of the reply was filed on the same day (ICC-
01/11-01/11-293-Red). 
"̂̂  ICC-01/11-01/11-344-Conf. A public redacted version was filed on the same day (ICC-01/11-01/11-
344-Red). 
^̂  "The Government of Libya's Appeal against Pre-Trial Chamber I's 'Decision on the admissibility of 
the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi''\ ICC-01/11-01/11-350 (OA 4). 
^̂  Appeal, para. 11. 
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97 

conclusion of the appeal. On 24 June 2013, Libya filed its document in support of 

the appeal^^ (hereinafter: "Document in Support of the Appeal"). 

13. On 16 July 2013, the Prosecutor filed her response to the Document in Support 

of the Appeal^^ (hereinafter: "Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of 

the Appeal"), with the Defence filing its response on 18 July 2013^^ (hereinafter: 

"Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal"). 

14. On 18 July 2013, the Appeals Chamber issued the "Decision on the request for 
O l 

suspensive effect and related issues", inter alia, rejecting Libya's request for 

suspensive effect. 

15. On 20 August 2013, the Victims filed their observations on the appeal^^ 

(hereinafter: "Victims' Observations on the Appeal") with, on 30 August 2013, 

responses thereto filed by the Defence^^ and Libyâ "̂  (hereinafter: "Libya's Response 

to Victims' Observations on the Appeal"). No response was filed by the Prosecutor. 

^̂  Appeal, para. 12. 
^̂  "Document in Support of the Government of Libya's Appeal against the 'Decision on the 
admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-Ol/ll-Ol/ll-370-Conf-Exp (OA 4); a 
corrigendum was filed on 25 June 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/11-370-Conf-Exp-Corr (OA 4)); a public 
redacted version was filed on 25 June 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/1 l-370-Red2 (OA 4)) and a further public 
redacted version was filed on 1 October 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/1 l-370-Red3 (OA 4)) pursuant to an 
order by the Appeals Chamber of 27 September 2013 ("Order on the reclassification and re-filing of a 
document", ICC-01/11-01/11-457-Conf (OA 4)). 
^̂  "Prosecution Response to the 'Document in Support of the Government of Libya's Appeal against 
the Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-384-
Conf (OA 4). A public redacted version was filed on 22 July 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/11-384-Red (OA 4) 
with a corrigendum to that version filed on 23 July 2013 aCC-01/11-01/11-384-Red-Corr (OA 4)). 
°̂ "Defence Response to the 'Document in Support of the Government of Libya's Appeal against the 

Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-386-Conf 
(OA 4). A public redacted version was filed on the same day (ICC-01/11-01/11-386-Red (OA 4)). 
^̂  ICC-01/11-01/11-387 (0A4). 
^̂  "Observations on behalf of victims on the Government of Libya's appeal against the defence of Pre-
Trial Chamber I entitled 'Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", 
ICC-01/11-01/11-411-Conf (OA 4). A public redacted version was filed on 21 August 2013 (ICC-
01/11-01/11-411-Red (OA 4)). 
^̂  "Defence Response to the 'Observations on behalf of victims on the Government of Libya's appeal 
against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I entitled "Decision on the admissibility of the case against 
Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'"", ICC-01/11-01/11-427 (OA 4). 
"̂̂  "The Libyan Government's Reply to the 'Observations on behalf of victims on the Government of 

Libya's appeal against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I entitled "Decision on the admissibility of 
the case against Said [sic] Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-428-Conf (OA 4). A public redacted 
version was filed on the same day (ICC-01/11-01/11-428-Red (OA 4)). / L / 
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16. On 22 August 2013, the Appeals Chamber having granted leave to do so,̂ ^ 

observations v^ere filed, pursuant to rule 103, by Ms Mishana Hosseinioun.^^ The 

Victims,^^ Prosecutor,^^ Defence^^ and Libya"̂ ^ responded thereto on 29 August 2013. 

17. On 29 July 2013, Libya submitted a request for leave to file further submissions 

on the appeal arising out of the Defence and Prosecutor's responses to the Document 

in Support of the Appeal."̂ ^ Responses to that request were filed on 5 August 2013,"*̂  

pursuant to an order by the Appeals Chamber."̂ ^ The Appeals Chamber issued the 

"Decision on the Libyan Government's request to file further submissions" on 12 

September 2013, instructing Libya "to file submissions on specific issues arising 

from" the responses filed by the Defence and the Prosecutor to the Document in 

Support of the Appeal"^ (hereinafter: "Decision of 12 September 2013"). Libya's 

further submissions were filed on 23 September 2013^^ (hereinafter: "Libya's Further 

Submissions on Appeal"). On 30 September 2013, responses to those further 

^̂  "Decision on the 'Application on behalf of Mishana Hosseinioun for Leave to Submit Observations 
to the Appeals Chamber pursuant to Rule 103'", 15 August 2013, ICC-01/11-01/11-404 (OA 4). 
^̂  "Observations on behalf of Mishana Hossemioun pursuant to Rule 103", ICC-01/11-01/11-414 (OA 
4). 
^̂  "OPCV's submissions on the observations filed by Ms Mishana Hosseinioun", ICC-01/11-01/11-421 
(0A4). 
^̂  "Prosecution Response to 'Observations on behalf of Mishana Hosseinioun pursuant to Rule 103'", 
ICC-01/11-01/11-422 (OA 4). 
^̂  "Defence Response to the 'Observations on behalf of Mishana Hosseinioun pursuant to Rule 103'", 
ICC-01/11-01/11-423 (OA 4). 
^ "Response of the Libyan Government to 'Observations on behalf of Mishana Hosseinioun pursuant 
to Rule 103'", ICC-01/11-01/11-426 (OA 4) (hereinafter: "Libya's Response to the Rule 103 
Observations on Appeal"). 
^̂  "Libyan Government's Request to file further submissions clarifying matters raised in the 
Prosecution and Defence Responses to 'Document in Support of Libya's Appeal against the "Decision 
on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'"", ICC-01/11-01/11-389 (OA 4). Libya 
also filed the "Renewed request to make further submissions responding to those of the Prosecution 
and Defence", 9 September 2013, ICC-01/11-01/11-436. 
^̂  "Defence Response to the 'Libyan Government's Request to file further submissions clarifying 
matters raised in the Prosecution and Defence Responses to "Document in Support of Libya's Appeal 
against the 'Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi""", ICC-01/11-
01/11-393 (OA 4); "Prosecution Response to 'Libyan Government's request to file further submissions 
clarifying matters raised in the Prosecution and Defence Responses to "Document in Support of 
Libya's Appeal against the Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam's 
Gaddafi'"", ICC-01/11-01/11-394 (OA 4). This document was originally filed confidentially but was 
reclassified as public pursuant to the "Order on the reclassification of documents" of 12 August 2013 
(ICC-01/11-01/11-400 (OA 4). 
^̂  "Order in relation to the Libya's request for leave to file further submissions in relation to its appeal 
against the 'Decision on the admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", 31 July 2013, 
ICC-01/11-01/11-391 (OA 4). 
^ ICC-01/11-01/11-442 (OA 4), p. 3. 
^̂  'The Libyan Government's further submissions in reply to the Prosecution and Gaddafi Responses 
to 'Document in Support of Libya's Appeal against the "Decision on the admissibility of the case 
against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-454-Conf (OA 4). A public redacted version was 
filed on the same day (ICC-01/11-01/11-454-Red (OA 4)). 
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submissions were filed by the Defence"̂ ^ (hereinafter: "Defence Response to Libya's 

Further Submissions on Appeal"), the Prosecutor^^ (hereinafter: "Prosecutor's 

Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal") and the Victims"̂ ^ (hereinafter: 

"Victims' Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal"). 

18. On 3 October 2013, Libya filed the "Libyan Government's Request for leave to 

file Consolidated Reply to the Observations (on the Libyan Government's further 

Submissions) filed by the Defence for Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi, the Office of the 

Prosecutor and the Office of the Public Counsel for Victims on 30 September 2013"^^ 

(hereinafter: "Libya's Request of 3 October 2013"). On 10 October 2013, the Defence 

filed a response to Libya's request^^ (hereinafter: "Defence Response of 10 October 

2013"). 

III. PRELIMINARY ISSUES 

A. Confidential filings 

19. Many of the filings in this appeal, and during the pre-trial phase of the 

proceedings, have been filed non-publicly with, often, public redacted versions being 

filed thereafter (see above). In issuing this judgment, the Appeals Chamber has, to the 

extent possible, and in the interests of the publicity of the proceedings, referred only 

to information which is public or which the Appeals Chamber considers can be made 

public. However, as it has been necessary to refer to some non-public information, 

parts of this judgment have been redacted in the public version and a confidential 

version has also been issued. 

^ "Defence Response to 'The Libyan Government's further submissions in reply to the Prosecution 
and Gaddafi Responses to "Document in Support of Libya's Appeal against the 'Decision on the 
admissibility of the case agamst Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi""", ICC-01/11-01/11-458-Conf-Exp (OA 4). A 
public redacted version was filed on the same day (ICC-01/11-01/1 l-458-Red2 (OA 4)). 
^ "Prosecution Response to 'The Libyan Government's further submissions in reply to the Prosecution 

and Gaddafi Responses to Document in Support of Libya's Appeal against the Decision on the 
admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-460 (OA 4). 
^ "Observations on 'the Libyan Government's further submissions in reply to the Prosecution and 
Gaddafi Responses to "Document in Support of Libya's Appeal against the 'Decision on the 
admissibility of the case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi""", ICC-01/11-01/11-459-Conf (OA 4). 
^̂  ICC-01/11-01/11-462 (OA 4). 
^̂  "Defence Response to the 'Libyan Government's Request for leave to file Consolidated Reply to the 
Observations (on the Libyan Government's further Submissions) filed by the Defence for Saif Al-Islam 
Gaddafi, the Office of the Prosecutor and the Office'", ICC-01/11-01/11-465-Conf (OA 4). A public 
redacted version was filed on the same date (ICC-01/11-01/11-465-Red (OA 4)), with corrigenda to 
both filed on 14 October 2013 (ICC-01/11-01/11-465-Conf-Corr (OA 4) and ICC-01/11-01/11-465-
Red-Corr (OA 4)). — ^ f é ^ 
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20. The Victims' Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal WSLS filed 

confidentially. In paragraph 9 thereof, the Victims state that, pursuant to regulation 23 

bis (2) of the Regulations of the Court (hereinafter a regulation in the Regulations of 

the Court is referred to as "regulation"), they filed this document confidentially 

because Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal were filed confidentially.^^ However, 

they request that the document be made public, as it "does not contain any 

information that should be kept confidential".^^ No objections to this request have 

been filed. Pursuant to regulation 23 bis (3) of the Regulations of the Court, the 

Appeals Chamber orders the Registrar to reclassify this document as public. 

B. Request by Libya for an oral hearing 

21. Libya argues that an oral hearing should be convened in respect of this appeal, 

as "[t]he issues arising in this appeal are of such significance to warrant the exercise 
CO 

of the Chamber's discretion to convene an oral hearing", submitting that they are 

novel and that "determination of this appeal will be of great interest to the broader 

intemational community. States and non-States parties alike".̂ "^ It argues that "[a] 

public hearing will effect the greatest possible openness and transparency as to the 

criminal process pertaining to Mr Gaddafi" and "will foster a better understanding of 

the ICC's processes and procedures, thereby reinforcing perceptions of its 

legitimacy".^^ The Prosecutor and the Defence argue that the request should be 

rejected.^^ 

22. Rule 156 (3) provides that "[t]he appeal proceedings shall be in writing unless 

the Appeals Chamber decides to convene a hearing". The Appeals Chamber has stated 

that rule 156 (3) "establishes as a norm that proceedings on appeal [...] should be 

conducted by way of written submissions. The mle nonetheless also vests the Appeals 

Chamber with discretion to convene a hearing. However, for the Appeals Chamber to 

exercise its discretion and to depart from this norm it must be furnished with cogent 

^̂  Victims' Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 9. 
^̂  Victims' Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 9. 
^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 195. 
"̂̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 195. 
^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 197. 
^̂  Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 5; Defence Response to the 
Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 5. - ^ z ^ 
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reasons that demonstrate why an oral hearing in lieu of, or in addition to, written 

submissions is necessary" (footnote omitted).^^ 

23. The Appeals Chamber considers that, in the circumstances of this case, there 

appears to be no reason to grant Libya's request. This is particularly so in light of the 

voluminous submissions that have been filed before the Pre-Trial Chamber in this 

matter, as elaborated upon further below in relation to ground three of this appeal, in 

addition to the fact that the parties were also provided with several opportunities to 

file submissions before the Appeals Chamber, as set out above. As the Appeals 

Chamber has foimd in the past, many issues in interlocutory appeals "are usually 

complex, and, particularly in the early years of the Court's existence, many of them 

are novel", but, and this is also the case in these proceedings, the parties "have been 

given sufficient opportunity and have addressed the issues comprehensively and 

exhaustively in their v^itten submissions".^^ Li addition, and again as the Appeals 

Chamber has also found in the past in relation to submissions "that an oral hearing 

will serve to guarantee the public nature of the proceedings", the Appeals Chamber 

recalls that the submissions on appeal are largely public and "the publicity of the 

proceedings is therefore guaranteed".^^ Accordingly, the request by Libya for an oral 

hearing is rejected. 

C. The Defence's request to summarily dismiss Libya's 
arguments 

24. The Defence requests that the Appeals Chamber summarily dismiss the appeal 

and all of Libya's grounds of appeal. It submits: 

^̂  Prosecutor v. Francis Kirimi Muthaura et al, "Decision on the 'Request for an Oral Hearing 
Pursuant to Rule 156(3)'", 17 August 2011, ICC-01/09-02/11-251 (OA) (hereinafter: ''Muthaura 
Appeals Chamber Decision of 17 August 2011"), para. 10. See also. Prosecutor v. William Samoei 
Ruto et aly "Decision on the 'Request for an Oral Hearing Pursuant to Rule 156(3)'", 17 August 2011, 
ICC-01/09-01/11-271 (OA) (hereinafter: "Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 17 August 2011"), para. 
10. See also. Prosecutor v. Francis Kirimi Muthaura et al, "Decision on the 'Request to Make Oral 
Submissions on Jurisdiction under Rule 156(3)'", 1 May 2012, ICC-01/09-02/11-421 (OA 4) 
(hereinafter: "Muthaura Appeals Chamber Decision of 1 May 2012"), para. 10; Prosecutor v. Jean-
Pierre Bemba Gombo, "Corrigendum to Judgment on the appeal of Nfr Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo 
against the decision of Trial Chamber in of 24 June 2010 entitled 'Decision on the Admissibility and 
Abuse of Process Challenges'", 19 October 2010, ICC-01/05-01/08-962-Corr (OA 3), para. 25. 
^̂  Muthaura Appeals Chamber Decision of 17 August 201, para. 11; Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision 
of 17 August 2011, para. 11. See also, Muthaura Appeals Chamber Decision of 1 May 2012, para. 13. 
^̂  Muthaura Appeals Chamber Decision of 1 May 2012, para. 11. 
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Libya's Appeal should be summarily dismissed because it either (a) merely 
repeats arguments which it raised before the Chamber and which were rejected, 
without showing how the Chamber erred; (b) raises new arguments on appeal 
and seeks to adduce new materials, which were not before the Chamber when it 
rendered its Decision; and (c) misstates the findings of the Chamber. These are 
all grounds for summary or in limine dismissal.^^ [Footnote omitted.] 

25. The Defence proceeds to submit that each ground of appeal should be 

summarily dismissed.^^ The Appeals Chamber considers that, in this case, sufficient 

argumentation has clearly been presented by Libya to warrant the Appeals Chamber 

addressing the grounds of appeal on their merits. The grounds of appeal raise 

important and serious legal and factual issues which deserve consideration by the 

Appeals Chamber. It would indeed be wholly inappropriate to sunmiarily dismiss 

them in the manner suggested. 

D. The Defence request that Libya's Further Submissions on 
Appeal be summarily dismissed for failure to comply with 
regulation 36 (3) 

26. The Defence argues that Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal should be 

dismissed in limine for failing to comply with the stipulated word and page limit.̂ ^ 

The Defence argues that Libya's fQing constitutes an average of 436 words per page, 

breaching regulation 36 (3), which provides that an average page should not exceed 

300 words.^^ It contends that had Libya complied with the requisite word limit per 

page, the page limit of the filing would have been exceeded by 6 pages.̂ "̂  The 

Defence submits that "[t]he Court must ensure that its Regulations are respected. 

Moreover the breach of the regulations is not negligible but significant. The Defence 

is obviously prejudiced in having to respond within the time limit to a lengthier filing, 

while itself keeping within the prescribed page limit. "̂ ^ The Defence argues that, as 

Libya did not seek authorisation to exceed the word and page limit, its submissions 

should be summarily dismissed and it should not be given the opportunity to re-file.^^ 

^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 6. 
^̂  Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 18-40. 
^̂  Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, paras La., 2-6. 
^̂  Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 3. 
^ Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 4. 
^̂  Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 5. z 
^̂  Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 6. ^"•"'TZl/^ 
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27. In the Decision of 12 September 2013, the Appeals Chamber stipulated 

expressly that Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal "shall not be longer than 20 

pages", which is, in fact, the default page limit for documents filed with the Registry 

(regulation 37 (1)). Also relevant is regulation 36 (3) which provides: 

All documents shall be submitted on A4 format. Margins shall be at least 2.5 
centimetres on all four sides. All documents that are filed shall be paginated, 
including the cover sheet. The typeface of all documents shall be 12 point with 
1.5 line spacing for the text and 10 point with single spacing for footnotes. An 
average page shall not exceed 300 words. 

28. Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal indeed exceed the word limit prescribed 

in the Regulations of the Court and thereby effectively exceed the page limit which 

was expressly stipulated by the Appeals Chamber in the Decision of 12 September 

2013. Libya did not file an application to extend this page limit pursuant to regulation 

37 (2) ("The Chamber may, at the request of a participant, extend the page limit in 

exceptional circumstances"), a prerequisite for the filing of a document which is 

longer than originally ordered. Accordingly, it seems that Libya's filing is in breach 

of regulation 36 (3), in addition to being in breach of the Decision of 12 September 

2013. 

29. Regulation 29 (1) provides that "[i]n the event of non-compliance of a 

participant with the provisions of any regulation, or with an order of a Chamber made 

thereunder, the Chamber may issue any order that is deemed necessary in the interests 

of justice". In the circumstances of this case, the Appeals Chamber considers that it is 

in the interests of justice to accept Libya's filing. The Appeals Chamber notes that 

part of Libya's filing is an application to submit additional evidence on appeal. The 

Appeals Chamber did not envisage this application when it fixed the page limit of 20 

pages - and this application could have been made independently, which would 

thereby have reduced the overall amount by which Libya's Further Submissions on 

Appeal exceed the word and page limit. In addition, the proceedings were already at 

an advanced stage when this filing was received and three filings have been submitted 

in response. Ordering its re-filing would have the consequence that the possibility to 

file responses would also have to be permitted (even though the responses already 

^̂  Decision of 12 September 2013, p. 3. 
^̂  Prosecutor v. Laurent Gbagbo, "Decision on requests related to page limits and reclassification of 
documents", 16 October 2012, ICC-02/11-01/11-266 (OA 2), para. 9. 2 - ^ 
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filed adequately address the arguments raised), essentially entailing the filing of four 

additional documents in proceedings that have already been lengthy and complicated. 

Having stated this, the Appeals Chamber reiterates that parties are expected to comply 

with the requirements stipulated in the Court's legal texts and as laid down by the 

Chambers. Breaches of these requirements can entail, inter alia, rejection of 

documents filed. 

E. Libya's Request of 3 October 2013 

30. Libya filed Libya's Request of 3 October 2013 seeking leave to file a reply to 

the Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, the Prosecutor's 

Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal and the Victims' Response to 

Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, all filed on 30 September 2013. 

31. Libya submits that regulation 24 (5) allows for the filing of a reply to a response 

with the leave of a Chamber and that regulation 28 provides the Appeals Chamber 

with the discretion to order further submissions.^^ Libya submits that "[t]he need to 

correct inaccuracies or respond to new arguments raised in the participant 

submissions prior to a decision on the admissibility of the case constitutes good cause 

for the granting of leave to reply" (footnote omitted).^^ It submits that the responses 

raise issues that are inaccurate and require a reply by Libya "to ensure that the 

Appeals Chamber has all the relevant information and submissions before it in respect 

of the appeal".^^ Libya argues that it would confine its reply to addressing issues 
79 

raised by the responses. It argues that there is good cause to reply in relation to eight 

issues, which it then lists.^^ 

32. The Defence asks that the Appeals Chamber reject the request.̂ "^ It argues that 

although Libya states that it wishes to file a reply, "it would in effect be Libya's third 

opportunity to substantiate its appeal - a sur-reply of sorts".^^ It argues that "[t]he 

substantive issues, for which leave to reply is sought, have been fully litigated by all 

parties [...] [and] Libya has exhausted its right to be heard in relation to every aspect 

^̂  Libya's Request of 3 October 2013, para. 2. 
'̂ ^ Libya's Request of 3 October 2013, para. 5. 
^̂  Libya's Request of 3 October 2013, para. 5. 
^̂  Libya's Request of 3 October 2013, para. 6. 
^̂  Libya's Request of 3 October 2013, para. 7. 
"̂̂  Defence Response of 10 October 2013, para. 49. 
^̂  Defence Response of 10 October 2013, para. 2. ---^'T^^^ 
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of its own appeal".^^ The Defence argues that regulation 24 (5) does not apply in 

relation to regulation 28 submissions filed in the context of an interlocutory appeal.^^ 

In the altemative, it argues that Libya has not demonstrated good cause to file a 

reply. The Defence also argues that Libya has forfeited the right to file a response to 

the Victims' Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, arguing that 

Libya's response to this document was due on 4 October 2013 (the day after the filing 

of Libya's Request of 3 October 2013) and, as Libya did not ask for an extension of 

time sufficiently in advance of this deadline, nor submit reasons as to why it failed to 
7Q 

file its response within the deadline, it forfeits the right to file a response thereto. 

Finally, it argues that granting the request "would impact on the expeditiousness of 

the proceedings, and prejudice the Defence". The Prosecutor did not file a response 

to this request. 

33. In the Decision of 12 September 2013, the Appeals Chamber, inter alia, granted 

Libya leave to file further submissions on appeal, and the Prosecutor, Defence and 

Victims leave to respond thereto. This decision was issued pursuant to regulation 28 

and stated in relevant part: 

12. In relation to the merits of the Request, the Appeals Chamber recalls its 
previous jurisprudence that establishes that the Regulations of the Court "do not 
foresee replies to responses to documents in support of the appeal for appeals 
under rules 154 and 155". Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber has also held 
that, "should the arguments that are raised in a response to a document in 
support of the appeal make further submissions by the appellant necessary for 
the proper disposal of the appeal, the Appeals Chamber will issue an order to 
that effect pursuant to regulation 28 (2) of the Regulations of the Court, bearing 
in mind the principle of equality of arms and the need for expeditious 
proceedings". Therefore, the question before the Appeals Chamber is whether 
Libya should be allowed to file additional submissions pursuant to regulation 28 
of the Regulations of the Court. 

13. The Appeals Chamber has carefully considered the Request. It notes that 
Libya wishes to address several issues enumerated over 20 pages. The Appeals 
Chamber grants the Request because there is a need for clarification, but 
requires Libya to limit its submissions to 20 pages. In light of this, the Appeals 
Chamber emphasises that submissions under regulation 28 of the Regulations of 
the Court are not intended to reiterate a position or demonstrate mere 

^̂  Defence Response of 10 October 2013, para. 4. 
^̂  Defence Response of 10 October 2013, paras 10-16. 
^̂  Defence Response of 10 October 2013, paras 17-40. 
"̂^ Defence Response of 10 October 2013, paras 5-6,41-43. 
^̂  Defence Response of 10 October 2013, p. 12. 
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disagreements with the position of another party. The Appeals Chamber also 
stipulates that Libya must not repeat arguments it has already submitted in its 
responses to the observations of victims and of Ms Hosseinioun. [Footnotes 
omitted.] 

34. In the operative part of the decision, the Appeals Chamber instructed Libya "to 

file submissions on specific issues arising from the responses" filed by the Prosecutor 

and the Defence and allowed the Prosecutor, Defence and Victims to respond thereto, 

and Libya, the Prosecutor and the Defence to respond to the observations of the 

Victims. This decision, therefore, effectively set out the filings the Appeals Chamber 

expected to receive in this phase of the proceedings, the indication being that filings 

in addition to those specifically stipulated in the decision were not anticipated. 

Leaving aside the question of whether it is possible for Libya to seek leave to file a 

reply to the responses filed, in addition to the question as to the appropriate legal 

basis, if any, for this, the Appeals Chamber does not consider it necessary to receive 

such additional submissions. 

35. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, as elaborated upon further below in relation 

to ground three of this appeal, Libya was provided with several opportunities to file 

submissions before the Pre-Trial Chamber in the course of these proceedings, in 

addition to having the possibility to make oral submissions at a hearing. During these 

appeals proceedings, Libya has also filed four substantive documents on the appeal. 

The Appeals Chamber considers that Libya has been provided with ample opportunity 

to argue its case. Concerning the specific issues regarding which Libya wishes to 

make further submissions, the Appeals Chamber observes that in relation to 

compliance with regulation 36 (3), given that the Appeals Chamber is accepting 

Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, further arguments on this issue are 

imnecessary. Regarding Libya's request to submit additional evidence on appeal and 

its wish to make further submissions on issues related thereto (issues (ii) - (vii) in 

Libya's Request of 3 October 2013), the Appeals Chamber considers that further 

submissions on this request are unnecessary and that Libya already had the 

opportunity to make its case on these points when it submitted its request to submit 

additional evidence. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that further submissions 

by Libya will assist it in reaching its decision on that particular request. Regarding the 

^̂  See Document in Support of the Appeal; Libya's Response to the Rule 103 Observations on Appeal; / ^ y 
Libya's Response to Victims' Observations on the Appeal; Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal. ^"^ ŝ̂ C^ 
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irrelevant or incorrect arguments in relation to Libya's submissions on admissibility 

(issue (viii)), as stated, Libya has been provided with sufficient opportunity to make 

its case. 

36. Libya's Request of 3 October 2013 is accordingly rejected. 

F. Libya's request to submit additional evidence on appeal 

37. On 23 September 2013, in Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, Libya 

included a request to submit additional evidence on appeal.^^ Libya submits that, on 

19 September 2013, the initial hearing was held (in Libya) for Mr Gaddafi, Mr Al-

Senussi and 37 others before the Accusation Chamber; Libya attaches minutes of this 

hearing and minutes of a decision to allow defence teams to view the accusation file. 

Libya submits that counsel for Libya had just obtained the dossier given by the 

Prosecutor-General's office to that Chamber, this dossier comprising over 1000 pages 

in Arabic of witness statements, interviews and other documentary materials.̂ "^ Libya 

requests, 

on the basis of Rule 149, as well as the Appeals Chamber's inherent 
competence to ensure the fair and expeditious conduct of proceedings before it, 
(i) admission of the annex as additional material relevant to the Appeal; and (ii) 
an opportunity to file, by 2 December 2013, the relevant extracts of the 
Accusation Chamber dossier and additional witness statements and evidential 
materials as well as limited submissions on their contents. [Footnote omitted.] 

38. Libya submits that this time frame is required in order to obtain translations of 

the documents in question. Noting that the Appeals Chamber considers its 

jurisdiction to be corrective in nature, Libya recalls that the Appeals Chamber has 

"refused the admission of new evidence on appeal where this entails the mere 

assertion that the facts have changed since the previous decision on admissibility".^^ 

However, it distinguishes its request on two bases: 

10. First, the material pertains to the investigation during the period in relation 
to which the Admissibility Decision was made. As already noted, the material 
could not have been provided to the Chamber as a result of Libyan law. It would 

^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, paras 4-11. 
^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, paras 4, 6. 
^ Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 5. 
^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 8. / 
' Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 7. 

^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 9. 
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be fundamentally unfair if compliance with its own criminal procedure 
precluded consideration by the Appeals Chamber of the Libyan Govenmient's 
arguments. 

11. Second, the legal question of the extent to which the Court should presume 
the validity of states' domestic processes is in issue in the appeal, and 
Confidential Annex A sheds light upon this very point in respect of the period 
to which the Admissibility Decision [sic]. The material, therefore, is relevant to 
the present admissibility challenge. 

39. The Prosecutor, Defence and Victims oppose this application. The Prosecutor 

argues that Libya has failed to show good cause to be accorded additional time, that 

granting this request would "effectively constitute a reversal of the Pre-Trial 

Chamber's decision setting out a reasonable timeframe for Libya to provide 

supporting materials" and that "the materials do not meet the requirements to be 
RR 

adduced as evidence on appeal". In addition to arguing that Libya's submissions fail 
RQ 

to meet the requirements of regulation 36 (3) (see above), the Defence argues that 

the request should be dismissed in limine or on its merits.^^ The Victims argue that 

Libya's requests are "procedurally improper and should therefore be dismissed in 

limine''. ^ 

40. As referred to by Libya, the Appeals Chamber previously dealt with a request 

by a State, Kenya, to submit further material during appellate proceedings in relation 

to decisions declaring cases admissible before the ICC. Kenya submitted an updated 

investigation report to the Appeals Chamber, asking it, as described by the Appeals 

Chamber, 

to accept the [report] "as further confirmation that the national investigation into 
the six ICC suspects is ongoing and progressing expeditiously" and "as further 
unequivocal evidence of the Government of Kenya's intentions and of its 
conduct in currently investigating the six suspects". Kenya reiterates its 
argument that "[tjhe Appeals Chamber has acknowledged that national 

Prosecutor's Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 2. See also, paras 11-32. 
^̂  Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, paras 2-6. 
^ Defence Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, paras 7-43. 
^̂  Victims' Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 17. 
^̂  Prosecutor v. William Samoei Ruto et al, "Decision on the 'Filing of Updated Investigation Report 
by the Government of Kenya in the Appeal against the Pre-Trial Chamber's Decision on 
Admissibility'", 28 July 2011, ICC-01/09-01/11-234 (OA) (hereinafter: "Ruto Appeals Chamber 
Decision of 28 July 2011"). See also Prosecutor v. Francis Kirimi Muthaura et al, "Decision on the 
'Filing of Updated Investigation Report by the Government of Kenya in the Appeal against the Pre-
Trial Chamber's Decision on Admissibility", 28 July 2011, ICC-01/09-02/11-202 (OA), which 
essentially identical. 
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investigations and prosecutions may develop and change over time, and that 
therefore the determination of admissibility is an ongoing process which must 
be decided on the facts as they exist at the time of the admissibility 
proceedings". In another footnote, Kenya states that "[i]t would be illogical and 
a needless waste of court time and resources if the Government of Kenya would 
be required to file a second admissibility application in order to submit its latest 
investigative report to the Court".^^ [Footnotes omitted.] 

41. The Appeals Chamber found that its jurisprudence required the report to be 

rejected.̂ "^ It recalled that it had found in a previous judgment that "'the admissibility 

of a case must be determined on the basis of the facts as they exist at the time of the 

proceedings concerning the admissibility challenge'" (footnote omitted).^^ However, 

it stated that 

the expression "time of the proceedings" used by the Appeals Chamber in that 
judgment clearly referred to the time of the proceedings on the admissibility 
challenge before the Pre-Trial Chamber and not to the subsequent proceedings 
on appeal. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber also held that events which fall 
outside the scope of the relevant pre-trial or trial proceedings fall outside the 
scope of the appeal concerning those proceedings and should be rejected in 
limine?^ [Footnote omitted.] 

42. The Appeals Chamber stated that "[t]he function of the Appeals Chamber is not 
Q7 

to decide anew on the admissibility of the case". It continued: 

13. As a corrective measure, the scope of proceedings on appeal is determined 
by the scope of the relevant proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber. The 
instant proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber concluded with the issuance 
of the Impugned Decision. Facts which postdate the Impugned Decision fall 
beyond the possible scope of the proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber and 
therefore beyond the scope of Üie proceedings on appeal. As the Updated 
Investigation Report concems facts which postdate the Impugned Decision, it is 
not relevant for this appeal and must be rejected in limine. 

14. The Appeals Chamber is also not persuaded by Kenya's argument that the 
Appeals Chamber should accept the Updated Investigation Report in order to 
avoid Kenya having to bring a second challenge to the admissibility of the case. 
Article 19 of the Statute clearly distinguishes the bringing of a second challenge 
to the admissibility of the case from the bringing of an appeal against a Pre-

^̂  Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 3. 
^̂  Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 9. 
^̂  Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 10, referring to "Judgment on the Appeal of 
Mr. Germain Katanga against the Oral Decision of Trial Chamber U of 12 June 2009 on the 
Admissibility of the Case", 25 September 2009, ICC-01/04-01/07-1497 (OA 8) (heremafter: "Katanga 
Admissibility Judgment"), para. 56. 
^ Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 10. 

Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 11. - ^ ^ 
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Trial or Trial Chamber's decision on admissibility. If Kenya finds that the 
requirements for bringing a further challenge to the admissibility of proceedings 
are met, it should seek to bring such a challenge in accordance with article 19 
(4) of the Statute rather than through appeals proceedings. [Footnote omitted.] 

43. Contrary to Libya's arguments, the Appeals Chamber considers that these 

considerations equally apply in the instant case and on that basis its request to submit 

additional evidence on appeal should be rejected. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber 

is not convinced by the distinction being sought by Libya of its previous 

jurispradence. As the Appeals Chamber has just recalled, its function is corrective in 

nature and "the scope of proceedings on appeal is determined by the scope of the 

relevant proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber".^^ With regard to the minutes of 

the hearing of 19 September 2013 and the minutes of the decision to allow the 

defence teams to view the accusation file (confidential annex A), as they concem a 

hearing that postdates the Impugned Decision, the Appeals Chamber reiterates that 

"[fjacts which postdate the Impugned Decision fall beyond the possible scope of the 

proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber and therefore beyond the scope of the 

proceedings on appeal".^^ Accordingly, the application to submit them as additional 

evidence must be rejected. Concerning the information which Libya wished to submit 

later as additional evidence, the Appeals Chamber notes that this information has not 

been considered by the Pre-Trial Chamber. In the circumstances of this case, it would 

not be appropriate for the Appeals Chamber to consider this material when the Pre-

Trial Chamber has not done so. Accordingly, the request to submit this information 

must also be rejected. 

44. Should Libya wish the above information to be considered by the Court, the 

correct avenue would rather be for it to make an application under article 19 (4) of the 

Statute, in which circumstances the Pre-Trial Chamber could decide whether to grant 

leave to Libya to bring a second challenge to the admissibility of the case ("In 

exceptional circumstances, the Court may grant leave for a challenge to be brought 

more than once or at a time later than the commencement of the trial."). 

IV. MERITS 
45. Libya raises four grounds of appeal: 

Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 13. 
^ Ruto Appeals Chamber Decision of 28 July 2011, para. 13. 
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i. The Chamber erred in law by holding that "a number of investigative steps" 
by the Libyan authorities, covering "discrete aspects" of the case before the 
ICC, failed to satisfy the "same conduct" test under article 17(l)(a) of the 
Statute; 

ii. The Pre-Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law in finding that Libya has not 
substantiated that its domestic investigation covers the same case as that before 
the ICC; 

iii. The Chamber erred procedurally, or acted unfairly, by failing to "take 
appropriate measures for the proper conduct of the procedure", thereby 
depriving Libya of the ability to rely upon highly relevant evidence in support 
of its admissibility challenge. 

iv. The Chamber erred in fact and in law in finding that, due to the 
unavailability of its national judicial system, Libya is unable to obtain the 
accused or the necessary evidence and testimony or is otherwise unable to carry 
out its proceedings, pursuant to article 17(3) of the Statute. ̂ ^̂  

46. Libya submits: 

The errors identified in the four grounds of appeal, cumulatively or in the 
altemative, materially affected the Impugned Decision in that, but for those 
errors, the Chamber would have found the case inadmissible. Further and 
altematively, the errors identified in the four grounds of appeal, cumulatively or 
in the altemative, resulted in such unfairness in the admissibility proceedings as 
to affect the reliability of the Impugned Decision. ̂ ^̂  

47. Libya requests that the Impugned Decision be reversed and the case against Mr 
109 

Gaddafi be found inadmissible. 

A. First ground of appeal 
48. Under the first ground of appeal, Libya alleges: 

The Chamber erred in law by holding that "a number of investigative steps" by 
the Libyan authorities, covering "discrete aspects" of the case before the ICC, 
failed to satisfy the "same conduct" test under article 17(l)(a) of the Statute;^^^ 

49. In respect of errors of law, the Appeals Chamber has held that it 

will not defer to the Trial Chamber's interpretation of the law. Rather, it will 
arrive at its own conclusions as to the appropriate law and determine whether or 
not the Trial Chamber misinterpreted the law. If the Trial Chamber committed 

^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 3. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 4. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 5, 200. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 3. 
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such an error, the Appeals Chamber will only intervene if the error materially 
affected the Impugned Decision. ̂ ^ 

50. This standard will guide the Appeals Chamber in its consideration of this 

ground of appeal. 

1. Procedural context and relevant part of the Impugned Decision 

51. In the Arrest Warrant Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber decided to issue a 

warrant for the arrest of, inter alia, Mr Gaddafi for the crimes against humanity of 

murder and persecution, "committed across Libya from 15 Febraary 2011 until at 

least 28 Febmary 2011".^^^ At paragraphs 36 to 39, the Pre-Trial Chamber set out 

alleged incidents in the course of which members of the Libyan security forces 

committed acts of murder. The same is done at paragraphs 42 to 64 in respect of the 

crime of persecution. The Pre-Trial Chamber found reasonable grounds to believe that 

Mr Gaddafi was criminally responsible for those crimes as an indirect co-

perpetrator and it set out Mr Gaddafi's criminal responsibility and contributions 
108 

to the criminal plan. The Pre-Trial Chamber issued the Warrant of Arrest on the 

same day, wherein it summarised the allegations made and found reasonable grounds 

to believe that Mr Gaddafi was "criminally responsible as an indirect co-perpetrator" 
1OQ 

for the crimes of murder and persecution. 

52. In the Admissibility Challenge, Libya made submissions as to the progress of 

the domestic investigation in relation to Mr Gaddafi, stating that this investigation 

was initially conducted in respect of financial crimes and cormption, but later 

extended to "all crimes committed by Mr Gaddafi during the revolution ... starting 

fi-om 17 February 2011".^^^ Libya also made submissions as to the investigative steps 

that had been taken so far.̂ ^̂  At the Oral Hearing of 9 October 2012, Libya 

specifically stated that the alleged crimes by Mr Gaddafi that it was investigating 

^^ Prosecutor v. Abdallah Banda Abakaer Nourain and Saleh Mohammed Jerbo Jamus, "Judgment on 
the appeal of the Prosecutor agamst the decision of Trial Chamber IV of 12 September 2011 entitled 
'Reasons for the Order on translation of witness statements (ICC-02/05-03/09-199) and additional 
instructions on translation'", 17 February 2012, ICC-02/05-03/09-295 (OA 2), para. 20. 
^̂^ Arrest Warrant Decision, p. 41. 
^^ Arrest Warrant Decision, para. 71 and para. 66 et seq. 
^^ Arrest Warrant Decision, para. 72 et seq. 
*̂^ Arrest Warrant Decision, para. 78 et seq. 
^^ Warrant of Arrest, p. 6. 
^̂ ° Admissibility Challenge, para. 44, citing the Libyan Prosecutor-General's decision of 17 December 
2011. y 
* ̂  ̂  Admissibility Challenge, paras 44-49. ' " ^ Z ^ ^ 
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included those that were listed at paragraphs 36 to 65 of the Arrest Warrant 

Decision. Li Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibihty, Libya stated that the 

domestic investigation of Mr Gaddafi was "much broader than the ICG's 

investigation" (footnote omitted),^^^ both in its temporal and geographical scope/̂ "^ 

and attached 23 annexes relating to the investigation, as "samples" of evidence. ̂ ^̂  In 

Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013, Libya conceded that the evidence it had filed in 

relation to the ongoing investigations did not relate to all incidents mentioned in the 

Arrest Warrant Decision. ̂ ^̂  It submitted that further evidence could be provided, but 

that even without this, on the basis of the material already submitted, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber should be in a position to conclude that the domestic investigation covered 

substantially the same conduct as that of the Prosecutor. ̂ ^̂  

53. The Pre-Trial Chamber considered that it first needed "to determine whether the 

Libyan and the ICC investigations cover the same case" and that the evidence before 

it "must demonstrate that the Libyan authorities are taking concrete and progressive 
1 1 Q 

investigative steps in relation to such 'case'" (footnote omitted). Reviewing 

previous relevant ICC jurispmdence, the Pre-Trial Chamber recalled that the Lubanga 

Pre-Trial Chamber had first found that "for a case to be inadmissible before the Court, 

national proceedings must 'encompass both the person and the conduct which is the 

subject of the case before the Court'" (footnote omitted) and that this test was later 

endorsed by other Pre-Trial Chambers. ̂ ^̂  It noted that Pre-Trial Chambers had "also 

indicated that a case encompasses 'specific incidents during which one or more 

crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court seem to have been committed by one or 

more identified suspects', without clarifying, however, what would be encompassed 

by the notion of 'incident'" (footnote omitted).^^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber found that 

the Appeals Chamber, in the judgment in relation to admissibility in the case of 

William Samoei Ruto et al.,̂ ^^ had confirmed the validity of the 'same person/same 

^̂  Oral Hearing of 9 October 2012, p. 22, lines 4-7. 
^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility, para. 63. 
^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility, paras 64-65. 
^̂  Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility, para. 70. 
^̂  Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013, para. 40. 
^̂  Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013, para. 40. 
*̂  Impugned Decision, para. 73. 
^̂  Impugned Decision, para. 74. 
^̂  Impugned Decision, para. 75. 
^̂  Prosecutor v. William Samoei Ruto et al, "Judgment on the Appeal of the Republic of Kenyj 

against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber n of 30 May 2011 entitled 'Decision on the Application by 
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conduct' test but that "rather than referring to 'incidents', the Appeals Chamber 

referred to the conduct 'as alleged in the proceedings before the Court'" and 

considered whether the domestic investigation covered "substantially the same 

conduct" as that alleged in the proceedings before the Court. The Pre-Trial 

Chamber considered that "the determination of what is 'substantially the same 

conduct as alleged in the proceedings before the Court' will vary according to the 

concrete facts and circumstances of the case, and, therefore, requires a case-by-case 

analysis".^^^ 

54. In relation to the case before it, the Pre-Trial Chamber found that the conduct 

being investigated by Libya needed to be compared to that in the Warrant of Arrest 

and the Arrest Warrant Decision. ̂ "̂̂  It noted that "[t]he Warrant of Arrest does not 

refer to specific instances of killings and acts of persecution, but rather refers to acts 

of such a nature resulting from Mr Gaddafi's use of the Libyan Security Forces to 

target the civilian population which was demonstrating against Gaddafi's regime or 

those perceived to be dissidents to the regime" (footnote omitted).^^^ It recalled that, 

in contrast, the Arrest Warrant Decision "includes a long, non-exhaustive list of 

alleged acts of murder and persecution committed against an identified category of 

people within certain temporal and geographical parameters, on the basis of which the 

Chamber was satisfied that [...] killings and inhuman acts amounting to persecution 

on political grounds were committed by the Security Forces [...] as part of an attack 

against the civilian demonstrators and/or perceived dissidents to Gaddafi's regime" 

(footnotes omitted).^^^ It noted "that the events expressly mentioned [...] do not 

represent unique manifestations of the form of criminality alleged against Mr 

Gaddafi" and that they rather represented "samples of a course of conduct of the 

the Government of Kenya Challenging the Admissibility of the Case Pursuant to Article 19(2)(b) of the 
Statute'", 30 August 2011, ICC-01/09-01/11-307 (OA) (heremafter: "Ruto Admissibility Judgment"), 
para. 40. See also. Prosecutor v. Francis Kirimi Muthaura et al, "Judgment on the Appeal of the 
Republic of Kenya against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber II of 30 May 2011 entitled 'Decision on 
the Application by the Government of Kenya Challenging the Admissibility of the Case Pursuant to 
Article 19(2)(b) of the Statute'", 30 August 2011, ICC-01/09-02/11-274 (OA) (hereinafter: "Muthaura 
Admissibility Judgment"), para. 39. In the remainder of this judgment, citations are generally to the 
Ruto Admissibility Judgment only, and not to the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment, which is identical 
as regards the legal findings. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 76. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 77. 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 78. . 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 80. ^"'^^2^ 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 81. /^^<S,— 
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Security Forces, under Mr Gaddafi's control, that allegedly carried out an attack 

committed across Libya from 15 February 2011 onwards against the civilians who 

were dissidents or perceived dissidents to Gaddafi's regime, which resulted in an 

unspecified number of killings and acts of persecution" (footnote omitted).^^^ The 

Pre-Trial Chamber concluded: 

Therefore, in the circumstances of the case at hand and bearing in mind the 
purpose of the complementarity principle, the Chamber considers that it would 
not be appropriate to expect Libya's investigation to cover exactly the same acts 
of murder and persecution mentioned in the Article 58 Decision as constituting 
instances of Mr Gaddafi's alleged course of conduct. Instead, the Chamber will 
assess, on the basis of the evidence provided by Libya, whether the alleged 
domestic investigation addresses the same conduct underlying the Warrant of 
Arrest and Article 58 Decision, namely that: Mr Gaddafi used his control over 
relevant parts of the Libyan State apparatus and Security Forces to deter and 
quell, by any means, including by the use of lethal force, the demonstrations of 
civilians, which started in Febmary 2011 against Muammar Gaddafi's regime; 
in particular, that Mr Gaddafi activated the Security Forces under his control to 
kill and persecute hundreds of civilian demonstrators or alleged dissidents to 
Muammar Gaddafi's regime, across Libya, in particular in Benghazi, Misrata, 
Tripoli and other neighbouring cities, from 15 February 2011 to at least 28 
February 2011.^^^ 

55. Having assessed the evidence provided by Libya in support of its submission 

that its investigation covered the same case as that of the Prosecutor, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber found that "the evidence presented satisfactorily demonstrates that a number 

of progressive steps directed at ascertaining Mr Gaddafi's criminal responsibility have 

been undertaken [...] and that an 'investigation' is currently ongoing on the domestic 

level".^^^ As to the subject-matter of this investigation, the Pre-Trial Chamber recalled 

that it did "not expect the national investigation to cover the exact events that are 

mentioned in the [Arrest Warrant Decision]",^^^ but that it must cover "the same 

conduct as that alleged in the Warrant of Arrest", setting out again the text of the last 

nine lines of paragraph 83 of the Impugned Decision (see above).̂ ^^ The Pre-Trial 

Chamber stated: 

^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 82. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 83. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 132. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 133. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 133: that, "Mr Gaddafi used his control over relevant parts of the Libyan 
State apparatus and Security Forces to deter and quell, by any means, including by the use of lethal 
force, the demonstrations of civilians, which started in February 2011 against Muammar Gaddafi' 
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On the basis of the materials placed before it, the Chamber is not persuaded that 
the evidence presented sufficiently demonstrates that Libya is investigating the 
same case as that before the Court. As found above, the Chamber is satisfied 
that some items of evidence show that a number of investigative steps have been 
taken by Libya with respect to certain discrete aspects that arguably relate to the 
conduct of Mr Gaddafi as alleged in the proceedings before the Court. These 
aspects include instances of mobilisation of militias and equipment by air, the 
assembly and the mobilization of military forces at the Abraq Airport, certain 
events in Benghazi on 17 February 2011, and the arrest of joumalists and 
activists against the Gaddafi regime. ^̂  

56. Notwithstanding this finding, the Pre-Trial Chamber concluded: 

The evidence, taken as a whole, does not allow the Chamber to discern the 
actual contours of the national case against Mr Gaddafi such that the scope of 
the domestic investigation could be said to cover the same case as that set out in 
the Warrant of Arrest issued by the Court. Libya has fallen short of 
substantiating, by means of evidence of a sufficient degree of specificity and 
probative value, the submission that the domestic investigation covers the same 
case that is before the Court.̂ ^^ 

2. Determination by the Appeals Chamber 

57. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber, having found that there was an 

ongoing domestic investigation covering "discrete aspects" of the case before the 

Court against Mr Gaddafi, should have concluded that the domestic investigation 

concemed the "same case", in terms of article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, and that the 

Pre-Trial Chamber erred by requiring proof of the "actual contours" of the case and its 

precise scope . 

58. This ground of appeal essentially revolves around the interpretation to be given 

to a "case" as referred to in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, and in particular how a 

case being investigated by the Prosecutor and one being investigated by Libya should 

be compared. Article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute provides: 

1. Having regard to paragraph 10 of the Preamble and article 1, the Court shall 
determine that a case is inadmissible where: 

regime; in particular, that Mr Gaddafi activated the Security Forces under his control to kill and 
persecute hundreds of civilian demonstrators or alleged dissidents to Muammar Gaddafi's regime, 
across Libya, in particular in Benghazi, Misrata, Tripoli and other neighbouring cities, from 15 
February 2011 to at least 28 February 2011". 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 134. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 135. 
^̂ '̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 44-45. 
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(a) The case is being investigated or prosecuted by a State which has 
jurisdiction over it, unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry 
out the investigation or prosecution; 

59. The following three, inter-related issues are addressed in disposing of this 

ground of appeal. First, the meaning of the term "case", as referred to in article 17(1) 

(a) of the Statute, including the role of underlying incidents in defining the scope of a 

case. Second, how to compare the cases under investigation by the Court and 

domestically to determine whether they are the same, as required by article 17 (1) (a). 

This includes addressing the requisite level of sameness of the investigations, the 

meaning of the phrase "substantially the same conduct", as used by the Appeals 
1 ^s 

Chamber in the Ruto Admissibility Judgment, and whether a State is investigating 

the same case if it has been established that "discrete aspects" of the case before the 

Court are being investigated domestically. And third, whether a State challenging the 

admissibility of a case before the Court is required to establish the "actual contours" 

or "precise scope" of the domestic investigation. 

(a) The meaning of "case" in terms of article 17 (1) (a) of the 
Statute 

60. In the Ruto Admissibility Judgment, the Appeals Chamber considered the 

interpretation of the term "case" in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute in the context of an 

admissibility challenge under article 19 of the Statute. The Appeals Chamber stated: 

37. [...] Article 17 (1) (a) to (c) sets out how to resolve a conflict of 
jurisdictions between the Court on the one hand and a national jurisdiction on 
the other. Consequently, under article 17 (1) (a), first altemative, the question is 
not merely a question of 'investigation' in the abstract, but is whether the same 
case is being investigated by both the Court and a national jurisdiction. 

39. The meaning of the words 'case is being investigated' in article 17 (1) (a) of 
the Statute must therefore be understood in the context to which it is applied. 
For the purpose of proceedings relating to the initiation of an investigation into 
a situation (articles 15 and 53 (1) of the Statute), the contours of the likely cases 
will often be relatively vague because the investigations of the Prosecutor are at 
their initial stages. The same is tme for preliminary admissibility challenges 
under article 18 of the Statute. Often, no individual suspects will have been 
identified at this stage, nor will the exact conduct nor its legal classification be 
clear. The relative vagueness of the contours of the likely cases in article 18 

135 Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 40. 
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proceedings is also reflected in rule 52 (1) of the Rules of Procedure and 
Evidence, which speaks of "information about the acts that may constitute 
crimes referred to in article 5, relevant for the purposes of article 18, 
paragraph 2" that the Prosecutor's notification to States should contain. 

40. In contrast, article 19 of the Statute relates to the admissibility of concrete 
cases. The cases are defined by the warrant of arrest or summons to appear 
issued under article 58, or the charges brought by the Prosecutor and confirmed 
by the Pre-Trial Chamber under article 61. Article 58 requires that for a warrant 
of arrest or a summons to appear to be issued, there must be reasonable grounds 
to believe that the person named therein has committed a crime witiiin the 
jurisdiction of the Court. Similarly, under regulation 52 of the Regulations of 
the Court, the document containing the charges must identify the person against 
whom confirmation of the charges is sought and the allegations against him or 
her. Articles 17 (1) (c) and 20 (3) of the Statute, state that the Court cannot try a 
person tried by a national court for the same conduct unless the requirements of 
article 20 (3) (a) or (b) of the Statute are met. Thus, the defining elements of a 
concrete case before the Court are the individual and the alleged conduct. It 
follows that for such a case to be inadmissible under article 17 (1) (a) of the 
Statute, the national investigation must cover the same individual and 
substantially the same conduct as alleged in the proceedings before the Court. 
[Emphasis added, footnote omitted.] 

61. Thus, the parameters of a "case" are defined by the suspect under iovestigation 

and the conduct that gives rise to criminal liability under the Statute. 

62. In the present case, the same individual, Mr Gaddafi, is being investigated by 

the Prosecutor and in Libya. Therefore, this issue does not require further 

consideration. In respect of the conduct giving rise to criminal liability, in this case, 

the Appeals Chamber notes that Mr Gaddafi is not alleged to have committed crimes 

with his own hand. Rather, the allegation is that he used the Libyan Security Forces to 

commit the crimes alleged: in this regard, in the Arrest Warrant Decision, the Pre-

Trial Chamber found that Mr Gaddafi is responsible for the crimes against humanity 

of murder and persecution as an indirect co-perpetrator; the underlying criminal 

conduct is alleged to have been carried out by presumably a large number of direct 

perpetrators in the course of various incidents. For the purposes of defining a "case" 

in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, in situations such as the present, the Appeals 

Chamber considers that the conduct described in the incidents under investigation 

which is imputed to the suspect is a necessary component of the case. Such conduct 

^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 40. 
^̂^ The Pre-Trial Chamber noted that it was uncontested that the national investigation needed to cover 
the "same person". See Impugned Decision, para. 61. 
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forms the core of any criminal case because without it, there would be no case. At the 

same time, it is the conduct of the suspect him or herself that is the basis for the case 

against him or her: in the instant case, the crimes that were committed during the 

various incidents described in the Arrest Warrant Decision are imputed to Mr Gaddafi 

because he allegedly used the Security Forces to commit these crimes. Therefore, the 

"conduct" that defines the "case" is both that of the suspect, Mr Gaddafi, and that 

described in the incidents under investigation which is imputed to the suspect. 

"Incident" is understood as referring to a historical event, defined in time and place, in 

the course of which crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court were 

allegedly committed by one or more direct perpetrators. The exact scope of an 

incident carmot be determined in the abstract. What is required is an analysis of all the 

circumstances of a case, including the context of the crimes and the overall allegations 

against the suspect. 

(b) Are the domestic and international cases the same? 

63. The next issue that arises for determination is when it can be said that the cases 

under investigation by the Prosecutor and domestically are the same. As noted above, 

in the Ruto Admissibility Judgment, the Appeals Chamber stated that "the national 

investigation must cover the same individual and substantially the same conduct as 

alleged in the proceedings before the Court". As already stated, the question of the 

individual under investigation does not require further consideration as it is not in 

dispute that the same individual, Mr Gaddafi, is being investigated by the Prosecutor 

and in Libya. As to the conduct under investigation, this was not a central issue in the 

Ruto Admissibility Judgment and the Appeals Chamber accordingly did not further 

define the phrase "substantially the same conduct". This question, however, presents 

itself in this ground of appeal. In particular, the question of the extent to which the 

conduct described in the incidents under investigation, which is imputed to Mr 

Gaddafi, must be the same. 

64. Libya refers to the Pre-Trial Chamber's finding that "'it would not be 

appropriate to expect Libya's investigation to cover exactly the same acts of murder 

and persecution'". It submits that "[t]he Chamber's own description of the conduct 

^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 40. ' ^ ^ C ^ V 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 51, quoting the Impugned Decision, para. 83. 
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underlying the Warrant of Arrest and the [Arrest Warrant Decision] (with flexibility 

as to types of crimes committed) reflects this", stating that "[t]he inappropriateness of 

requiring exact correspondence is underlined by the requirement that 'for a case to be 

inadmissible under article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, the national investigation must 

cover the same individual and substantially the same conduct as alleged in the 

proceedings before the Court'" (footnote omitted).̂ "̂ ^ Libya stresses the importance of 

the principle of complementarity and submits that "[t]o the extent possible [...] the 

Court must give effect to this strong presumption [in favour of domestic jurisdictions] 

by interpreting article 17 reasonably and flexibly in order to enable, rather than defeat, 

domestic proceedings".̂ "̂ ^ It argues that it "was only required to adduce sufficient 

evidence to show generally that an investigation was ongoing into Mr. Gaddafi's 

control of state apparatus and security forces in the commission of crimes against 

civilians in relevant locations".̂ "̂ ^ Referring to the idea of having to prove the same 

incidents, Libya argues that "the core of the test cannot be whether a domestic 

investigation addresses the same criminal outcomes, either as a matter of the law of 

complementarity in general or in the specific context of the Gaddafi case'\^^^ Libya 

argues: 

The word "conduct" is itself indicative of this. A criminal "event" or "incident" 
is not relevant qua conduct, but rather because incidents are a key aspect of the 
subject matter of conduct. Whether the same incidents are addressed by a 
criminal process (whether investigation, trial, or verdict) may be evidence as to 
whether the same conduct is addressed by it, but is not the central aspect of 
"conduct". Several persons could be responsible for the same criminal incident, 
particularly where the alleged mode of liability is not direct commission. But 
the reverse is not true: a person could not be held responsible for the same 
incident more than once through multiple types of conduct, as such convictions 
would be duplicitous.̂ "̂ "̂  

65. Libya argues "that the focus on 'conduct', means that there is considerable 

flexibility in respect of necessary similarity as to coverage of incidents between the 

domestic and intemational investigations", arguing that "[e]ven at the point of trial, 

when a higher standard of specificity can be expected of a case, it is less problematic 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 52 (the reference in the footnote in this paragraph is 
incorrect and should rather be to the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment, para. 39). 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 56. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 64. 
^̂ ^ Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 24. 
^̂ ^ Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 25. 
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to amend an indictment so as to include new incidents, than it is to allege new kinds 

of conduct in respect of those incidents". ̂ "̂^ Libya refers to jurispmdence from the ad 

hoc tribunals which stated that "[w]hether particular facts are 'material' depends on 

the nature of the Prosecution case. The Prosecution's characterization of the alleged 

criminal conduct and the proximity of the accused to the underlying crime are 

decisive factors in determining the degree of specificity with which the Prosecution 

must plead the material facts of its case in the indictment in order to provide the 

accused with adequate notice" (footnote omitted).̂ "^^ It submits that "the specificity 

demanded as regards alleged incidents varies depending upon the type of conduct 

alleged" (footnote omitted). ̂ ^̂  It submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber found it 

necessary to consider whether the domestic investigation addressed Mr Gaddafi's use 

of control to deter and quell the demonstrations of civilians and that "[t]his, the 

Chamber makes resoundingly clear, is the conduct in relation to which the 

admissibility assessment poses the question of substantial identity". ̂ "̂^ 

66. The Prosecutor argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber "actually adopted a very 

broad interpretation of the 'substantially the same conduct' test".̂ "̂ ^ However, she 

contends that 

while the Pre-Trial Chamber was correct in its conclusion, several issues remain 
unresolved from its interpretation and application of the "substantially the same 
conduct" test. The Chamber held that the determination of what is "substantially 
the same conduct" will vary according to the concrete facts and circumstances 
of the case and therefore requires a case-by-case analysis. However, it also held 
that in the case at hand the Appellant need not investigate the same incidents as 
those which form the basis of the crime for which the Court seeks the persons 
[sic] surrender. As such, it remains unclear which facts and circumstances are 
relevant to an assessment of "substantially the same conduct": i.e. whether it 
relates to the specific factual incidents which form the basis of the acts alleged 
as well as the forms of participation of the suspect and his or her alleged role, or 
only the latter. Moreover, the degree of sameness is [sic] encompassed by the 
term "substantially the same" is unclear: specifically, whether the word 
"substantially" actually alters the "same conduct" stipulation that is expressly 

^̂^ Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 26. 
^^ Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 26. 
147 

148 

Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 27. 
Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 30. '^^'^l^C 

'̂̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 48. 
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contained within the Statute, or whether it serves rather to clarify how "same 
conduct" should be interpreted. ̂ ^̂  [Footnotes omitted.] 

67. In relation to the phrase "substantially the same conduct", and specifically use 

of the word "substantially", the Prosecutor argues that "the Appeals Chamber sought 

to describe the nature of the test, rather than departing from it or proposing a different 

test where 'sameness' is not required".^^^ She argues that discussion on this issue 

should start from focusing "on the required degree of sameness as it attaches to the 

term 'conduct'". The Prosecutor submits that jurispmdence on ne bis in idem could 

be of assistance in this exercise, arguing that articles 17 and 20 of the Statute operate 

together in relation to complementarity, and setting out national jurispmdence and 

that from the European Court of Human Rights and European Court of Justice on the 

subject.̂ ^^ She argues: 

64. In sum, and in light of the above case law, the Prosecution observes that use 
of the term "substantially" should not be understood to qualify "sameness" to 
mean that the idem in question (conduct) need not be the same. Rather, 
"substantially" serves to explain in relation to what "sameness" attaches, 
namely, to the substance of the criminal behavior. Thus, a case will be 
"substantially the same" if any difference in the underlying facts and 
circumstances are minor, such that the facts and circumstances may be 
described as essentially the same because they are inextricably linked together 
in time, space and by their subject-matter. 

65. If there is no inextricable linkage, but merely a re-occurrence of a similar act 
elsewhere, the two sets of facts cannot be described as the same in substance. 
Thus, if the focus of the national investigation or prosecution differs in any 
respect from the ICC case, the Chamber will need to scratinize the national 
efforts closely, including reasons for such divergence, in order to determine 
whether the national auüiorities and the ICC are focused on substantially the 
same conduct. 

68. The Prosecutor agrees that determining what constitutes "substantially the same 

conduct" will depend on the circumstances of the case, but states that "[n]onetheless, 

the case which forms the subject of an admissibility determination must be denoted by 

a set of clearly defined parameters that will permit ready comparison. If the given 

parameters are overly broad, effective comparison is rendered meaningless".̂ ^"^ She 

^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 50. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 52. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 53. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 54-63. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 71. 
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argues that "the notion of 'incident' is necessary to identify the relevant parameters of 

time, place and subject-matter that will permit to compare the ICC case with the 

domestic case".̂ ^^ She recalls her previous submission that "although the Pre-Trial 

Chamber appeared to have departed from prior and consistent jurispmdence of other 

Pre-Trial Chambers which have defined 'case' as being incident-specific, its notion of 

'conduct' was nonetheless capable of being reconciled with this earlier case-law" 

(footnote omitted). ̂ ^̂  

69. The Victims agree with the Prosecutor that there is a lack of clarity as to the 

facts and circumstances that could be relevant to determine 'substantially the same 

conduct', "and in particular whether it relates to the specific factual incidents which 
1 en 

form the basis of the acts alleged before the Court" (footnote omitted). They argue 

"that the Court should maintain a unitary and consistent approach to the notion of 

'case', whose parameters are defined by the specific factual incidents and 

circumstances described for the purposes of this Admissibility Challenge in the 

[Arrest Warrant Decision]".^^^ 

70. In relation to whether "substantially the same conduct" is being investigated by 

Libya, the Appeals Chamber has already stated above that the conduct that defines the 

"case" as referred to in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, in situations such as the 

present, is both that of the suspect (Mr Gaddafi) and that described in the incidents 

under investigation which is imputed to the suspect. ̂ ^̂  It does not seem to be in 

dispute that the same conduct in relation to Mr Gaddafi must be under investigation. 

However, the question arises as to the extent to which it must be shown that the same 

incidents must be under investigation by both the Prosecutor and the State in question, 

the conduct alleged in those incidents being an integral part of the case against the 

suspect. 

71. The Appeals Chamber considers that, ultimately, what constitutes the same 

case, as referred to in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, and in particular the extent to 

^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 40. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to Libya's Further Submissions on Appeal, para. 42. See also. Prosecutor's 
Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 69-70. 
^̂^ Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 39. 
^̂^ Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 39. 
^̂^ Supra, para. 62. 
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which there must be overlap, or sameness, in the investigation of the conduct 

described in the incidents under investigation which is imputed to the suspect, will 

depend upon the facts of the specific case. It is not possible to set down a hard and 

fast mle to regulate this issue. At the same time, the following may be said. 

72. If, and perhaps most straightforwardly, the underlying incidents that the 

Prosecutor and the State are investigating are identical, the case will be inadmissible 

before the Court (subject to any finding of unwillingness or inability). At the other 

end of the scale, the Appeals Chamber finds it hard to envisage a situation in which 

the Prosecutor and a State can be said to be investigating the same case in 

circumstances in which they are not investigating any of the same underlying 

incidents. The real issue is, therefore, the degree of overlap required as between the 

incidents being investigated by the Prosecutor and those being investigated by a State 

- with the focus being upon whether the conduct is substantially the same. Again, this 

will depend upon the facts of the individual case. If there is a large overlap between 

the incidents under investigation, it may be clear that the State is investigating 

substantially the same conduct; if the overlap is smaller, depending upon the precise 

facts, it may be that the State is still investigating substantially the same conduct or 

that it is investigating only a very small part of the Prosecutor's case. For example, 

the incidents that it is investigating may, in fact, form the crux of the Prosecutor's 

case and/or represent the most serious aspects of the case. Altematively, they may be 

very minor when compared with the case as a whole. 

73. What is required js a judicial assessment of whether the case that the State is 

investigating sufficiently mirrors the one that the Prosecutor is investigating. The 

Appeals Chamber considers that to carry out this assessment, it is necessary to use, as 

a comparator, the underlying incidents under investigation both by the Prosecutor and 

the State, alongside the conduct of the suspect under investigation that gives rise to 

his or her criminal responsibility for the conduct described in those incidents. 

74. In carrying out this assessment, a Chamber should consider any information 

provided by the State concemed as to why it is not investigating incidents that are 

being investigated by the Prosecutor and should take this into account in deciding 

whether the State in question is investigating substantially the same conduct. ^^^^jLy 

addition, this judicial assessment should include a consideration of the interests of ^ ^ 
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victims and the impact on them of any decision that a case is inadmissible at the Court 

despite not all of the incidents being investigated domestically. 

75. In the instant case, the Pre-Trial Chamber found that the evidence before it did 

not sufficiently demonstrate that Libya was investigating the same case.̂ ^^ However, 

it was "satisfied that some items of evidence show that a number of investigative steps 

have been taken by Libya with respect to certain discrete aspects that arguably relate 

to the conduct of Mr Gaddafi as alleged in the proceedings before the Court". ̂ ^̂  Thus, 

the next question that needs to be addressed is whether a showing that a State is 

investigating "discrete aspects" of the case before the Court is sufficient to 

demonstrate that the State is investigating the same case in terms of article 17 (1) (a) 

of the Statute. 

76. In this regard, Libya essentially submits that once it is established that a State is 

investigating "discrete aspects" of the (broad) case under investigation by the 

Prosecutor, it has been demonstrated that the same case is being investigated in terms 

of article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute. In Libya's submission, a State should only be 

required to present "minimal evidence of an ongoing investigation relating broadly to 

the 'same conduct' - including 'discrete aspects' thereof'. In support of the 

proposition that the Pre-Trial Chamber, therefore, should have found that Libya was 

investigating the same case, Libya raises several arguments. First, Libya argues that 

the Pre-Trial Chamber made a general error as regards the requisite level of 

"sameness" of the case. Libya recalls the will of the drafters of the Statute to give a 

'"strong presumption in favour of national jurisdictions'" (footnote omitted),^^ and 

submits that the Court must, to the extent possible, "give effect to this strong 

presumption by interpreting article 17 reasonably and flexibly in order to enable, 

rather than defeat, domestic proceedings". ̂ ^̂  Libya also submits that the obligation to 

investigate is an obligation of conduct, not of result, and that it is therefore sufficient 

to show that the State is indeed investigating, even if an investigation by the Court 

^^ Impugned Decision, para. 134. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 134. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 63. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 53 et seq. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 55. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 56. 
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would potentially be more efficient. ^̂ ^ Libya submits that "[t]here is no reason of 

logic or principle why a partially complete investigation that relates to 'aspects' of the 

overall ICC case should be insufficient". More generally, Libya submits that "a 

finding of inadmissibility by the Appeals Chamber in the present case would give 

effect to that intention [of the drafters] and further the eradication of impunity by 

empowering national jurisdictions in challenging transitional situations". 

77. Libya seems to be arguing that the Pre-Trial Chamber should trast Libya's 

stated intention to investigate Mr Gaddafi fully, even if there is currently only limited 

investigative activity taking place. The Appeals Chamber dismissed such an approach 

in the Ruto Admissibility Judgment, where it found that the argument that there must 

be some leeway to allow a domestic investigation to proceed was unmeritorious 

because "the purpose of the admissibility proceedings under article 19 of the Statute is 

to determine whether the case brought by the Prosecutor is inadmissible because of a 

jurisdictional conflict" and that "[u]nless there is such a conflict, the case is 

admissible". ̂ ^̂  In this sense, if it has only been established that "discrete aspects" of 

the case before the Court are being investigated domestically, it will most likely not 

be possible for a Chamber to conclude that the same case is imder investigation. 

78. The Appeals Chamber also considers, as the Defence notes, that 

'complementarity' does not mean that all cases must be resolved in favour of 

domestic investigation. Complementarity is regulated by article 17 of the Statute 

and the test prescribed therein; the Court's role is to ensure that it will not step in 

should a case be inadmissible under the relevant criteria. It is, however, not the case 

that all cases must be resolved in favour of domestic investigation. Therefore, as the 

Appeals Chamber has previously stated, 

[a]lthough article 17 (1) (a) to (c) of the Statute does indeed favour national 
jurisdictions, it does so only to the extent that there actually are, or have been, 
investigations and/or prosecutions at the national level. If the suspect or conduct 

166 

167 

168 

Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 65-68 
Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 69. 
Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 74 

^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 44. i^^^s^ 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 84. / ^ ^ ^ C ^ 
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have not been investigated by the national jurisdiction, there is no legal basis for 
the Court to find the case inadmissible.^^^ 

(c) The "contours of the case" 

79. The Pre-Trial Chamber concluded that, on the basis of "the evidence, taken as a 

whole", it could not "discem the actual contours of the national case against Mr 

Gaddafi such that the scope of the domestic investigation could be said to cover the 

same case as that set out in the Warrant of Arrest issued by the Court". ̂ ^̂  Earlier in 

the decision, it referred to summaries of witness statements not allowing it "to draw 

conclusions as to the precise scope of the domestic investigation". ̂ ^̂  

80. Libya submits on appeal that this standard was too exacting. According to 

Libya, "[a]n ongoing investigation is necessarily conducted in progressive steps and 

stages. Nothing in the terms of article 17(l)(a) suggests that the case 'being 

investigated' must have reached a stage at which the 'actual contours' or 'precise 

scope' of the final case have clearly emerged or been established". ̂ "̂̂  In particular, 

Libya argues that it is inherent in an ongoing domestic investigation that there is a 

lack of specificity. Libya submits that in the course of an investigation, the scope 

may change, until such time as the case actually reaches the trial stage. It 

emphasises that under its procedural system it was unlikely that the precise scope of 
1 n'y 

the case would be clear before the accusation stage. It also submits that it is in the 

interests of the Court that the admissibility of a case be challenged as early as 

possible, and that this is also required by article 19 (5) of the Statute; it follows that it 

cannot be that the domestic investigation has to be at a stage where its "actual 
17R 

contours" and "precise scope" are clear. Libya recalls the jurisprudence of the 

Appeals Chamber in the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment, which found that "the 

words 'is being investigated' merely 'signify the taking of steps''', which, in Libya's 

submission, "is necessarily a progressive investigation that proceeds in stages. It is 

*̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 44. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 135. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 123. 
'̂̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 60. 

^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 57 et seq. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 61. . 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 62. y v ^ ^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 63. 
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obvious that the 'actual contours' and 'precise scope' of the domestic case become 

increasingly clear as the investigation progresses" (footnote omitted).^^^ 

81. The Prosecutor argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber did not err in requiring clarity 

as to the actual contours and precise scope of Libya's investigation; she argues that 

"[t]he Court cannot identify whether there is an ongoing national investigation in 

relation to the same case if it is unclear what the national case encompasses". The 

Prosecutor submits that "any investigation, either at the early stages or when it 

approaches its completion, will have certain defining parameters. [...] If the 

parameters of the Libyan case are so unclear that it is not possible to discem which 

conduct is actually being investigated, then, simply, there is no concrete case at the 

national level that will permit comparison to the ICC case; i.e. there is no conflict of 

jurisdictions and the case is admissible before the Court" (footnote omitted).^^^ The 

Prosecutor argues that if a State challenges admissibility, it "needs to substantiate it 

with concrete, tangible and pertinent evidence that proper investigations are currently 

ongoing. The State's assertions that 'best efforts' are taken is not determinative if 
1 89 

such statement is not supported with evidence" (footnotes omitted). She argues 

further that "there is no presumption in the Statute in favour of national proceedings 

that would alter the evidentiary standard to grant leniency to States in the fulfilment of 

the burden of proof and/or standard" (footnote omitted).^«^ 

82. The Defence submits that the Chamber's use of the words 'actual contours' and 

'precise scope' "refers to an epistemological question, not to the substance of the 

investigation".̂ ^"^ It submits that "[t]he Chamber was not setting a standard to which 

the investigations should have progressed - Libya simply did not provide enough 

evidence to even establish the investigation that it was alleging to exist". It argues 

that "[t]he Chamber had correctly identified the requisite standard of proof, namely 

that the State 'must provide the Court with evidence of a sufficient degree of 

specificity and probative value that demonstrates that it is indeed investigating the 

^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 69. 
^̂ ° Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 42. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 43. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 74. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 75. 
^^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 76. . ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 76. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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case'" (footnote omitted). The Victims submit that it was clear that when the Pre-

Trial Chamber "inquired about the 'precise contours' of the domestic case, it did so 

only because it lacked basic information regarding the subject-matter of the domestic 
1 on 

proceedings against Mr Gaddafi". They submit that "[pjrovision of evidence 

regarding the precise parameters of the domestic case is a prerequisite to the 

complementarity assessment. It enables the Court to assess the level of similarity 

between concurrent proceedings". 

83. The Appeals Chamber does not consider it to be inherent in an on-going 

investigation that its contours are unclear. As noted by the Prosecutor, any 

investigation - irrespective of its stage - will have certain defining parameters, and it 

is an indication that there is no concrete case under investigation if those parameters 

are unclear. ̂ ^̂  In this sense, in relation to what must be submitted by a State in its 

challenge to admissibility, it must be possible for a Chamber to compare what is being 

investigated domestically against what is being investigated by the Prosecutor in order 

for it to assess whether the same case (substantially the same conduct) is being 

investigated. To make this assessment, the contours of the case being investigated 

domestically (and indeed by the Prosecutor) must be clear. 

84. Concerning the argument that article 19 (5) of the Statute requires that a 

challenge to admissibility be submitted as early as possible, the Appeals Chamber 

does not agree that it follows from this that it is not possible for a domestic 

investigation to be at a stage where its "actual contours" and "precise scope" are 

clear.̂ ^^ Article 19 (5) provides that "[a] State [...] shall make a challenge at the 

earliest opportunity". As found in the Ruto Admissibility Judgment in relation to the 

argument that a challenge needed to be made, pursuant to this provision, as soon as a 

sunMnons to appear had been issued "and therefore [the State] could not be 'expected 

to have prepared every aspect of its Admissibility Application in detail in advance of 

this date'" (footnote omitted), the Appeals Chamber stated that "[a]rticle 19 (5) of the 

Statute requires a State to challenge admissibility as soon as possible once it is in a 

^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 76, quotmg the Muthaura 
Admissibility Judgment, para. 61. 
^̂^ Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 25. 
^̂^ Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 28. ^.--i^^^x^ 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 43. 
190 Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 63. 
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position to actually assert a conflict of jurisdictions" (footnote omitted). ̂ ^̂  Therefore, 

as soon as a State can present its challenge in such a way that it can show a conflict of 

jurisdictions, it must be submitted. To be successful, this challenge must be able to 

show what is being investigated by the State (the contours or parameters of the case) 

such that the Court is able to compare this against what is being investigated by the 

Prosecutor. It may be that those contours will develop as time goes on, but again, any 

investigation, irrespective of its stage, will have defining parameters. If a State is 

imable to present such parameters to the Court, no assessment of whether the same 

case is being investigated can be meaningfully made. In such circumstances, it would 

be unreasonable to suggest that the Court should accept that an investigation, capable 

of rendering a case inadmissible before the Court, is underway. 

(d) Impact of the Appeals Chamber's findings on the 
Impugned Decision 

85. The Appeals Chamber has concluded that the parameters of a "case", as referred 

to in article 17 (1) (a) of the Statute, are defined by the suspect under investigation 

and the conduct that gives rise to criminal liability under the Statute. ̂ ^̂  The "conduct" 

that defines the "case", in situations such as the present, is both that of the suspect and 

that described in the incidents under investigation which is imputed to the suspect.̂ ^^ 

In assessing admissibility, what is required is a judicial assessment of whether the 

case that the State is investigating sufficiently mirrors the one that the Prosecutor is 

investigating. ̂ "̂̂  To be able to carry out the assessment as to whether the same case is 

being investigated, it will be necessary for a Chamber to know the contours or 

parameters of the investigation being carried out both by the Prosecutor and by the 

State.»^^ 

86. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Pre-Trial Chamber concluded, having 

analysed the evidence before it, that that evidence did "not allow the Chamber to 

discem the actual contours of the national case against Mr Gaddafi such that the scope 

of the domestic investigation could be said to cover the same case as that set out in the 

^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 46. See also, para. 100. 
^̂ ^ Supra parsi. 61. 
^̂ ^ Supra ps^à. 62. 

Supra para. 73. • . ^ ^ t r J ^ 
Supra para. 83. " " ^ ^ ^ f V ^ 
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Warrant of Arrest issued by the Court". ̂ ^̂  The Appeals Chamber has foimd that it 

must be possible for the Pre-Trial Chamber to discem the contours of the 

investigation being carried out at the national level in order for it to be able to 

compare if the same case is being investigated domestically as that being investigated 

by the Prosecutor. As the Pre-Trial Chamber required just that, the Appeals Chamber 

can find no error in its legal conclusion. 

(e) Purported insufficient reasoning 

87. Libya submits, in the altemative, that the Impugned Decision is tainted by an 

error of law because it failed "to provide a reasoned opinion explaining why 'a 

number of investigative steps' did not satisfy the requirements of article 17(l)(a), and 

why an additional element of proof or the 'actual contours' and 'precise scope' of the 

case was required". ̂ ^̂  Libya avers that the Pre-Trial Chamber failed to explain how it 

arrived at this requirement in light of the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment and 

that it did not explain why it moved from the requirement of "substantially the same 

conduct" in that judgment "to the more exacting requirement of proof of the 'actual 

contours' and 'precise scope' of the investigation in relation to that conduct".^^^ It 

argues that "[t]he Chamber failed to address pertinent factors, such as the particular 

stage of a domestic investigation within the broader context of the Libyan criminal 

justice system, and why it chose not to draw reasonable inferences from these factors 

in favour of inadmissibility".^^^ Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber simply 

stated that the issue would require a case-by-case analysis. Recalling jurispmdence 

of the Appeals Chamber and that of other tribunals (namely, the Intemational 

Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the State Court of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina) as to the requirements for a reasoned opinion, it submits that "[b]ased 

on this general statement on 'case-by-case' analysis of the evidence, the Chamber 

does not explain anywhere why the 'same conduct' test requires proof of the 'actual 
90"^ 

contours' and 'precise scope' of the domestic investigation". It argues that therefore 

the Pre-Trial Chamber clearly failed to provide a reasoned opinion, which is "an error 

^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 135. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 75. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 76-77. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 77. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 77. ^ ^ y ^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 79. " ^ x ^ T 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 78. 
°̂̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 80. 
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of law and/or procedural error requiring the Appeals Chamber to reverse the 

Impugned Decision in relevant part".^^ 

88. The Prosecutor argues that the Impugned Decision was sufficiently reasoned in 

line with relevant jurispmdence and that there is, therefore, no error.̂ ^^ The Defence 

argues that Libya's submissions in this regard are unsubstantiated and should be 

dismissed.^^^ 

89. The Appeals Chamber has found, in different contexts, that "[t]he extent of the 

reasoning will depend on the circumstances of the case, but it is essential that it 

indicates with sufficient clarity the basis of the decision. Such reasoning will not 

necessarily require reciting each and every factor that was before the Pre-Trial 

Chamber to be individually set out, but it must identify which facts it found to be 

relevant in coming to its conclusion". It has also found that "[t]he reasons for a 

decision should be comprehensible from the decision itself'. The Appeals Chamber 

has reversed decisions for lack of reasoning,^^ but has also found that, although the 

reasoning in a decision was sparse, it was not so lacking that the Chamber in question 

failed to fulfil its obligation to provide a reasoned decision.^^^ 

^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 80. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 81-85. 
^^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 101-102. 
°̂̂  Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr Thomas Lubanga Dyilo 

against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I entitled Tirst Decision on the Prosecution Requests and 
Amended Requests for redactions under Rule 81'", 14 December 2006, ICC-01/04-01/06-773 (0A5) 
(hereinafter: "Lubanga Appeals Chamber Judgment (0A5) of 14 December 2006"), para. 20. See also. 
Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo against 
the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I entitied 'Second Decision on the Prosecution Requests and 
Amended Requests for Redactions under Rule 81'", 14 December 2006, ICC-01/04-01/06-774 (OA 6) 
(hereinafter: "Lubanga Appeals Chamber Judgment (0A6) of 14 December 2006"), para. 30; 
Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, "Judgment on the appeals of Mr Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo 
and the Prosecutor against the Decision of Trial Chamber HI entitled 'Decision on the admission into 
evidence of materials contained in the prosecution's list of evidence'", 3 May 2011, ICC-01/05-01/08-
1386 (OA 5) (OA 6), para. 59. 
^̂^ Lubanga Appeals Chamber Judgment (0A6) of 14 December 2006, para. 33. 
^^ Lubanga Appeals Chamber Judgment (0A5) of 14 December 2006; Lubanga Appeals Chamber 
Judgment (0A6) of 14 December 2006. 
^̂ ^ Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo 
against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I entitled 'Décision sur la demande de mise en liberté 
provisoire de Thomas Lubanga Dyilo'", 13 February 2007, ICC-01/04-01/06-824 (OA 7), paras 124, 
136, 139; Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr. Jean-Pierre 
Bemba Gombo against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber EI entitled 'Decision on application for 
mterim release'", 16 December 2008, ICC-01/05-01/08-323 (OA), paras 53, 66; Prosecutor v. Laurent 
Koudou Gbagbo, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr Laurent Koudou Gbagbo against the decision of Pre- A ^ ^ 
Trial Chamber I of 13 July 2012 entitled 'Decision on the 'Requête de la Défense demandant la mise-^^A; 
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90. The Appeals Chamber considers that the hnpugned Decision was sufficiently 

reasoned. The Pre-Trial Chamber analysed the question of whether Libya was 

investigating the same case in detail, both firom a legal and factual perspective. 

Recalling the aforementioned jurisprudence regarding the sufficiency of reasoning, 

the Appeals Chamber considers that the Impugned Decision indicates with sufficient 

clarity the basis of the decision. It is perfectly possible to understand, fi'om the 

Impugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber's conclusions and how it arrived at them 

and the Appeals Chamber accordingly does not find any error. 

91. For the reasons set out above, the Appeals Chamber dismisses the first ground 

of appeal. 

B. Second ground of appeal 
92. Under the second ground of appeal, Libya alleges: 

The Pre-Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law in finding that Libya has not 
substantiated that its domestic investigation covers the same case as that before 
thelCC;^^^ 

93. The Appeals Chamber's standard of review in relation to legal errors has been 

set out above. Regarding factual errors, the Appeals Chamber has held that it will 

not interfere with factual findings of a first-instance Chamber unless it is shown that 

that Chamber "committed a clear error, namely: misappreciated the facts, took into 

account irrelevant facts or failed to take into account relevant facts" (footnote 

omitted).^^^ Regarding the misappreciation of facts, the Appeals Chamber has also 

stated that it "will not disturb a Pre-Trial or Trial Chamber's evaluation of the facts 

just because the Appeals Chamber might have come to a different conclusion. It will 

en liberté provisoire du président Gbagbo"", 26 October 2012, ICC-02/11-01/11-278-Red (OA), paras 
46-50. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 3. 
^̂ ^ Supra paras 49-50. 
^̂ ^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 56; Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, "Judgment on the 
appeal of the Prosecutor against Rre-Trial Chamber U's 'Decision on the Interim Release of Jean-Pierre 
Bemba Gombo and Convening Hearings with the Kingdom of Belgium, the Republic of Portugal, the 
Republic of France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Italian Republic, and the Republic of South 
Africa'", 2 December 2009, ICC-01/05-01/08-631-Red (OA 2), para. 61, citing Prosecutor v. Germain 
Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui, "Judgment In the Appeal by Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui of 27 
March 2008 against the Decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I on the Application of the Appellant for 
Interim Release", 9 June 2008, ICC-01/04-01/07-572 (OA 4), para. 25. See also. Prosecutor v. Jean-
Pierre Bemba Gombo, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo against the decision 
of Pre-Trial Chamber HI entitled 'Decision on application for interim release'", 16 December 20()8 
ICC-01/05-01/08-323 (OA), para. 52. 
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interfere only in the case where it cannot discem how the Chamber's conclusion could 

have reasonably been reached from the evidence before it" (footnote omitted)?^"^ 

These standards of review will guide the Appeals Chamber in its consideration of this 

ground of appeal. 

1. Procedural context and relevant part of the Impugned Decision 

94. The evidence submitted by Libya in support of its Admissibility Challenge 

comprised primarily eleven annexes to the Admissibility Challenge (Annexes A-K) 

and 23 annexes to Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility (Annexes 1-23). hi 

the analysis that follows, these annexes are simply referred to by their letter or 

number. As set out in more detail in the background to the first ground of appeal 

above, Libya argued before the Pre-Trial Chamber that its investigation was broader 

than that being undertaken by the Prosecutor, but that it included the crimes that were 

listed at paragraphs 36 to 65 of the Arrest Warrant Decision; Libya also argued, as 

seen in more detail in relation to ground three below, that it could provide further 

evidence to the Pre-Trial Chamber to substantiate its challenge. 

95. In the Impugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber stated that, in relation to the 

standard of proof, it was guided by the Appeals Chamber "to the effect that the State 

'must provide the Court with evidence of a sufficient degree of specificity and 

probative value that demonstrates that it is indeed investigating the case'" (footnote 
91 s 

omitted). It stated that "[i]n the view of the Chamber, such evidence shall 

demonstrate that Libya is taking concrete and progressive steps towards ascertaining 

Mr Gaddafi's responsibility". It recalled that the Appeals Chamber had "mentioned 

interviewing witnesses or suspects, collecting documentary evidence, or carrying out 

forensic analyses", stating that "[tjherefore, the Chamber has reminded Libya of the 

necessity to provide concrete, tangible and pertinent evidence that proper 

investigations are currently ongoing" (footnotes omitted). The Pre-Trial Chamber 

recalled its Decision of 7 December 2012 in which it had stated that evidence "means 

all material capable of proving that an investigation is ongoing and that appropriate 

^̂ ^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 56. See also. Prosecutor v. Callixte Mbarushimana, "Judgment 
on the appeal of Mr Callixte Mbarushimana against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I of 19 May 
2011 entitled 'Decision on the 'Defence Request for Interim Release'", 14 July 2011, ICC-01/04-01/10-
283 (OA), paras 1,17. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 54, referring to the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment, para. 61. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 54. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 55, referring to the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment, para. 1. 
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measures are being envisaged to carry out the proceedings", and documents "to the 

extent that they demonstrate that Libyan authorities are taking concrete and 

progressive steps to ascertain whether Mr Gaddafi is responsible for the conduct 
91 R 

underlying the warrant of arrest issued by the Court". 

96. Turning to the documents submitted by Libya, the Pre-Trial Chamber first 

stated that 

[m]any of these documents contain no information of relevance to the 
determination as to whether the same conduct as that covered by the Article 58 
Decision is under investigation in Libya. Only those documents which may 
have a bearing on this issue will be considered hereunder along with, when 
pertinent, the arguments raised by the parties and the participants. [Footnote 
omitted.] 

97. The Pre-Trial Chamber assessed, in detail, four categories of evidence that 

Libya had submitted (documents, summaries of witness statements, three witness 

statements and intercepts). Having done so, it found, as set out in more detail above, 

that it had been shown "that an 'investigation' is currently ongoing at the domestic 

level". However, it concluded that "the evidence, taken as a whole, does not allow 

the Chamber to discem the actual contours of the national case against Mr Gaddafi 

such that the scope of the domestic investigation could be said to cover the same case 

as that set out in the Warrant of Arrest issued by the Court".̂ ^^ 

2. Determination by the Appeals Chamber 

98. The arguments raised under the second ground of appeal fall into two groups: 

first, allegations that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in the evaluation of the evidence 

that Libya submitted in the proceedings relating to Mr Gaddafi;^^^ and second, 

allegations that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in not considering evidence that had been 

submitted to it in relation to Libya's admissibility challenge in respect of Mr Al-

Senussi^^^ (hereinafter: "Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge")^^"^ and that it 

^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 55, quoting from the Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 10-11. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 106. 
^̂ ° Impugned Decision, para. 132. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 135. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 85-91, 96-109,116-118. 
^̂^ "Application on behalf of the Government of Libya relating to Abdullah Al-Senussi pursuant to 
Article 19 of the ICC Statute", dated 2 April 2013 and registered 3 April 2013, ICC-01/11-01/11-307-
Conf-Exp. A public redacted version was registered on the same date (ICC-01/11-01/1 l-307-Red2), 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 92-95. 
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failed to take into account evidence that would have been available had the Chamber 

granted Libya's requests for a further six weeks to present evidence and/or to travel to 

Tripoli to inspect the case file to review the evidence collected in the Libyan 
225 

mvestigation. 

99. Libya argues that this ground of appeal raises allegations of errors of fact and 

law. In addition, regarding the second part of the second group of allegations 

(failing to take into account evidence it would have adduced), Libya argues that this 

was a procedural error, but also that "declining to take into account such evidence 

also amounted to a clear error of fact, which had a material effect on the Impugned 

Decision".^^^ The Appeals Chamber considers that, irrespective of Libya's 

characterisation, all of the arguments raised under the second allegation essentially 

concem allegations of procedural errors, which overlap with the arguments raised by 

Libya under the third ground of appeal. As a result, the Appeals Chamber considers it 

appropriate only to consider the first set of allegations under this ground of appeal. 

The second set of allegations will be considered within the third ground of appeal. 

100. In addressing this ground of appeal, the Appeals Chamber will first consider the 

specific allegations of error made by Libya in relation to the evidence referred to by 

the Pre-Trial Chamber in the Impugned Decision, before considering Libya's 

argument as to the Pre-Trial Chamber's approach to the evaluation of the evidence. 

The Appeals Chamber's analysis is carried out against the standard of review 

applicable to factual errors, as set out above.̂ ^^ The Appeals Chamber underlines in 

this regard the deferential nature of the Appeals Chamber's review of factual findings 

of first-instance Chambers. Accordingly, at issue is not whether the Appeals Chamber 

would have reached the same factual conclusion as the Pre-Trial Chamber, but rather 

whether the Pre-Trial Chamber's factual conclusion could be reasonably reached 

based on the evidence before it. 

(a) Specific allegations of factual errors 

(i) Alleged f actual errors in the assessment of documents 

^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 110-115. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 82. / l y ^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 115. ^ / ^ ^ 
^̂^ Supra para. 93. ^ 
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101. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber 

erroneously discounted the evidential value of various documents provided by 
Libya as it wrongly regarded that evidence as either: "falling short of clarifying 
the scope or subject matter of the domestic investigation" or "not contain[ing] 
specific information as to the criminal conduct under investigation in Libya". Li 
some cases the Chamber made no apparent findings of fact on the documents 
and gave no reasoning as to the weight to be attributed to such documents in 
spite of the fact that they demonstrably were of a sufficient degree of specificity 
and probative value relevant to Libya's arguments concerning the 'same case' 
issue.̂ ^^ [Footnotes omitted.] 

102. The first two documents in relation to which Libya argues that errors were made 

are confidential Annexes E and F. In the Impugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

noted that Aimexes E and F relate to the domestic investigation of Mr Al-Senussi 

(Annex E being a report by the Ministry of Justice of the National Transitional 

Council of Libya and Annex F being an opinion by the Assistant of the Military 

Prosecutor-General).^^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber stated: 

The link between Al-Senussi's domestic investigations and those against Mr 
Gaddafi has not been shown by Libya and it is not apparent to the Chamber 
from the evidence before it. Although annex E contains some information 
relevant to the case against Mr Gaddafi, the information provided falls short of 
clarifying the scope or subject matter of the domestic investigation.^^^ 

103. On appeal, Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber "appears to have 

disregarded Annexes E and F almost entirely in its evaluation of the evidence" and 
0'\0 

that its finding on the armexes was "a clear error of fact". It submits that "[n]o 

reasonable Chamber would have disregarded the fact that the very proceedings before 

it relate to a joined case against [Mr Gaddafi and Mr Al-Senussi] for their joint and 

individual roles in committing crimes against himianity (including murder) during the 

2011 revolution" and that "[t]his fact alone ought to have provided more than a 

sufficient basis for presuming the relevance of evidential materials pertaining to [Mr 

Al-Senussi] when determining the scope and contours of the Libyan domestic 

investigation". Libya states that the documentary evidence submitted by Libya in 

the Gaddafi admissibility proceedings shows that Mr Gaddafi and Mr Al-Senussi's 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 86. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 115. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 115. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 87. / 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 88. ">^^CL 
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cases "were intended to be joined and tried together in Libya as they related to similar 

allegations of crimes (including murder and persecution) committed during the 

revolution and were accordingly linked" (footnote omitted).̂ ^"^ Libya refers to public 

Armex 11 (a memorandum dated 13 January 2013 by the Head of Investigation 

Conmiittee at the Attomey-General's Office, suggesting the joinder of the cases of Mr 

Gaddafi and Mr Al-Senussi and others) stating that it "supports the proposition of a 

joinder of the domestic cases on the basis that 'such crimes are inseparable in both 

facts and committers without undermining the legal stmcture on which the 

investigations were built'". It argues that "[i]t is for this reason" that much of the 

evidence in both sets of admissibility proceedings refers to the other.̂ ^^ Libya submits 

that the relationship between the two cases is also evidenced by the fact that it had 

initially sought to challenge the admissibility of the cases of Mr Gaddafi and Mr Al-

Senussi together "even though it requested severance of the two admissibility 

challenges on the basis that at that time Mr. Al-Senussi had not yet been extradited to 

Libya".^^^ Libya submits that "it was [sic] clear error of fact for the Chamber to both 

fail to have proper regard to [these aimexes] which contained specific and probative 

evidence in relation to the contours of the Libyan investigative proceedings in relation 

to [Mr Al-Senussi and Mr Gaddafi] and was, at the very least, important and relevant 

contextual evidence in showing the seriousness of the crimes with which the domestic 

investigation was concemed". 

104. The Appeals Chamber finds that Libya has not established that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber's findings in relation to Annexes E and F were unreasonable. [REDACTED] 

105. [lŒDACTED]^^^ [REDACTED]. The Appeals Chamber therefore does not 

consider that the Pre-Trial Chamber's finding that "the information provided falls 

short of clarifying the scope and subject matter of the domestic investigation" was 

unreasonable.̂ "^^ 

^̂"̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 89. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 89. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 89. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 90. / 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 91. " ^ ^ x ? ^ 
^̂ ^ [REDACTED]. ^ ^ " ^ 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 115. 
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106. Annex F is [REDACTED]̂ "̂ ^ 

107. In relation to the references in Aimexes E and F to Mr Al-Senussi, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber found that there was no evidence that there is a link between the domestic 

investigation of Mr Al-Senussi and Mr Gaddafi.̂ "̂ ^ Again, as far as these two annexes 

are concemed, the Appeals Chamber finds that this conclusion was not unreasonable. 

As to Libya's argument that Annex 11 demonstrated the link between the two cases, 

this annex merely suggests that the two cases be joined; the Appeals Chamber has not 

been directed to evidence that was before the Pre-Trial Chamber that such a joinder 

had indeed been ordered. As the Defence notes, it would have been for Libya to 

demonstrate the relevance of these particular documents to the Chamber's 

admissibility assessment.̂ "^^ The very fact that the proceedings are joined before the 

Court, or indeed were going to be joined in Libya, does not, in and of itself, mean that 

the only reasonable interpretation is that any documents related to Mr Al-Senussi have 

probative value as far as demonstrating that Libya is investigating the same case as 

the Prosecutor in relation to Mr Gaddafi. 

108. In sum, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Pre-Trial Chamber's findings 

that Annexes E and F fall short of clarifying the subject matter of the domestic 

investigation of Mr Gaddafi and that there was no evidence, in these documents, of 

the link between the domestic case in relation to Mr Al-Senussi and that of Mr 

Gaddafi, are not unreasonable. 

109. Libya next argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of 

confidential Annexes 5, 6 and 7. At paragraph 118 of the Impugned Decision, the Pre-

Trial Chamber referred to these three annexes, but did not reach any conclusion as to 

the weight it would give to them. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that they 

formed the basis for the Pre-Trial Chamber's finding, at paragraph 134 of the 

Impugned Decision, that aspects of the domestic investigation "include instances of 

mobilisation of militias and equipment by air, the assembly and the mobilization of 

military forces at the Abraq Airport [...]", as they appear to be the only items of 

evidence on the record that would support such a finding. 

^^ [REDACTED] 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 115. 
^^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 120. 
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110. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred '*by seemingly reaching no 

conclusions at all as to the weight to be attributed to these documents".^"^ Libya 

argues that the three annexes "provide evidential support for the fact that the Libyan 

investigation encompasses allegations against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi for arranging 

finance and logistical matters (including the mobilization of mercenaries) for the 

implementation of the criminal plan to quell demonstrations by any means", and that 

this specific type of criminal conduct alleged in respect of Mr Gaddafi is also referred 

to in the Arrest Warrant Decision, citing to specific paragraphs of that decision.̂ "̂ ^ 

Although it refers to the Pre-Trial Chamber's findings in paragraph 134, it states that 

"it reached no conclusion as to the proper weight to be attributed to these materials" 

which "is a clear error of fact that materially affected the Chamber's 

determination". Libya argues that "[a]s entirely independent documents which 

specifically attest to the logistics for the transport of mercenaries (i.e. the specific 

criminal conduct alleged against Mr Gaddafi), they are highly relevant and 

probative".̂ "^^ It submits that "[fjailing to place substantial weight upon them is a 

factual error which no reasonable fact finder could have made on the totality of the 

evidence".̂ "^^ 

111. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Pre-Trial Chamber's findings regarding 

these annexes were not unreasonable. The annexes in question [REDACTED]. While 

it is tme that paragraph 118 of the Impugned Decision does not indicate what the Pre-

Trial Chamber concluded in relation to the three annexes, it is, as set out above, 

apparent from the Pre-Trial Chamber's finding at paragraph 134 of the Impugned 

Decision that it did attribute weight to them and concluded that they, among other 

items, illustrated that "a number of investigative steps have been taken by Libya with 

respect to certain discrete aspects that arguably relate to the conduct of Mr Gaddafi as 

alleged in the proceedings before the Court".̂ "̂ ^ Libya has not established why it was 

unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber not to give those documents more weight. 

^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 96. See also, para. 98. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 97. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 98. y 
"̂̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 98. - . jf<6^ 
^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 98. 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 134. See also. Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the 
Appeal, para. 102. 
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112. Libya submits further that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred by giving insufficient 

weight to five other documents (Armexes I and 3, 9, 10 and 11).̂ ^^ 

113. In relation to, inter alia, confidential Annex I and Annex 3, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber noted "that a number of the annexes presented by Libya were prepared by 

the Libyan authorities for the purpose of the Admissibility Challenge", including 

these two annexes. It stated that "[h]aving reviewed these documents, the Chamber 

observes that they do not contain specific information as to the criminal conduct 

under investigation in Libya and, as such, fall short of substantiating, by means of 

evidence with a sufficient degree of specificity and probative value, that the same 

conduct is the subject of domestic investigations". In relation to, inter alia. 

Annexes 9, 10 and 11, the Pre-Trial Chamber noted that they gave "general 

information about the investigation against Mr Gaddafi".'̂ ^^ It "observe[d] that they do 

not contain specific information as to the criminal conduct under investigation in 

Libya".̂ "̂̂  

114. Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred "in failing to attribute sufficient 

weight" to these five annexes and by finding that they did "'not contain specific 

information as to the criminal conduct under investigation in Libya'".^^^ Having 

provided information as to each annex, Libya submits that it is clear from its extracts 

that "each contains specific and probative evidence as to the exact criminal conduct 

under investigation in Libya which is capable of satisfying a reasonable Chamber that 

the Libyan investigation covers the 'same case' as that at the ICC".̂ ^^ In Libya's 

submission, "[t]he Chamber's failure to attribute significant evidential weight to them 

was unreasonable and an abuse of discretion". It argues that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber's conclusion "could not reasonably have been reached on the evidence 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 99-100. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 116. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 116. 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 117. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 117. y 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 99. ^-"^C^t^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 100. "'^'\f^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 100. 
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before it" and was "a clear error of fact that had a material impact on the Impugned 

Decision" (footnote omitted).^^^ 

115. Confidential Aimex I is [REDACTED]. Armex 3 is a letter, dated 21 January 

2013, by the Libyan Ministry of Justice to Mr Gehani, one of Libya's representatives 

in the proceedings before the Court. It states that the Ministry of Justice confirms that 

the "factual incidents" referred to at paragraphs 36 to 65 of the Arrest Warrant 

Decision are "included within the scope of the criminal investigation against Saif Al-

Islam Gaddafi" and that the allegations as to his individual criminal responsibility are 

covered by evidence gathered in that investigation. The letter also states that 50 

witness statements have been gathered so far, including statements from "important 

witnesses", and provides further details as to steps taken in the investigation. 

116. For the following reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Libya has not 

established that the Pre-Trial Chamber should have accorded significant weight to 

these two annexes and that the failure to do so was unreasonable. In respect of Aimex 

I, the Pre-Trial Chamber's finding that it does not contain "specific information as to 

the criminal conduct under investigation" was not unreasonable. While this aimex 

gives a general indication as to the investigation of Mr Gaddafi and the crimes 

covered, it does not provide information as to any incidents under investigation. In 

respect of Armex 3, the Appeals Chamber considers that it amounts essentially to an 

assertion that a broad investigation is ongoing without, however, substantiating this 

assertion. As referred to by the Prosecutor, in the Ruto Admissibility Judgment, the 

Appeals Chamber has confirmed as correct the assertion that "'a statement by a 

Government that it is actively investigating is not [...] determinative. In such a case 

the Govenmient must support its statement with tangible proof to demonstrate that it 

is actually carrying out relevant investigations'. In other words, there must be 

evidence with probative value" (footnote omitted). This does not mean that a 

Chamber should not attribute any weight to statements by a government that it is 

investigating; the jurispmdence simply states that such statements should be 

supported and that they are not determinative. The Appeals Chamber notes that 

^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 100. ^ 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 116. -̂̂ jC ĵ/ 
^^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 105. x v K ^ 
^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 63 (ellipses in original). 
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Annex I was prepared by the Deputy Prosecutor of the Office of the Public Prosecutor 

and Annex 3 was prepared by the Ministry of Justice (with, apparently, input from the 

Attorney General's Office). However, the same logic applies. The Appeals Chamber 

considers that it can reasonably be said that the probative value of such blanket 

assertions is low, in the absence of more specific proof as to what investigative steps 

have been taken, and in relation to which incidents. Thus, the Appeals Chamber 

considers that it was not unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber not to place more 

weight on these documents. 

117. Second, regarding Aimexes 9 and 10 (detention orders in relation to Mr Gaddafi 

dated 30 October and 13 December 2012, respectively^^^), the Pre-Trial Chamber 

found that they provide "general information" about the Libyan investigation and that 

"they do not contain specific information as to the criminal conduct under 

investigation in Libya".^^^ Libya argues that apart from one issue referred to in Annex 

9, the "specific allegations of criminal conduct" in both annexes mirror or replicate 

the allegations before the Court.^^ 

118. Annexes 9 and 10 mention charges to which Mr Gaddafi is said to have pleaded 

(although the Defence argues before the Appeals Chamber that the information given 

is partly contradictory ); however, in respect of many of these charges, no details are 

provided as to what those charges are. Most detail is provided in Annex 9, in relation 

to Mr Gaddafi's alleged participation in the shooting of persons in Benghazi, the 

killing of a journalist and the distribution of weapons, although even then the details 

given in relation to those incidents are sparse. 

119. Contrary to Libya's submissions, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Pre-

Trial Chamber's conclusions in relation to these annexes were not unreasonable. 

Those documents do not refer to investigations as such, only charges - and the 

charges themselves are not set out. It is, therefore, unnecessary to consider further the 

^̂ ^ Note that the date on the first page of Annex 10 is 3 December 2012; however, the dates given on 
the following pages are 13 December 2012, which also appears to be the date on the first page of the 
Arabic original. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 117. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 99. 
^̂ ^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 135. 
^^ See also Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106. 
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Defence's submissions as to the dubious probative value of the annexes and alleged 

contradictions.̂ ^^ 

120. Finally, Annex 11 is a memorandum, dated 13 January 2013, prepared by the 

Head of the Investigation Committee at the Attorney-General's Office suggesting the 

joinder of Mr Gaddafi's case with those of Mr Al-Senussi and others. It states that 

"[t]he investigation show êd that, ŵ hat the country went through was based on [sic] 

systematic general policy used by a group of the previous regime's figures, headed by 

the accused in the case examined (i.e. Saif al-Islam Gaddafi) and the accused in the 

case No. 630/2012 National Security such as [...] Abdullah Mohamed AlSenousi [sic] 

[...]. Their acts constitute a general framework for a set of serious crimes such as 

mass killings, random killing, looting, sabotage, rape and the spread the spirit of 

discord and fragmentation of national unity. Such crimes are inseparable in both facts 

and committers [...]". However, as noted by the Prosecutor and the Defence,̂ ^^ there 

is no detail given as to when and where these crimes are alleged to have been 

committed. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Pre-Trial Chamber's 

finding that the annex contains "general information about the investigation against 

Mr Gaddafi" and does "not contain specific information as to the criminal conduct 

under investigation in Libya"̂ ^^ was not unreasonable. 

(ii) Alleged factual errors in the assessment of summaries of 
witness statements 

121. Libya submits that "[t]he Pre-Trial Chamber erred in fact and law [...] in failing 

to attribute sufficient weight to the summaries of witness statements contained in 

Annex C[...]".^^^ 

122. The Pre-Trial Chamber summarised the content of confidential Annex C.̂ ^̂  It 

found, inter alia, that the "summaries indicate, in general terms, that Mr Gaddafi was 

running State affairs before and during the revolution and was in charge of the 

'management' of the revolutionary crisis; was the brain behind the killings; held 

meetings and communications with the High Security Committee, Abdullah Al-

^̂ ^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 135. 
^̂ ^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 107; Defence Response to 
the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 136. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 117. 
^̂ ° Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 101. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, paras 119-120. 
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Senussi and Khamis Gaddafi; ordered the mobilisation, recruitment and arming of 

supporters including young men to fight, kill and suppress the protesters even if that 

lead [sic] to the eradication of the Libyan people" (footnotes omitted).^^^ The Pre-

Trial Chamber stated that, in its view 

the information contained in these sunmiaries does reflect discrete aspects of the 
conduct as alleged in the proceedings before the Court. In addition, the 
sumjnaries do have some probative value. They are not to be equated to plain 
assertions from the Libyan prosecuting authorities that the witness statements 
"exist". The summaries provide some detail of the alleged evidence given by the 
witnesses and hence they have some inferential value about the existence and 
content of the evidence. Thus, the Chamber disagrees with the Defence 
contention that these simmiaries have no greater evidential value than the 
assertions of a State. [Footnote omitted.] 

123. The Pre-Trial Chamber dismissed the Defence's arguments that it is impossible 

to ascertain from the smnmaries whether the witnesses were providing first-hand 

accounts of the events or simply recounting versions of events, noting that this 

"misapprehends the purpose of the admissibility determination" and that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber was not called upon to decide if the evidence was strong enough to establish 

Mr Gaddafi's criminal responsibility, but "whether Libya is taking steps to investigate 

Mr Gaddafi's responsibility in relation to the same case".̂ "̂̂  The Pre-Trial Chamber 

noted that the witness summaries had "not been accompanied by samples of the actual 

evidence". It noted that one of the statements seemed to have been annexed to 

Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility but stated that it was "not certain that 

this is indeed the case".̂ ^^ It stated: 

Although the Chamber agrees with the Defence that, in the absence of the actual 
text of the statements, it is not possible to determine whether the summaries 
accurately reflect the content of the actual statements, the reality is that, even if 
such verification were carried out, the crucial question as to the scope of the 
domestic investigations would remain unanswered. In other words, the scant 
level of detail and the lack of specificity of the summaries do not allow the 
Chamber to draw conclusions as to the precise scope of the domestic 
investigation.^ '̂̂  [Footnote omitted.] 

Impugned Decision, para. 120. 272 

^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 121. 
^̂"̂  Impugned Decision, para. 122. 
'̂'̂  Impugned Decision, para. 123. 

^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 123. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 123. 
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124. Libya submits that the latter finding is "patently wrong and illustrates an 

unreasonable approach to the level of detail needed in order to satisfy the Appeals 

Chamber's requirement that submissions pertaining to the issue of 'same case' are 

supported by evidence of sufficient specificity and probative value".^^^ Libya argues 

that the Appeals Chamber has not found that witness summaries are insufficient to 

meet this standard, and it submits that these summaries were prepared in good faith by 

the Deputy Prosecutor and Vice Prosecutor in office at the time who were both 

subject to the relevant professional conduct provisions; Libya submits that "contrary 

to the Chamber's erroneous finding that it would be desirable to verify the accuracy of 

their contents by comparison with their corresponding witness statements, they ought 

- without any further enquiry - to have been treated by the Chamber as docimients 

which, in the absence of an evidenced challenge to their authenticity, were both 

highly relevant to the 'same case' issue and which were to be attributed substantial 

evidential weight".^^^ Libya also submits that, as summarised by the Pre-Trial 

Chamber at paragraph 120 of the Impugned Decision (reproduced in part above), the 

summaries "provide significant details of the Libyan investigation into Mr Gaddafi's 

alleged conduct". Libya argues: 

In the context of the very significant detail showing the scope and contours of 
the criminal conduct alleged against [Mr] Gaddafi which can be readily gleaned 
from a review of pages 1 to 5 of the witness summaries at Annex C (as is 
apparent in the Chamber's simmiary of them [...]) it is abundantly clear that the 
Chamber's conclusion that they lacked detail and specificity is manifestly 
wrong. It is a conclusion that no reasonable Chamber could have reached. The 
error materially impacted on the Impugned Decision, as a proper evaluation of 
the witness summaries would have led to the conclusion that the Libyan 

981 

domestic investigation [...] related to the 'same case' as before the ICC. 

125. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Pre-Trial Chamber did not err in its 

conclusions as to Annex C because it has not been established that its findings were 

unreasonable. Annex C is [REDACTED].^^^ [REDACTED] 

126. In light of the arguments by Libya, the Appeals Chamber would first note that 

whether a witness summary lacks authenticity is something that will need to be 

^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 102. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 102 
^̂ ° Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 103. S ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 104. /(S/\^ 
^̂^ Annex C, ICC stamped p. 2. [REDACTED] 
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assessed on a case-by-case basis. It is not the case that witness summaries inherently 

lack probative value for the purposes of supporting an admissibility challenge. 

However, the Appeals Chamber considers that, contrary to what is argued by Libya, 

the Pre-Trial Chamber did not fail to accord weight to the witness summaries because 

they lacked authenticity; the Pre-Trial Chamber's ultimate conclusion was based on 

the deficiencies in the content of the summaries (as set out above). As pointed out by 

the Prosecutor, the Pre-Trial Chamber considered Annex C and "engaged in a detailed 

and full assessment of the information provided and adhered to them certain probative 

value", and addressed and dismissed the arguments raised by the Defence in respect 

of Annex C. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Pre-Trial Chamber found that "in 

the absence of the actual text of the statements, it is not possible to determine whether 

the summaries accurately reflect the content of the actual statements" (footnote 

omitted).'̂ ^^ However, it immediately went on to state that "the reality is that, even if 

such verification were carried out, the crucial question as to the scope of the domestic 

investigations would remain unanswered". In this regard, its ultimate conclusions 

were based on the content of the summaries and not their authenticity. The Appeals 

Chamber notes that although the witness summaries indicate that the investigation 

may be broad, covering several incidents in various parts of the country, they are also 

relatively short and lacking in detail. Taken as a whole, the Appeals Chamber cannot 

find that the Pre-Trial Chamber's conclusion that the witness summaries "do not 

allow the Chamber to draw conclusions as to the precise scope of the domestic 

investigation"^^^ was unreasonable. 

(iii) Alleged factual errors in the assessment of witness 
statements 

111. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in failing to give three witness 
988 

Statements (Annexes 4, 15 and 16) "decisive weight". It acknowledges that 

"although it makes no express finding as to the weight to be attributed from these 

witness statements", the Pre-Trial Chamber, in paragraph 134 of the Impugned 

Decision, "does appear to have placed a degree of weight on two out of the three 

^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 111. 
^^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 112. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 123. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 123. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 123. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 105. 
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statements".^^^ However, Libya submits that, since these statements "were highly 

probative pieces of evidence containing specific allegations as to the criminal conduct 

of [Mr] Gaddafi forming part of the domestic investigation, they ought to have been 

accorded substantial weight by the Chamber and ought to have been the subject of an 

express finding as to the weight attributed to them"?^^ Libya argues that the errors 

had a material impact on the decision as a proper evaluation of the evidence 
would have resulted in the Chamber ruling that the Libyan investigation related 
to the same case as that before the ICC. By contrast, the Chamber's findings 
were ones that could not reasonably be reached on the evidence before it?^^ 

128. Regarding confidential ex parte Annex 4, the Pre-Trial Chamber summarised its 

contents and found that it was "not apparent from this statement that it was taken in 

relation to an investigation of the role of Mr Gaddafi, if any, in the events described 

by the witness".^^^ Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in this finding and 

submits that it was "plainly wrong" that the Pre-Trial Chamber did not give such a 

statement "considerable evidential weight".^^^ Libya argues: 

Had the Chamber adopted a correct approach to consideration of the evidence as 
a whole, it would have been apparent that this witness statement provides 
important contextual information in support of most of the allegations and 
prospective charges against Mr. Gaddafi in the domestic investigation who, as 
one of the suspected orchestrators and leaders, is being investigated for his 
logistical role in implementing the criminal plan to suppress demonstrators at 
any cost.̂ ^^ [Footnote omitted.] 

129. The Appeals Chamber can find no error in the Pre-Trial Chamber's findings. 

Armex 4 is a statement recounting events at the Abraq airport. As stated by the Pre-

Trial Chamber, it is not apparent from it "that it was taken in relation to an 

investigation of the role of Mr Gaddafi, if any, in the events described by the 

witness".^^^ As acknowledged by Libya, while the Pre-Trial Chamber did not make 

any other specific finding as to the weight to be attached to Annex 4, it appears to be 

the basis for a finding at paragraph 134 of the Impugned Decision. The Appeals 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 105. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106. 
^̂^ Document iu Support of the Appeal, para. 108. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 124. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.a. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.a. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 124. 
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Chamber considers that Libya has not substantiated why it was unreasonable for the 

Pre-Trial Chamber not to place more weight on Armex 4. 

130. Regarding confidential ex parte Aimex 15, the Pre-Trial Chamber summarised 

the witness statement, including noting that it states that "Mr Gaddafi used to come 

out of Babel Aziza, a military compound in southem Tripoli, promising to distribute 

weapons (Kalashnikovs) among the population without, however, ever doing so".̂ ^^ 

The Pre-Trial Chamber dismissed the Defence argument that the "statement bears 
907 

hallmarks of witness coercion" as being "wholly speculative". In relation to the 

time of executions described in the statement, the Pre-Trial Chamber noted that the 

case before the ICC encompassed events until at least 28 February 2011, dismissing 

an argument by the Defence that the events testified to fell outside the temporal scope 

of the case. In that regard, the Pre-Trial Chamber also noted that "events which 

may have occurred outside the parameters of the case may still be indicative or 

corroborative of other facts or events that took place within that timeframe. Thus, the 

taking of the statement may still indicate that steps directed at ascertaining Mr 

Gaddafi's responsibility in relation to the same case are being taken".^^^ 

131. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred when finding that Mr Gaddafi 

promised to distribute weapons without doing so, as the statement clearly says that the 

witness heard from his neighbours that Mr Gaddafi distributed Kalashnikovs; this, 

leaving aside "the fact that evidence establishing that a leader is planning to supply 

weapons to direct perpetrators is critical evidence in leadership cases".^^^ Libya also 

submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in finding that the witness statement merely 

may indicate that Libya is taking investigative steps in relation to the same case when 

it "recounts in detail a chilling incident" (which Libya then describes). Libya 

submits: 

This eyewitness account of the killing of an unarmed civilian, combined with a 
hearsay account of daily killings outside of the Gaddafi compound ought to 
have been given decisive weight by the Court on the 'same case' issue. It attests 

^^ Impugned Decision, para. 125. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 125. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 125 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 125 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.b. ^ 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.b. 
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to the gathering of both direct and indirect evidence in support of allegations 
against Mr. Gaddafi for the core crimes of murders and persecutions of 
protestors. Accordingly, and undeniably, it is a witness statement directly 
matching the criminal conduct alleged in the ICC case. The Trial [sic] 
Chamber's error of fact in failing to attribute decisive weight to this piece of 
evidence was therefore patently wrong.̂ ^^ 

132. The Appeals Chamber does not find that the Pre-Trial Chamber's overall 

findings were unreasonable. First, in relation to the handing out of weapons, the 

Appeals Chamber accepts that the Pre-Trial Chamber's summary was incomplete and 

that the statement says that the witness heard from his neighbours that Mr Gaddafi 

distributed Kalashnikovs. However, this does not establish that the Pre-Trial Chamber 

did not give sufficient weight to the statement as a whole and that its finding was 

unreasonable. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Pre-Trial Chamber 

specifically refuted two arguments put forward by the Defence. In addition, Libya's 

argument that the Pre-Trial Chamber was wrong to hold that Armex 15 only may 

indicate that Libya is investigating Mr Gaddafi is unpersuasive. As the Prosecutor 

notes, the Pre-Trial Chamber used the word "may" in responding to an argument by 

the Defence that the document could not be relied upon, to indicate that the Chamber 

could rely on it.^^ 

133. Finally, regarding confidential ex parte Aimex 16, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

sunmiarised the witness statement and dismissed the Defence's argument that the 

witness was not reliable as he had an incentive to implicate other people "in order to 

minimise his own liability". It stated that the argument was "speculative and 

exceeds the purpose of the admissibility determination. As such the Defence argument 

does not put into question the relevance of this witness statement for the 

determination of the matter under consideration". 

134. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred "by not making any express 

findings as to the proper weight to be attributed" to this annex. It submits that, 

given its content, it should "have been regarded as decisive of the 'same case' 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.b. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 125. 
^^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 119. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 126. 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 127. 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 127. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.C. 
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issue".^^^ It submits that "[a]ll of this alleged conduct is contained in the [Arrest 

Warrant Decision] and accordingly this statement alone demonstrates that the Libyan 

investigation relates to the same case as that before the ICC. The Trial [sic] 

Chamber's error of fact in failing to attribute decisive weight to this piece of evidence 

was therefore patently wrong". 

135. The Appeals Chamber can find no error in the Pre-Trial Chamber's overall 

approach to this evidence. As noted by the Prosecutor, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

considered this witness statement and seemingly based parts of its factual findings on 

it, when referring, at paragraph 134 of the Impugned Decision, to "certain events in 

Benghazi on 17 February 2011, and the arrest of joumalists and activists against the 

Gaddafi regime" being investigated by Libya. However, the Appeals Chamber 

considers that it was not unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber not to find this 

statement "decisive of the 'same case' issue"^^^ because this statement does not, in 

and of itself, establish that Libya was investigating the same case. 

(iv) Alleged factual errors in the assessment of intercepts 

136. In the Impugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber discussed the content of the 

intercepts (confidential Annex 17) and recounted Libya's submissions as to how they 

were obtained and authenticated.^^^ Regarding authentication, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

stated that it was 

not persuaded that the reliability of the recordings should be discounted as 
suggested by the Defence. Indeed, the lack of judicial authorisation or the lack 
of a clear chain of custody in relation to the intercepts is not a conclusive 
argument against a finding that domestic investigations are taking place. What 
matters for the purposes of the admissibility determination is whether or not 
steps are being taken domestically in order to ascertain the responsibility of the 
suspect in relation to the same case.̂ ^^ [Footnote omitted.] 

137. As to the date of the conversations, the Pre-Trial Chamber dismissed a Defence 

argimaent that there was "no temporal or factual overlap between the intercepts 

^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.C. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 107. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 125. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 106.C. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, paras 128-130. 
^̂"̂  Impugned Decision, para. 131. 
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submitted and the case before the Court".̂ ^^ It stated that "[i]t is clear from the 

discussions [...] that the intercept communications relate to the repression of 

demonstrations against the Gaddafi regime from 15 February 2011 until at least 28 

February 2011". The Impugned Decision does not contain a specific finding as to 

the weight the Pre-Trial Chamber gave to Armex 17. 

138. Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in fact by failing to give 

"decisive weight" to Aimex 11?^^ Libya states that the Pre-Trial Chamber found that 

the intercepts, "which show Mr. Gaddafi's integral role in the plaiming and 

coordination of the use of force to suppress civilians and his oversight of activities 

throughout Libya merely 'relate to the repression of demonstrations against the 

Gaddafi regime from 15 February 2011 until at least 28 Febmary 2011'".^^^ However, 

it submits that, as they "record Mr. Gaddafi ordering the killing of rebels; plaiming for 

the use of guns against unarmed protestors; and stating that there will be no retreat, it 

ought to have attributed decisive weight to this document". It argues that the Pre-

Trial Chamber's error "had a material impact on the decision as a reasonable 

evaluation of the intercepts would have led to the conclusion that the Libyan 

investigation related to the same case as that before the ICC. By contrast, the 

Chamber's finding with respect to the intercepts was one that could not reasonably be 

reached on the evidence before it".̂ ^^ 

139. The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Libya's arguments in relation to 

Annex 17. Although the Pre-Trial Chamber could have made a finding in relation to 

the weight it would attach to these transcripts, it is clear from its findings that it 

considered the information contained therein, refuting arguments by the Defence, in 

its overall assessment of the evidence presented by Libya. Libya has failed to 

establish that it was unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber not to give them more 

weight. 

^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 131. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 131. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 109. . 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 109. r—-t̂ t̂ Çs^ 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 109. /V^\^^^ 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 109. 
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(b) Unreasonable approach to evaluation of evidence 

140. Libya also alleges that the Pre-Trial Chamber "erred by carrying out a flawed 

evaluation of the evidence relied upon by Libya to satisfy the same case test".̂ ^^ It 

affirms the requirement of the Appeals Chamber that a State challenging 
admissibility must substantiate its case by means of evidence of a "sufficient 
degree of specificity and probative value". However, it asserts that the Pre-Trial 
Chamber erred in law and fact when assessing the evidentiary materials relied 
upon by Libya so as to wrongly conclude that Libya had fallen short of 
substantiating, by means of evidence of a sufficient degree of specificity and 
probative value, that the domestic investigation covers the same case that is 
before the Court.̂ ^^ [Footnotes omitted.] 

141. Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber "fell into error by isolating particular 

categories of materials, discounting many of those categories wholesale and 

conducting a reasoned evaluation of only part of the evidence adduced by the 

Govenmient" (footnote omitted). It argues that "[t]his flawed approach resulted in 

only a few of the many pieces of evidence submitted by the Govermnent being 

properly evaluated [...]". Libya submits that, notwithstanding the Pre-Trial 

Chamber's "stated intention to consider 'the evidence taken as a whole', it in fact 

adopted an unreasonable approach and conducted a disparate analysis of the evidence 

submitted by" Libya. ̂ ^̂  Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber specifically "failed 

to consider whether there were linkages between individual pieces of evidence and 

then take those linkages into account". It submits that it was apparent fi:om its 

reasoning on the evidence that it did not take this approach. In Libya's submission, 

"[t]he result of the Chamber's flawed approach was that the specificity and probative 

value of the evidential material was diluted as the documents were considered without 

reference to their context or their proper place within the factual matrix of the Libyan 

investigation", leading to unfaimess.^^^ It argues that if the Pre-Trial Chamber had 

properly considered the evidence, it would have concluded that Libya was 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 116. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 116. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 117. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 117. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 118. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 118. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 118, referring to Impugned Decision, paras 114-135 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 118. 
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investigating the same case.̂ ^^ As its overall conclusion on ground two, Libya 

submits: 

The errors of law and fact outlined above, whether considered individually or in 
combination, materially affected the decision. If the Chamber had instead 
properly considered the evidence and applied a reasonable approach to its 
evaluation it would have concluded that Libya was investigating the same case 
as that before the ICC.̂ ^^ 

142. The Prosecutor submits that Libya failed to explain before the Pre-Trial 

Chamber the links between the items of evidence, and it now fails to explain how the 

alleged error had a material effect on the Impugned Decision.^^^ The Defence submits 

that Libya's arguments should be dismissed for being duplicative of other 

submissions under this ground or, in the altemative, for being misconceived. It 

submits that it fell on Libya, and not the Pre-Trial Chamber, to make out links 

between the evidence it submitted and that Libya has not provided any examples of 

such links in any event.̂ ^^ 

143. The Appeals Chamber can find no error in the Pre-Trial Chamber's overall 

evaluation of the evidence. The Appeals Chamber first notes that Libya's arguments 

are general in nature and, as argued by the Prosecutor and the Defence, indeed do not 

indicate the links between specific items of evidence which the Pre-Trial Chamber 

allegedly overlooked. Irrespective of this, however, the Appeals Chamber considers 

that it is in any event apparent from the Impugned Decision that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber properly considered the evidence that was before it. Libya argues that the 

Pre-Trial Chamber's approach resulted in it only properly evaluating "a few of the 

many pieces of evidence submitted".̂ ^"^ The Appeals Chamber notes that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber stated in the Impugned Decision that certain documents "contain no 

information of relevance to the determination as to whether" Libya is investigating the 

same case, and it explained that it would only analyse those items of evidence that 

did. Having considered the items to which this finding must relate, the Appeals 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 118. 
^̂ ° Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 119, 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 135. 
^̂ ^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 202-203 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 203. 
'̂̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 117. 

^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 106. The Pre-Trial Chamber gave the examples of Annexes A, B and 1 in 
footnote 180. 
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Chamber finds neither this approach nor conclusion to be unreasonable. Thereafter, 

the Pre-Trial Chamber explained in detail its findings in relation to those items of 

evidence that it found to be relevant. As found above, the Appeals Chamber finds that 

the Pre-Trial Chamber's conclusions in relation to those items of evidence were not 

unreasonable. The Pre-Trial Chamber then concluded that, although certain 

investigative activity was taking place in Libya, "the evidence, taken as a whole, does 

not allow the Chamber to discem the actual contours of the national case against Mr 

Gaddafi such that the scope of the domestic investigation could be said to cover the 

same case as that set out in the Warrant of Arrest issued by the Court" (emphasis 

added). Again, the Appeals Chamber considers that this conclusion was not 

unreasonable. 

(c) Conclusion in relation to the second ground of appeal 

144. The Appeals Chamber notes that Libya placed a significant amount of material 

related to its domestic investigations before the Pre-Trial Chamber. As set out above, 

when reviewing factual findings of a first instance Chamber, the Appeals Chamber is 

not called upon to determine whether it might have reached a different factual 

conclusion from that of the first instance Chamber. Its review is limited to 

establishing whether the factual findings could be reasonably reached. As Libya has 

failed to establish that the Pre-Trial Chamber's factual conclusions were 

unreasonable, the second ground of appeal is dismissed. 

C. Third Ground of appeal 
145. Under the third ground of appeal, Libya alleges: 

The Chamber erred procedurally, or acted unfairly, by failing to "take 
appropriate measures for the proper conduct of the procedure", thereby 
depriving Libya of the ability to rely upon highly relevant evidence in support 
of its admissibility challenge.^^^ 

146. In respect of procedural errors, the Appeals Chamber has held that such errors 

may be relied on "as the basis for impugning [a decision]".^^^ However, it has stated 

that "as part of the reasons in support of a ground of appeal, an appellant is obliged 

^̂ ^ The Appeals Chamber understands the Pre-Trial Chamber's fmding to relate to Annexes A, B, D, G, 
H, 1, 8,12,13,14, 18,19, 20,21, 22 and 23. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 135. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 3. 
^̂ ^ Kony Admissibility Judgment, para. 47. 
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not only to set out the alleged error, but also to indicate, with sufficient precision, how 

this error would have materially affected the impugned decision".̂ "^^ In respect of 

errors in relation to discretionary decisions, the Appeals Chamber has stated that the 

following standard of review would guide its analysis: 

The Appeals Chamber will not interfere with the Pre-Trial Chamber's exercise 
of discretion [...] merely because the Appeals Chamber, if it had the power, 
might have made a different raling. To do so would be to usurp powers not 
conferred on it and to render nugatory powers specifically vested in the Pre-
Trial Chamber. 

[...] [T]he Appeals Chamber's functions extend to reviewing the exercise of 
discretion by the Pre-Trial Chamber to ensure that the Chamber properly 
exercised its discretion. However, the Appeals Chamber will not interfere with 
the Pre-Trial Chamber's exercise of discretion [...], save where it is shown that 
that determination was vitiated by an error of law, an error of fact, or a 
procedural error, and then, only if the error materially affected the 
determination. This means in effect that the Appeals Chamber will interfere 
with a discretionary decision only under limited conditions. The jurispradence 
of other intemational tribunals as well as that of domestic courts endorses this 
position. They identify the conditions justifying appellate interference to be: (i) 
where the exercise of discretion is based on an erroneous interpretation of the 
law; (ii) where it is exercised on patently incorrect conclusion of fact; or (iii) 
where the decision is so unfair and unreasonable as to constitute an abuse of 
discretion.̂ "^^ [Footnotes omitted.] 

147. These standards of review will guide the Appeals Chamber in its consideration 

of this ground of appeal. 

148. Libya's arguments are divided into four subsections which will be considered in 

the same order below. 

1. Failure to take appropriate measures for the proper conduct of the 
procedure, occasioning a failure to take into consideration relevant 
and probative evidence 

149. Within this subsection, the Appeals Chamber will consider Libya's argument 

that the Pre-Trial Chamber failed to consider evidence that Libya could have made 

available to it. It will thereafter address Libya's submissions regarding the errors 

made by the Pre-Trial Chamber in relation to the material submitted in support of 

^^ Kony Admissibility Judgment, para. 48. 
^̂^ Prosecutor v. William Samoei Ruto et al, "Judgment on the appeal of the Prosecutor against the 
decision of Trial Chamber V(a) of 18 June 2013 entitled 'Decision on Mr Ruto's Request for Excusai / 
from Continuous Presence at Trial'", 25 October 2013, ICC-Ol/09-01/11-1066, para. 60, quoting the^^^V' 
Kony Admissibility Judgment, paras 79-80. See also, Ruto Admissibility Judgment, paras 89-90. / ^ > ^ ^ — 
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Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge. The Appeals Chamber will also address 

the arguments alleging procedural errors that were raised under the second groimd of 

appeal.̂ "̂ ^ 

(a) Error regarding evidence that could have been made 
available to the Pre-Trial Chamber 

150. hi the hnpugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber recalled, in the procedural 

history, the filing of Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility and Libya's Reply 

of 4 March 2013.̂ "̂ ^ It also recalled that "[o]n 28 March 2013, Libya notified the 

Chamber of the appointment of a new Prosecutor-General and reiterated its request to 

the Chamber to be authorized to adduce further evidential samples relating to the 

investigation of Mr Gaddafi and/or to travel to Tripoli to inspect the case file against 

Mr Gaddafi" (footnote omitted).^^ Reference to these requests is also made when 

summarising the Admissibility Challenge in general.̂ ^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber stated: 

The Chamber clarifies that, for the purposes of the present decision, it has not 
taken into account the information provided by the parties in filings subsequent 
to Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013, as the significance of this information has 
not been sufficiently demonstrated.^^^ 

151. Later, having analysed the evidence before it, the Pre-Trial Chamber stated: 

136. The Chamber notes that Libya has offered to the Chamber the possibility 
of a fuller inspection of the case file, and the Prosecutor has suggested that 
Libya be provided more time to submit additional evidence. The Chamber is 
guided by the jurispmdence of the Appeals Chamber to the effect that it is for 
the challenging State to ensure that the challenge is sufficiently substantiated by 
evidence and, although it is open to the Pre-Trial Chamber to allow the filing of 
additional evidence, the Chamber is not obliged to do so, nor could the State 
expect to be allowed to present additional evidence. Libya first submitted 
evidence together with the Admissibility Challenge, filed on 1 May 2012. In 
light of the circumstances of the case the Chamber believed it was important to 
enter into a dialogue with Libya that would allow full understanding of the steps 
that were taken domestically and the challenges encountered by the local 
authorities. The Chamber allowed a subsequent submission of additional 
evidence on 3 October 2012, for the purposes of the Admissibility Hearing. 
Later, the Chamber granted Libya a third opportunity to submit evidence on any 
matters relevant to the admissibility of the case by 23 January 2013. 

"̂̂ Ŝwpra paras 98-99. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, paras 13 and 17, respectively. / 
^^ Impugned Decision, para. 18. ' -T^^^^ 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, paras 39-40. y ^ y ^ — 
"̂̂  Impugned Decision, para. 23. 
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137. In the view of the Chamber, Libya has had sufficient opportunities to 
submit evidence in support of its Admissibility Challenge and the Chamber has 
received submissions in response from the parties and the participants. 
Furthermore, the submission of additional evidence in support of the first limb 
of the admissibility test would not be determinative at this stage because, as 
developed below, serious concems remain with respect to the second limb of the 
admissibility test, namely Libya's ability genuinely to carry out the 
investigation or prosecution against Mr Gaddafi. [Footnotes omitted.] 

152. Libya submits that 

the Chamber erred procedurally, or acted unfairly, pursuant to Rule 58(2), by 
failing to "take appropriate measures for the proper conduct of the procedure", 
thereby depriving Libya of the ability to rely upon highly relevant evidence in 
support of its admissibility challenge. It is submitted that the unfairness and the 
errors, "materially affected the impugned decision" occasioning a Decision that 
was so imfair and uiu-easonable as to constitute an abuse of discretion. The 
Decision would have been 'substantially different' but for the unfairness and the 
errors.̂ "̂ ^ [Footnote omitted.] 

153. Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber had to consider its challenge "'on the 

basis of the facts as they exist at the time of the proceedings concerning the 

admissibility challenge'" (footnote omitted).̂ "^^ Although it accepts that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber was not obliged to consider, nor could a State expect to be allowed to 

present, additional evidence, Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber "was obliged to 

promulgate a procedure that provided Libya with fairness and certainty (concerning 

the methodology underpiiming the discharge of its purported burden of proof)".̂ "̂ ^ It 

submits that "[t]he procedure had to take into account the rapidly evolving 

circumstances in Libya and ensure that the Challenge was decided on the basis of the 

facts that existed at the time of the proceedings. This meant that relevant information 

or evidence that had been notified to the Chamber within a reasonable time prior to 

the Impugned Decision had to be fairly considered". Libya submits that the Pre-

Trial Chamber was particularly obliged to address the following: 

(i) Libya's offer to alio 
file held in Tripoli; and 
(i) Libya's offer to allow the Chamber to inspect the totality of the investigative 
île held in Tripoli; and 

"̂̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 120. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 121, quoting from the Katanga Admissibility Judgment, 
para. 56. ^ ^ J ^ ^ 

Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 121. ""^^—C^^ 
^̂ ° Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 122. 
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(ii) The evidence contained within filings subsequent to Libya's Reply of 4 
March 2013, inter alia: (a) relating to significant changes occasioned by the 
appointment of a new Prosecutor-General (with a mandate given by the General 
National Congress, rather than the transitional goverrmient); (b) evidence 
submitted in support of the admissibility challenge relating to Mr. Al-Senussi; 
and (c) other more recent evidence of relevant progress pertaining to the 
domestic investigation (e.g., the appointment of a new Prosecutor General, 
"further evidential samples related to the case of Mr. Gaddafi as may be 
considered necessary", and information showing that Mr. Gaddafi consented to 
being represented by two lawyers (one appointed by his aunt and one by the 
Court at his hearing in Zintan on 2 May 2013 relating to incidental domestic 
proceedings.)^^^ [Footnotes omitted.] 

154. Libya submits that "[t]he Chamber's procedural unfairness with regard to this 

additional evidence unfairly deprived Libya of due process and highly probative 

evidence in support of its challenge". Libya also argues that "the Chamber failed to 

adopt an adequate (or arguably any) procedure to take into account the restrictions 

imposed by Article 59 of Libya's Code of Criminal Procedure", recalling how it had 

suggested the issue could be resolved with the Chamber, including proposing, on 

three occasions, on-site inspection. Libya argues that "[n]otwithstanding this, the 

Chamber failed to consider or decide these issues in advance of the hnpugned 

Decision, thereby failing to ensure a procedure that allowed Libya to rely upon the 

best available evidence, prior to the accusation phase of the proceedings when 

evidence would be more readily accessible with fewer legal constraints".̂ ^"^ Libya 

argues: 

hi circumstances where the Chamber failed to address a (repeated) proposal to 
inspect the totality of the investigative file and had not indicated to Libya that it 
did not appreciate the significance of the most up-to-date information (see 
Groimd 2, above), it was plainly illogical and unfair to reject this evidence on 
the basis that it is "for the challenging State to ensure that the challenge is 
sufficiently substantiated by evidence".^ ^ [Footnote omitted.] 

155. As stated within discussion of the second ground of appeal, Libya also raises 

related complaints which the Appeals Chamber considers appropriate to address here. 

Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred "by failing to take into account other 

specific and probative evidence pertaining to the scope and contours of the domestic 

^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 122. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 123. 
353 Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 126. j C ^ ^ 
^̂"̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 126. 
^̂^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 127. 
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investigation which would have been available to the Court if it had granted Libya's 

requests to both adduce further materials and to undertake a site visit to Tripoli".^^^ 

Libya refers to the efforts it was making to produce sufficient evidence "anwdst a 

rapid and ongoing fundamental change in Libya". It refers, inter alia, to how it had 

alerted the Pre-Trial Chamber to the significance of the imminent appointment of a 

new Prosecutor-General to its ability to file additional evidence. hi such 

circumstances, it argues that "the Chamber's refusal to accede to Libya's requests to 

adduce additional evidence within a modest timeframe of six weeks or to conduct a 

site visit to Tripoli where it could inspect the investigative case file for itself in order 

to satisfy itself of the contours and scope of the domestic case was a decision which 

could not be taken by any reasonable Pre-Trial Chamber". Libya argues that the 

Pre-Trial Chamber "wholly disregarded" its submissions as to the effect of the 

appointment of the new Prosecutor-General on Libya's ability to substantiate its case, 

giving no reasoning or analysis on Libya's submissions on the issue.̂ ^^ It argues that 

the additional evidence it would have submitted "had further submissions being [sic] 

considered by the Chamber and/or an inspection of the case file in Tripoli carried out, 

would have been of sufficient specificity and probative value to satisfy the Chamber 

that the domestic investigation was in relation to the same case as that before the 

ICC".̂ ^^ 

156. The Prosecutor submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber established a fair system for 

the conduct of the proceedings, in particular (i) by convening an oral hearing; (ii) by 

providing Libya with three opportunities to present evidence over a prolonged period 

and (iii) by entering its findings over a year after the Admissibility Challenge had 

been lodged. She notes that the Pre-Trial Chamber correctly exercised its discretion 

"by entering into a dialogue with [Libya] in consideration of the circumstances of the 

case that would allow full understanding of the steps that were taken domestically and 

the challenges encountered by the local authorities", but that "an admissibility 

determination cannot be left pending for an indefinite period of time, particularly 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 110. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. I l l i>'UüuiiiciiL 111 ouppuiL ui uic /appeal, yiud. 111. y 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 112-113. . ^ J ^ ^ 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 114. 1^^^^— Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 114 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 114. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 115. 
^̂ ^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 138. 
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when there is limited progress in the presentation of substantiating evidence by the 

challenging party" (footnote omitted).^^^ She also notes that an admissibility 

challenge has the effect of suspending the investigations of the Prosecutor under 

article 19 (7) of the Statute, subject to the limited exceptions under article 19 (8) of 

the Statute, and that this means that, pending a decision on the challenge, "no further 

progress is possible before the ICC".^^ 

157. The Defence submits that "[i]t would have been well within the Chamber's 

discretion to dismiss Libya's challenge without providing any further opportunities 

for it to supplement its initial challenge" and that a State "has a duty to ensure that its 

initial challenge is substantiated" (footnote omitted).^^^ It submits that "[i]f the 

Appeals Chamber found that the Pre-Trial Chamber committed no error in the Kenya 

cases by resolving the admissibility challenge in the space of two months and 

accepting limited additional annexes, then this Pre-Trial Chamber was clearly acting 

well within the bounds of its discretion in the current case" (footnote omitted). The 

Defence submits that "the Chamber was also obliged to take into consideration the 

impact on the rights of the defendant before the ICC, and the overall expeditiousness 

of the proceedings" in setting the appropriate time frame for the proceedings.^^^ In 

addition, it stresses the fact that Mr Gaddafi is in detention and that this needed to be 

considered in not prolonging the proceedings.^^^ The Defence addresses specifically 

the proposal that a delegation travel to Tripoli to view case files and the impact of the 

notification of the appomtment of a new Prosecutor-General, and argues that the Pre-

Trial Chamber did not act unreasonably.^^^ 

^̂ ^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 142. 
^^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 142. Article 19 (7) and (8) 
provides: "7. If a challenge is made by a State referred to in paragraph 2 (b) or (c), the Prosecutor shall 
suspend the investigation until such time as the Court makes a determination in accordance with article 
17. 8. Pending a ruling by the Court, the Prosecutor may seek authority from the Court: (a) To pursue 
necessary investigative steps of the kind referred to in article 18, paragraph 6; (b) To take a statement 
or testimony from a witness or complete the collection and examination of evidence which had begun 
prior to the making of the challenge; and (c) In cooperation with the relevant States, to prevent the 
absconding of persons in respect of whom the Prosecutor has akeady requested a warrant of arrest 
under article 58". 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 166. 
^^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 168. A ^ ^ 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of Üie Appeal, para. 171. " ^ x ^ ^ — 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 172-183. 
^̂ ^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 187-201. 
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158. The Victims address the third ground of appeal in a general way. They note, 

inter alia, that Libya ŵ as given several opportunities to make substantive arguments 

and to present evidence before the Pre-Trial Chamber, which showed "considerable, 

and perhaps even excessive, flexibility in allowing the Government to complement 

and provide further evidence"^^^ and that no procedural error can arise from the Pre-

Trial Chamber's refusal to receive additional evidence.̂ ^^ 

159. Libya's arguments largely question the procedure implemented by the Pre-Trial 

Chamber for the conduct of these admissibility proceedings, the argument being that 

the Pre-Trial Chamber erred by not properly considering submissions in which Libya 

advised the Pre-Trial Chamber of the existence of additional evidence supporting its 

challenge to the admissibility of the case against Mr Gaddafi. In essence, the 

arguments revolve around the appropriate interpretation to be given to rule 58, which 

provides, in relevant part, as follows: 

1. A request or application made under article 19 shall be in writing and contain 
the basis for it. 

2. When a Chamber receives a request or application raising a challenge or 
question concerning its jurisdiction or the admissibility of a case in accordance 
with article 19, paragraph 2 or 3, or is acting on its own motion as provided for 
in article 19, paragraph 1, it shall decide on the procedure to be followed and 
may take appropriate measures for the proper conduct of the proceedings. It 
may hold a hearing. It may join the challenge or question to a confirmation or a 
trial proceeding as long as this does not cause undue delay, and in this 
circumstance shall hear and decide on the challenge or question first. 

3. The Court shall transmit a request or application received under sub-rule 2 to 
the Prosecutor and to the person referred to in article 19, paragraph 2, who has 
been surrendered to the Court or who has appeared voluntarily or pursuant to a 
summons, and shall allow them to submit written observations to the request or 
application within a period of time determined by the Chamber. 

[...] 

160. In a previous judgment, having first stated that "[tJhe Court's legal instruments 

do not set out in detail the procedure to be followed upon an admissibility challenge 

under article 19 of the Statute",^^^ the Appeals Chamber stated: 

^̂ ^ Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 67. 
'̂'̂  Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 70. 

^̂ ^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 88. 
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Thus, rule 58 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence stipulates the procedure to 
be followed when filing a request or application under article 19 of the Statute. 
It requires that this request be transmitted to the Prosecutor and the person 
concemed, who shall be given an opportunity to make written submissions. 
Save for these express stipulations, the Pre-Trial Chamber enjoys broad 
discretion in determining how to conduct the proceedings relating to challenges 
to the admissibility of a case [...]. [Emphasis added.] 

161. The Appeals Chamber noted that it was open to the Pre-Trial Chamber in that 

case, pursuant to rule 58, to permit the filing of additional evidence.^^^ However, it 

stated that "the question that the Appeals Chamber has to resolve is not what the Pre-

Trial Chamber could have done, but whether the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in what it 

did. [...], mle 58 vests the Pre-Trial Chamber with broad discretion. The Appeals 

Chamber will interfere only if the Pre-Trial Chamber's exercise of discretion 

amounted to an abuse".̂ "̂̂  

162. The Appeals Chamber considers that the same standard guides it here. 

Accordingly, when addressing Libya's arguments, the Appeals Chamber will not 

consider whether the Pre-Trial Chamber could have conducted the admissibility 

proceedings differentlyor whether it could have given Libya an opportunity to submit 

additional evidence. Rather, the guiding question for the Appeals Chamber's review 

in this ground of appeal will be whether the procedure the Pre-Trial Chamber adopted 

was so unfair and unreasonable as to constitute an abuse of discretion. ̂ ^̂  

163. For the following reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber did not err. 

164. The Appeals Chamber has found that "[a]rticle 19 (5) of the Statute requires a 

State to challenge admissibility as soon as possible once it is in a position to actually 

assert a conflict of jurisdictions" (footnote omitted).^^^ It has also stated that "[t]he 

State cannot expect to be allowed to amend an admissibility challenge or to submit 

additional supporting evidence just because the State made the challenge 

prematurely".^^^ Effectively, this comes down to the principle that a State should, as a 

general rule, not challenge the admissibility of a case until it is in a position to 

^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 97. 
^̂"̂  Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 98. 
^̂^ Supra para. 146. 
^̂^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 46. See also, para. 100. 
^̂ " Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 100. 377 
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substantiate that challenge. In this regard, admissibility proceedings should not be 

used as a mechanism or process through which a State may gradually inform the 

Court, over time and as its investigation progresses, as to the steps it is taking to 

investigate a case. Admissibility proceedings should rather only be triggered when a 

State is ready and able, in its view, to fully demonstrate a conflict of jurisdiction on 

the basis that the requirements set out in article 17 are met. 

165. The Appeals Chamber accepts that there may be national legislation in existence 

or other impediments to a State being able to either disclose to the Court the progress 

of its investigations, or to take all the necessary steps to investigate. In this case, 

Libya has asserted, inter alia, that it is a State in transition; it also asserts that it was 

prevented from disclosing to the Court evidence as to the investigations it was 

undertaking as a result of article 59 of its Code of Criminal Procedure, which it 

submits required it to maintain information as to investigations confidential; and it 

asserts that the appointment of a new Prosecutor-General was significant, therefore 

justifying more time. While accepting the reality that these situations can arise, the 

Appeals Chamber nevertheless considers that a State caimot expect that such issues 

will automatically affect admissibility proceedings; on the contrary, such issues 

should in principle be raised with the Prosecutor directly (prior to instigating 

admissibility proceedings), with a view to advising her as to the steps the State is 

taking, any impediments to those steps and allowing her to reach sensible decisions as 

to whether or not, in the circumstances, it is appropriate for her, at that time, to pursue 

a case, pending the progress of investigations by the State. It is, in principle, not the 

place for such issues to be raised with a Chamber in the context of admissibility 

proceedings. 

166. The Appeals Chamber notes, as submitted by the Prosecutor, that "[t]he lodging 

of a challenge by a State [...] has the effect of suspending the investigations of the 

[Prosecutor] [...] meaning that pending the determination of the challenge, no further 

progress is possible before the ICC".̂ "̂ ^ In this regard, article 19 (7) of the Statute 

provides that the Prosecutor shall suspend the investigation until the Court has raled 

on the challenge; only limited investigative steps may be taken in such a situation, 

subject to authorisation by the Court (article 19 (8) of the Statute). In this sense, even 

- ^ 
'̂̂  Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 142. ^ ^ 
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the mere challenge to the admissibility of a case by a State has significant 

repercussions on the Prosecutor's investigation. This is one of the reasons why 

admissibility proceedings need to proceed without undue delay. In addition, the 

Appeals Chamber considers that there is simply a need for clarity as far as 

admissibility proceedings are concemed, and that a challenge should in principle only 

be submitted when it is substantiated by evidence so that the Chamber in question 

may then proceed expeditiously to decide thereon. 

167. Therefore, while it is open to Chambers, pursuant to rule 58, to permit the filing 

of additional evidence, they are "not obliged to do so, nor could [a State] expect to be 

allowed to present additional evidence. Rather, [...] it [is for a State] to ensure that the 

Admissibility Challenge [is] sufficiently substantiated by evidence"^^^ and this at the 

time of the filing of the challenge. 

168. Libya questions the Pre-Trial Chamber's actions after the filing of Libya's 

Further Submissions on Admissibility on 23 January 2013; however, in considering 

whether the Pre-Trial Chamber abused its discretion in regulating these proceedings, 

the Appeals Chamber finds it necessary to consider the procedural steps taken 

throughout the duration of these proceedings. Having done so, the Appeals Chamber 

considers that the Pre-Trial Chamber in this case, and in its discretion, provided Libya 

with ample opportunity to substantiate its challenge to the admissibility of the case 

against Mr Gaddafi, beyond the filing of the Admissibility Challenge itself. 

Particularly in light of what has just been said, the Appeals Chamber considers that it 

was by no means unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber to draw the line when it did. 

169. The proceedings in this case took place over a period of 13 months. The 

Appeals Chamber would highlight the following steps which demonstrate the Pre-

Trial Chamber's flexibility in addition to its understanding of the situation with which 

it was presented. Libya first filed the Admissibility Challenge, with its eleven 

annexes, on 1 May 2012. Thereafter, it was provided with an opportunity to respond 

to rale 103 submissions^^^ and, having sought leave to do so,̂ ^^ to file a reply to the 

^̂ ^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 98. 
^̂ ^ "Decision on the 'Application by Lawyers for Justice in Libya and the Redress Trust for Leave to 
Submit Observations pursuant to Rule 103 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence'", 18 May 2012, 
ICC-01/11-01/11-153 (hereinafter: "Decision of 18 May 2012"). 
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responses to the Admissibility Challenge.^^^ On application by Libya,̂ ^^ the Pre-Trial 

Chamber suspended the deadline for the filing of its reply and permitted Libya to file 

updates on the situation in Libya by 7 September 2012.̂ "̂̂  On 7 September 2012, 

Libya filed a "provisional report" and a request for leave to file a further report by 28 

September 2012.̂ ^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber found it unnecessary to receive a further 

report but decided that it would rather be appropriate, in light of the information 

provided in the provisional report, "to convene a hearing where Libya will be given a 

further opportunity to provide its reply to the Responses orally together with 

submissions of the other parties and participants to the admissibility proceedings".^^^ 

It stated that Libya would also have "the opportunity to complement its previous 

submissions and evidence relevant to its Admissibility Challenge"; in this regard, it 

noted that Libya had 

indicated that it would be possible, within a few weeks of the filing of the 
Admissibility Challenge, to provide to the Chamber examples of the evidence 
that its investigation had produced and that would be relied upon in the 
accusation, trial and appeal phases of the trial, hi the same vein, Libya 
anticipated that a number of further investigative steps were to be conducted 
immediately after the filing of the Admissibility Challenge, and that, once these 
final steps were completed within a few weeks of the filing of the Challenge, the 
case would move further onto the accusation stage of proceedings. It is to be 
noted that no additional information has so far been provided to the Chamber, 
whether with respect to the anticipated examples of evidence collected or on the 
development, if any, of the proceedings against [Mr] Gaddafi.̂ ^^ [Footnotes 
omitted.] 

170. The Pre-Trial Chamber stated that it would decide at the hearing on the need for 

further final written submissions. In addition, it fixed another deadline, and 

therefore further opportunity, for the submission of any additional evidence that the 

^̂^ "Libyan Government Application for leave to reply to any Response/s to article 19 admissibility 
challenge", 17 May 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-150. 
^̂ ^ "Decision on the 'Libyan Government Application for leave to reply to any Response/s to article 19 
admissibility challenge'", 26 July 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-191 (hereinafter: "Decision of 26 July 
2012"). 
^̂^ "Libyan Government Request for Status Conference and Extension of Time to file a Reply to the 
Responses to its Article 19 Admissibility Challenge", 30 July 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-192. 
^̂"̂  "Decision on the 'Libyan Government Request for Status Conference and Extension of Thne to file 
a Reply to the Responses to its Article 19 Admissibility Challenge'", 9 August 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-
200 (hereinafter: "Decision of 9 August 2012"). 
^̂ ^ "Libyan Government's provisional report pursuant to the Chamber's Decision of 9 August 2012 & 
Request for leave to file further report by 28 September 2012", 7 September 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-
205. 
^̂ ^ Order of 14 September 2012, para. 12. 
^̂^ Order of 14 September 2012, para. 13. 
^̂ ^ Order of 14 September 2012, paras 13-14. 
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parties (including Libya) may wish to rely on at the hearing.^^^ The oral hearing took 

place on 9 and 10 October 2012, during which Libya participated and made 

submissions. Libya was reminded of the need "to provide concrete, tangible and 

pertinent evidence" that proper investigations were ongoing.^^^ 

171. Thereafter, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued the Decision of 7 December 2012, 

specifically directing Libya as to the further evidence it required (see further below), 

and providing Libya with another opportunity to submit that evidence, by 23 January 

2013.̂ ^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber expanded on the "[a]pplicable law" in relation to 

admissibility proceedings, thereafter going through, in some detail, the 

"[i]nformation and clarifications requested of Libya": it stated that Libya needed to 

substantiate with evidence the assertions it had made in the Admissibility Challenge 

and during the Oral Hearing of 9 and 10 October 2012 that it is currently investigating 

the case against Mr Gaddafi;^^^ it stated that, "[i]n addition, appropriate evidence 

needs to be provided by Libya in order to substantiate its assertions with respect to" a 

list of issues which then followed, and in relation to which, it set out background and 

what it required to be submitted as evidence thereof.̂ "̂̂  For example, it noted that 

Libya had stated that the investigation was ongoing since the filing of the 

Admissibility Challenge but that Libya had not referred to what steps it had taken 

since that filing; it stated that Libya needed to substantiate that an investigation was in 

progress at that tune. 

172. Libya filed Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility on 23 January 2013, 

accompanied by 23 annexes. On 20 February 2013, Libya sought leave to reply to the 

responses to these submissions, which the Pre-Trial Chamber granted on 26 

^̂ ^ Order of 14 September 2012. 
^^ Oral Hearing of 10 October 2012, p. 64, lines 19-20. 
^̂^ Decision of 7 December 2012. 
^̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 4-12. 
^̂^ Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 13. 
^̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 14-48. 
^̂^ Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 14. 
^̂ ^ "Libyan Government's Request for leave to reply to Responses by OTP, OPCV and OPCD to 
Libyan Government's further submissions on issues related to Üie admissibility of the case against Saif 
Al-Islam Gaddafi", ICC-01/11-01/11-283. 
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February 2013.̂ ^^ This reply was filed on 4 March 2013 (Libya's Reply of 4 March 

2013).̂ ^^ 

173. Clearly, Libya was provided with several opportunities to substantiate its 

original filing. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the record illustrates 

that the Pre-Trial Chamber, as it stated itself, "enter[ed] into a dialogue with Libya 

that would allow full understanding of the steps that were taken domestically and the 

challenges encountered by the local authorities".^^^ In doing so, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber demonstrated its appreciation of the circumstances of the case and gave 

considerable leeway to Libya to substantiate its case. 

174. Other decisions of note, which also demonstrate the Pre-Trial Chamber's 

appreciation of Libya's transitional position and opportunity in those circumstances to 

substantiate its case, are the following. First, the Pre-Trial Chamber found that Libya 

was "the triggering force and main actor" in the proceedings and should be given the 

opportunity to file a reply to responses to its Admissibility Challenge"^^ and Libya's 

Further Submissions on Admissibility."^^^ Second, the Pre-Trial Chamber extended the 

time limit for Libya to file its reply to the Admissibility Challenge, given the 

extensive submissions that had been filed in the responses.^^^ Third, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber rejected a Defence request̂ ^^ to shorten the deadline for the filing of a reply 

by Libya."^^ Fourth, the Pre-Trial Chamber permitted Libya to substantiate its 

challenge based on the situation as it evolved during the proceedings and not just 

based on that existing at the time of the filing of the Admissibility Challenge. It 

^̂ ^ "Decision on the 'Libyan Government's Request for Leave to reply to Responses by OTP, OPCV 
and OPCD to Libyan Government's further submissions on issues related to the admissibility of the 
case against Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi'", ICC-01/11-01/11-288 (hereinafter: "Decision of 26 February 
2013"). 
^̂ ^ Alongside these specifically accorded opportunities, Libya filed several other documents in the 
course of the proceedings. See e.g. "Libyan Government's filing of compilation of Libyan law referred 
to in its admissibüity challenge", 28 May 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-158; "Notification by Libyan 
Government supplemental to its consolidated reply to the responses of the Prosecution, OPCD, and 
OPCV to its further submissions on issues related to the admissibility of the case against Saif al-Islam 
Gaddafi", ICC-01/11-01/11-306 (heremafter: "Libya's Notification of 28 March 2013"). 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 136. 
^ Decision of 26 July 2012, para. 8. 
"̂ ^ Decision of 26 February 2013, para. 11. 
"̂ ^ Decision of 26 July 2012, para. 9. 
'̂̂  "Urgent Request Pursuant to Regulation 35 of the Regulations of the Court", 14 August 2012, ICC-

01/11-01/11-201. 
"^ "Decision on the OPCD 'Urgent Request Pursuant to Regulation 35 of the Regulations of the 
Court", 21 August 2012, ICC-01/11-01/11-203. 
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referred specifically to the substantiation of existing investigations in decisions issued 

on 2 October 2012"̂ ^̂  and 7 December 2012."̂ ^̂  In particular, the former decision was 

issued in response to the "Defence Request" of 19 September 2012 in which the 

Defence argued, inter alia, that the oral hearing should be confined to the submission 

of evidence and submissions related to the initial Admissibility Challenge.^^^ The Pre-

Trial Chamber found that "it would be unreasonable to disregard the circumstances 

currently prevailing, by preventing Libya to address, at this point in time, any changes 

or developments in the factual circumstances underlying its Admissibility 

Challenge".^^^ Finally, the Pre-Trial Chamber expressly referred to the specific 

situation of Libya, as a State in the process of transition following the events of 2011, 
409 

as warrantmg attention. 

175. The Appeals Chamber also notes that although the Pre-Trial Chamber provided 

Libya with ample opportunity to make submissions in support of its challenge to the 

admissibility of the case, it was also, correctly, cognisant of the need to ensure that the 

proceedings be conducted expeditiously^^^ and without undue delay."̂ ^̂  In addition, it 

recalled the fact that Mr Gaddafi was in detention and that therefore proceedings 

needed to advance."̂ ^^ 

176. Therefore, contrary to what Libya submits, the Appeals Chamber finds that the 

Pre-Trial Chamber determined the Admissibility Challenge "on the basis of the facts 

as they exist[ed] at the time of the proceedings",^^^ and did take into account "the 

rapidly evolving circumstances in Libya"."̂ "̂̂  In addition, it accorded considerable 

leeway to Libya to substantiate its case. 

^^ "Decision on OPCD requests in relation to the hearing on the admissibility of the case", ICC-01/11-
01/11-212 (hereinafter: "Decision of 2 October 2012"). 
^ Decision of 7 December 2012. 
^ ICC-01/11-01/11-209. 
"̂ ^ Decision of 2 October 2012, para. 10. 
^ Decision of 9 August 2012, para. 18. 
^̂ ^ Decision of 4 May 2012, para. 13; Decision of 9 August 2012, para. 16; Decision of 26 February 
2013, paras 10, 12. 
"̂^̂  Decision of 18 May 2012, para. 8; Decision of 9 August 2012, para. 20; Order of 14 September 
2012; Decision of 26 February 2013, para 10. 
"̂^̂  Decision of 9 August 2012, para. 19; Order of 14 September 2012. In general, see the Defence 
Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 165,171-186. / ^ 
"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 121, quoting from the Katanga Admissibility Judgmenfc^s^f '̂'̂  
para. 56. v. 
"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 122. 
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177. As to Libya's argument that the Pre-Trial Chamber "had an obligation" to 

address its offer to inspect the totality of the investigative file held in Tripoli and other 

evidence in filings post 4 March 2013,"̂ ^̂  the Appeals Chamber notes that the Pre-

Trial Chamber did just that in the Impugned Decision. Having considered the 

evidence before it, the Pre-Trial Chamber noted "that Libya has offered to the 

Chamber the possibility of a fuller inspection of the case file" (footnote omitted),"^^^ 

and concluded that "Libya has had sufficient opportunities to submit evidence in 

support of its Adn^ssibility Challenge"."^^^ Although tihe Appeals Chamber accepts 

that the Pre-Trial Chamber could have specifically addressed these requests prior to 

issuing the Impugned Decision, in light of the circumstances as a whole, the Appeals 

Chamber considers that it was not unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber to proceed 

on the basis of the information before it, and without granting these requests or 

issuing a prior decision thereon. 

178. The Appeals Chamber also notes that Libya had asserted several times, 

including after ample notice by the Pre-Trial Chamber as to the burden it should meet 

(see also below), that it had submitted sufficient evidence to satisfy the Pre-Trial 

Chamber that it was investigating the same case. The Appeals Chamber considers that 

it was for Libya to ensure that adequate information was before the Pre-Trial 

Chamber and that its challenge was substantiated. If Libya felt that additional 

evidence was required, it should have already filed this evidence with the Pre-Trial 

Chamber on one of the several occasions allocated to it and not have expected the 

Pre-Trial Chamber to consider what it had submitted and then provide Libya with a 

further opportunity to substantiate its challenge. In this respect, the Appeals Chamber 

recalls that the burden of proof to show that it was investigating the same case was on 

Libya"̂ ^̂  (indeed meeting that burden should have been done in the Admissibility 

Challenge). And, that Libya was specifically on notice as to this requirement, the Pre-

Trial Chamber having alerted Libya to the evidence it stated was required to satisfy 

that burden, in addition to providing Libya with several opportunities to submit that 

evidence. 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 122. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 136, wiüi the footnote (208) referring to, inter alia, Libya's Further 
Submissions on Admissibility and Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013. 
^̂ '̂  Impugned Decision, para. 137. 
"̂^̂  Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 62. 
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179. In light of how the Pre-Trial Chamber conducted these proceedings, and bearing 

in mind the fact that a State should, in principle, submit a challenge to admissibility 

only when it is substantiated, the Appeals Chamber considers that it would impose an 

unnecessarily high standard to find that the Pre-Trial Chamber was unreasonable in 

failing to accede to Libya's requests. The Appeals Chamber considers, in light of the 

circumstances of this case, that it was not unreasonable for the Pre-Trial Chamber to 

have decided on the admissibility of the case without having recourse to this 

additional information at this stage of the proceedings and that Libya has not 

established that the Pre-Trial Chamber's approach in respect of Libya's requests to 

produce additional evidence was unreasonable. 

180. This aspect of the third ground of appeal is therefore rejected. 

(b) Failure to consider evidence filed in support of the Al-
Senussi Admissibility Challenge 

18L Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred by failing "to take into account 

the evidential materials submitted as part of the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge 

(in so far as they pertained to Mr Gaddafi) when deliberating on the Gaddafi 

Admissibility Challenge"."^^^ 

182. In the Admissibility Challenge, Libya submitted "that the proper scope of this 

admissibility challenge, relates only to the case against Mr Gaddafi"."̂ ^^ In the 

Decision of 4 May 2012, the Pre-Trial Chamber considered that the scope of the 

Admissibility Challenge "must be understood to only concem the case against Mr 

Gaddafi" (footaote omitted) and stated that, accordingly, it would "not consider the 

admissibility of the case against Mr Al-Senussi in resolving" the Admissibility 

Challenge.^^^ 

183. On 2 April 2013, Libya filed Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, to 

which, on 23 April 2013, the Defence (for Mr Gaddafi) filed a response"̂ ^^ 

(hereinafter: "Defence Response to the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge"). Despite 

this being a response in relation to a challenge to admissibility filed by Mr Al-

Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 92. 419 

^̂ ^ Admissibility Challenge, para. 73. 
"̂^̂  Decision of 4 May 2012, para. 8. 
^̂ ^ "Response to the 'Application on behalf of the Government of Libya relating to Abdullah Al 
Senussi pursuant to Article 19 of the ICC Statute'", ICC-01/11-01/11-313. 
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Senussi, its purpose was to raise concems regarding Mr Gaddafi, with the ultimate 

request being that the Pre-Trial Chamber decide the Admissibility Challenge 

(regarding Mr Gaddafi) forthwith. The Defence recalled, inter alia, Libya's request 

in the Admissibility Challenge (regarding Mr Gaddafi) that the admissibility 

challenges in respect of Mr Al-Senussi and Mr Gaddafi be considered separately."̂ "̂̂  It 

went on to state: 

16. Having contrived to benefit from additional time to mount its admissibility 
challenge against Mr. Al-Senussi, the Government cannot now join the 
challenges, or seek to rely upon the one filed latest in time in order to 
supplement its earlier challenge against Mr. Gaddafi. 

17. The Article 19 application concerning Mr. Al-Senussi is also comprised of 
information and evidence which were not included in the initial challenge 
concerning Mr. Gaddafi. The Defence has never had an opportunity to seek 
instmctions from Mr. Gaddafi in relation to such matters, and should not have 
to. 

[...] 

20. [...] in the same manner that the Pre-Trial Chamber determined that it 
would not "consider the admissibility of the case against Mr Al-Senussi in 
resolving the Article 19 Application [against Mr. Gaddafi]", the Chamber must 
also exclude from its consideration of the latter any legal or factual arguments 
set out in the challenge to the admissibility of the case against Mr. Al-Senussi. 
[Footnote omitted.] 

184. The Defence requested that the Pre-Trial Chamber immediately decide on the 

Admissibility Challenge and that it "confirm that it will exclude any information from 

its consideration which falls outside the parameters of the challenge concerning Mr. 

Gaddafi, and related responses"."^^^ 

185. On 3 May 2013, Libya filed a request for leave to reply to the Defence 

Response to the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge (hereinafter: "Libya's Request 

of 3 May 2013"). It stated that "[t]he Response raises issues concerning the 

admissibility challenges relating to both Mr. Al-Senussi and Mr. Gaddafi, which are 

either incorrect or are raised for the first time and thus necessitate a reply from Libya 

'̂̂ ^ Defence Response to ih& Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, para. 21. 
^^ Defence Response to the AlSenussi Admissibility Challenge, para. 15. 
"̂^̂  Defence Response to the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, paras 21-22. 
"̂^̂  "Libyan Government's Request for leave to reply to the Defence for Mr. Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi 
'Response to the "Application on behalf of the Government of Libya relating to Abdullah Al-SenussT 
pursuant to Article 19 of the ICC Statute'"", ICC-01/11-01/11-327. 
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m order to ensure that the Chamber has all the relevant information and submissions 

before it in respect of both challenges". It stated: 

Examples of submissions to which a reply is warranted include new and distinct 
issues of law and fact relating to: 

a. the allegation that the Government "contrived to benefit from 
additional time to moimt its admissibility challenge against Mr Al-
Senussi" and the suggestion that Libya now "seek[s] to rely upon the 
one filed latest m time m order to supplement its earlier challenge 
agamst Mr. Gaddafi"; 

b. the relevance and status of the information and evidence served in 
the challenge concerning Mr. Al-Senussi, which was not included in 
the mitial challenge concemmg Mr. Gaddafi; 

c. the current status of domestic proceedings against Mr. Gaddafi; and 

d. the legal representation of persons associated with the former 
^ ^ ' ^ ^ 428 

regune. 

186. In the Impugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber recalled the filing of the 

Defence Response to the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, in which the Defence 

"requested that the Chamber confirm that it would exclude from its consideration any 

information falling outside the parameters of the challenge concerning Mr Gaddafi 

and related responses"."^^^ It also recalled that Libya sought leave to reply to this 

document on 3 May 2013 and that the Defence requested that the Pre-Trial Chamber 

reject this request."̂ ^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber noted that, on 26 April 2013, the 

Defence, inter alia, provided information to the Chamber that "it submitted should be 

taken into account m the decision on admissibility if the Chamber exercises its 

discretion to take account of additional information or evidence submitted after 

Libya's Further Submissions and the responses thereto"."^^^ 

187. The Pre-Trial Chamber stated: 

The Chamber clarifies that, for the purposes of the present decision, it has not 
taken mto account the mformation provided by the parties m filmgs subsequent 

'̂ '̂̂  Libya's Request of 3 May 2013, para. 5. 
"̂^̂  Libya's Request of 3 May 2013, para. 6. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 19. 
^̂ ^ Impugned Decision, para. 19. 
^̂^ Impugned Decision, para. 20, referring to "Urgent request for measures to remedy ongoing 
violations of Mr. Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi's rights before the ICC", ICC-01/11-01/11-323-Conf-Exp. 
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to Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013, as the significance of this information has 
not been sufficiently demonstrated."^^^ 

188. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred by failing "to take into account 

the evidential materials submitted as part of the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge 

(m so far as they pertamed to Mr. Gaddafi) when deliberatmg on the Gaddafi 

Admissibility Challenge"."^^^ It submits that "the propriety of reliance by the 

Chamber" on the material filed m relation to tihe Al-Senussi admissibility proceedings 

was raised by the Defence (and Libya had sought leave to reply in relation to those 

submissions), but that no decision had been rendered on that request."̂ "̂̂  Libya submits 

that, m Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, "it was expressly noted that the 

evidential materials contained in the Armexes thereto is to be considered alongside the 

evidence filed m the Gaddafi admissibility proceedmgs" (footnote omitted)."^^^ Libya 

argues: 

Any reasonable Pre-Trial Chamber ought therefore to have taken account of the 
materials contained in the Abdullah Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge in the 
absence of a determination in advance that they would not be so considered. 
Such a determination would, of course, have had to follow receipt of 
submissions from the Libyan Government on their admissibility in the Gaddafi 
admissibility proceedings."^^^ 

189. Libya proceeds to summarise the evidence which it submits should have been 

evaluated by the Pre-Trial Chamber, and which is comprised of witness statements 

and 6 other annexes."*^^ It argues that if the Pre-Trial Chamber had considered this 

evidence (and Aimexes E and F to the Admissibility Challenge), it would have foimd 

that Libya was investigating the same case. It submits: 

Various pieces of evidence referred to [...] were of direct relevance to the 
question of the scope and contours of the domestic case against Mr. Gaddafi and 
were of sufficient specificity and probative value to be accorded significant 
weight by the Pre-Trial Chamber. They provide direct evidence of the conduct 
included in the Warrant of Arrest for Mr. Gaddafi, which the Chamber in 

Impugned Decision, para. 23. 432 

"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 92. 
^̂"̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 92. 
"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 92 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 93. 
"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 94. ^^^ 
"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 95. 
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paragraph 133 determined was the appropriate test for determining whether the 
"same case" element of admissibility has been satisfied."̂ ^^ 

190. The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the Pre-Trial Chamber's approach 

to the material filed in relation to the Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge was unfak 

or unreasonable. Libya submitted Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge on 2 

April 2013. The deadlnie for the filing of submissions by Libya m the Gaddafi 

admissibility proceedings had been set for 4 March 2013."^^ As stated above, the 

Appeals Chamber considers that the Pre-Trial Chamber did not act unreasonably in 

setting this deadline. In addition, and for the reasons that follow, the Appeals 

Chamber caimot find that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred when it decided not to consider 

the material relating to Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge in deciding on the 

Admissibility Challenge (in relation to Mr Gaddafi), even though it was filed before 

it, in the same case, but in the context of the admissibility challenge in relation to the 

co-accused. 

191. The Appeals Chamber notes that the issue of whether these documents should 

be considered by the Pre-Trial Chamber in the context of the challenge to the 

admissibility of the case against Mr Gaddafi was raised before that Chamber. 

Although Libya submits for the first time in the Document in Support of the Appeal 

that the Pre-Trial Chamber should have taken this material into account in the context 

of the Gaddafi admissibility proceedmgs,"^^ the Pre-Trial Chamber was on notice that 

there was an issue, because of the content of the Defence Response to the Al-Senussi 

Admissibility Challenge and Libya's Request of 3 May 2013. As noted by Libya, the 

Pre-Trial Chamber did not decide on its request to file submissions on this issue."^^ 

The issue is recalled in the Impugned Decision, which refers to both filings (and 

particularly the content of that of 23 April 2013),^^ and is implicitly referred to in the 

conclusion that the Pre-Trial Chamber "has not taken into account the information 

provided by the parties in filings subsequent to Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013, as the 

significance of this mformation has not been sufficiently demonstrated"."^ For the 

"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 95. 
^ Decision of 26 February 2013, p. 7. 
"̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 92 et seq. 
'̂̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 92. 

^^ Impugned Decision, para. 19. 
"^ Impugned Decision, para. 23. 
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reasons set out below, the Appeals Chamber considers that it was not unreasonable for 

the Pre-Trial Chamber not to consider this material. 

192. First, the Appeals Chamber notes that Libya did not specifically request the Pre-

Trial Chamber to consider these documents in the context of the Gaddafi admissibility 

proceedings. In Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, Libya noted that witness 

evidence referred to would need "to be considered alongside the evidence gathered in 

the Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi case (which is also likely to be relied upon in Abdullah Al-

Senussi's case due to its factual and legal proxhuity)"."^^ No such request was made 

in relation to the Gaddafi admissibility proceedings. Indeed, how the Al-Senussi 

material would be considered in the context of the Gaddafi admissibility proceedings 

was not raised by Libya until 3 May 2013, and then only in reaction to a filing by the 

Defence (for Mr Gaddafi) to Libya's Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge of 23 April 

2013. 

193. Second, the Appeals Chamber notes that Libya stated in the Admissibility 

Challenge "that the proper scope of [the Admissibility Challenge], relates only to the 

case against Mr Gaddafi"."^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber proceeded on this basis,"^^ 

thereby providing notice to Libya as to how it perceived the scope of its challenge. 

The Appeals Chamber considers that it would have been reasonable for Libya to 

assume that this decision would also have the result that, should a challenge to the 

admissibility of the case against Mr Al-Senussi be filed, any documents filed in 

support of that challenge would not automatically be considered by the Pre-Trial 

Chamber when deciding on the challenge to admissibility in relation to Mr Gaddafi. 

194. In sum, the Appeals Chamber caimot find that the Pre-Trial Chamber acted 

unreasonably in not considering, in the admissibility proceedings in relation to the 

case against Mr Gaddafi, the materials filed by Libya m support of Libya's Al-Senussi 

Admissibility Challenge. 

^^ Al-Senussi Admissibility Challenge, para. 173. 
"^ Admissibility Challenge, para. 73. 
"̂ ^ Decision of 4 May 2012, para. 8. 
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2. Rejection of evidence on erroneous basis that its significance had 
not been sufficiently demonstrated 

195. In the Impugned Decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber recalled the fact that Libya 

had notified it of the appointment of a new Prosecutor-General in Libya's Notification 

of 28 March 2013."^^ As noted above, it also generally found that it had "not taken 

into account the information provided by the parties in filings subsequent to Libya's 

Reply of 4 March 2013, as the significance of this mformation has not been 

sufficiently demonstrated"."^^ 

196. Libya argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber "unfairly rejected the information 

provided by Libya subsequent to Libya's Reply of 4 March 2013 on the basis that its 

significance had not been sufficiently demonstrated" (footnote omitted).^^^ Libya 

refers in particular to the information related to the appointment of a new Prosecutor-

General, and recalls its argument submitted to the Pre-Trial Chamber, in Libya's 

Notification of 28 March 2013, that this appomtment "would have a significant 

impact upon the efficient progress of the domestic case, as well as cooperation with 

the Court".̂ ^^ Libya aigues that "[d]espite this information, and subsequent 

demonstration of the positive impact on the development of the domestic proceedings 

and transitional justice generally (as evidenced, inter alia, through the submissions 

advanced in the Al-Senussi case), the Chamber disregarded the information 

concluding its 'significance had not been sufficiently demonstrated'" (footnote 

omitted).'̂ ^^ Libya argues that due process dictated that any doubts the Pre-Trial 

Chamber might have had as to the significance of this information "or any of the 

changes post 4 March 2013" (referring to paragraph 122 of the Document in Support 

of the Appeal) should "have been brought to Libya's attention so that this highly 

relevant and probative, contemporaneous evidence might be fairly considered"."^^^ 

197. The Prosecutor argues that Libya "did not state, for example, that the new 

Prosecutor-General would submit additional investigative material. The mere 

assertion that the new Prosecutor was likely to be more cooperative was not in and of 

"^ Impugned Decision, para. 18 
449 Impugned Decision, para. 23 ^.-/-^^/^ 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 129. 
^̂^ Document in. Support of the Appeal, para. 130. 
^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 130. 
^̂^ Pocument in Support of the Apped, para. 131. 
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itself sufficient to merit a different conclusion from the Chamber".'̂ '̂̂  The Defence 

submits, inter alia, that Libya "failed to show a connection between the appointment 

of the new Prosecutor-General and any concrete positive developments in the Gaddafi 

case or the Libyan justice sector at large"."̂ ^^ It submits that Libya could not expect 

the Pre-Trial Chamber, if in doubt, to request more information, since this would have 

amounted to subverting the burden of proof and making the Pre-Trial Chamber a 

"dkect proponent for Libya's challenge"."^^^ As part of their broad argument to the 

effect that Libya was provided with ample opportunities to submit evidence, the 

Victims note that "Libya could not have legitimately expected to be given unlimited 

opportunities to present additional evidence or alter the grounds of the Admissibility 

Challenge".^^^ 

198. The Appeals Chamber considers that the Pre-Trial Chamber did not err in how it 

treated the information relating to the appointment of a new Prosecutor-General. The 

information provided by Libya must be seen m the context of the proceedmgs as a 

whole. In the Decision of 26 Febmaiy 2013, the Pre-Trial Chamber reiterated that it 

considered it appropriate to authorise Libya to reply to the responses filed by the other 

parties to Libya's Further Submissions on Admissibility."^^^ However, it also stated 

that any such reply should be limited to the specific issues raised in those responses 

and be filed by 4 March 2013, i.e. within a shorter time frame than that requested by 

Libya. In doing so, it noted "the considerable amount of time that has elapsed since 

the filing of the Admissibility Challenge and the need, at the advanced stage of the 

current proceedings, to proceed to an expeditious resolution of the Admissibility 

Challenge".^^^ As the Appeals Chamber has already found, it was not unreasonable 

for the Pre-Trial Chamber to fix this deadline. At this point in time, ten months after 

the triggering of the admissibility proceedings, Libya was on notice of the fact that the 

Pre-Trial Chamber was determined to proceed to "an expeditious resolution of the 

admissibility challenge"."^^^ As already stated, a State challenging admissibility cannot 

^̂ ^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 132. 
^̂^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 222. 
^̂ ^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 223. 
^̂ '̂  Victims' Observations on the Appeal, para. 70. 
"̂^̂  Decision of 26 February 2013, para. 11. 
^̂ ^ Decision of 26 February 2013, para. 12. 
"^ Decision of 26 February 2013, paia. 12. 
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expect to be given the chance to file additional evidence nor is a Pre-Trial Chamber 

obliged to permit it."̂ ^̂  

3. The Pre-Trial Chamber failed to adapt the procedure to the specific 
issues (such as uncertainties as to the legal and factual situation at 
hand) 

199. Libya submits that the Pre-Trial Chamber "failed to adapt the procedure to deal 

with the multiple legal and factual uncertamties that arose during the admissibility 

proceedings, depriving Libya of the certainty required to understand and discharge the 

burden of proof'."̂ ^̂  It submits that "[t]he conclusion - that '[i]n the view of the 

Chamber, Libya has had sufficient opportunities to submit evidence in support of its 

Admissibility Challenge' - was based upon a failure to appreciate that Libya was, 

from the outset, not made aware of the precise standard of proof' (footnote 

omitted).^^^ Libya argues that "it was incumbent upon the Chamber to clarify their 

position relatmg to the burden and standard of proof', noting the different views 

which had been expressed.^^ In addition, it submits that "there was a significant 

degree of disagreement concerning the meianing of the 'case'"."^^^ Libya notes that the 

Pre-Trial Chamber advised Libya of the need to provide concrete, tangible and 

pertinent evidence and provided guidance as to the type of evidence to be submitted, 

but "by failing to decide the standard of proof, the Chamber neglected to provide 

guidance conceming the cogency of this type of evidence required"."^^^ 

200. Libya argues that such guidance was also not provided in the Impugned 

Decision and that "[i]n sum, the procedure throughout fell short of providing any 

certainty conceming the precise standard of proof, rather than the type of evidence 

that might go to satisfaction of it, placing Libya at a distinct disadvantage in the 

proceedings"."^^^ It argues that the failure to articulate the standard should be viewed 

alongside Libya's proposal for the Chamber to view the entire investigative file and 

"the attempt to rely upon highly probative contemporaneous evidence" post 4 March 

2013, and submits that "[g]iven the uncertainties surrounding the nature and quality of 

"̂ ^ Ruto Admissibility Judgment, para. 98. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 132. 
"̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 132. 
"^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 133. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 134. 
"^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 135. 
^^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 136 
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evidence required to satisfy the (undefiaed) standard of proof, it was of pivotal 

importance to the faimess of the process that the Chamber considered all relevant and 

available evidence"."^^^ It argues: 

This evidence may have been of "sufficient degree of specificity and probative 
value" to meet the standard envisaged by the Chamber in its (undefined) 
standard of proof. The evidence would have significantly impacted upon the 
conclusions, inter alia, that "some items of evidence show that a number of 
investigative steps have been taken by Libya with respect to certain discrete 
aspects that arguably relate to the conduct of Mr Gaddafi as alleged in the 
proceedings before the Court", or that it was not possible to "discem the actual 
contours of the national case against Mr Gaddafi". This evidence woidd have 
provided the Chamber with a substantially enhanced view of the investigation, 
its contours and precise scope. Further, the developments conceming Libya's 
new Prosecutor-General, developments in capacity building, and the 
appointment of legal representatives for Mr. Gaddafi in his domestic 
proceedings were of critical importance to the second limb of the 
complementarity assessment, namely ability."̂ ^^ [Footnotes omitted.] 

201. Libya concludes that "[t]he procedure adopted by the Chamber removed 

swathes of highly significant and probative evidence from the assessment thereby 

depriving Libya of faimess and due process"."*^^ 

202. The Prosecutor notes that Libya did not make an express request for the 

determination of these issues and that, in any event, the Pre-Trial Chamber did state 

its position regarding the burden and standard of proof in its Decision of 7 December 

2012 and m the Impugned Decision."̂ ^^ The Defence submits that had the Pre-Trial 

Chamber provided clarification on such matters, "it would have violated the principle 

of adversarial proceedmgs by predetermining key issues, without the benefit of the 
479 

parties' submissions on these matters". It also argues that the Pre-Trial Chamber 

did clarify that an admissibility determination is comprised of a two-step test, that the 

challenging state bears the burden of proof and that, in order to satisfy this burden, 

Libya would have to adduce evidence with a sufficient degree of specificity and 

probative value.'*^^ 

"̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 137. 
"̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 138. 
'̂̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 139. 

"̂^̂  Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 146-147, referring to the / 
Decision of 7 December 2012 and the Impugned Decision. '^^^^^^C^ 
^̂ ^ Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 226. ^ 
'̂ ^̂  Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, paras 228-234. 
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203. For the following reasons, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber did not act unreasonably. First, the Appeals Chamber would note that the 

arguments related to the submission of additional evidence have already been 

addressed above under the first part of this ground of appeal. The main issue 

underlying this part of the third ground of appeal is whether principles of due process 

required the Pre-Trial Chamber to provide clarification as to the precise standard of 

proof to be applied in the admissibility proceedmgs and to provide clarification as to 

the particular interpretation it would favour in respect of, in particular, the 

mterpretation of a "case". The Appeals Chamber considers that the existence of "a 

significant degree of disagreement"'̂ '̂* among the parties as regards the interpretation 

of legal texts is not an uncommon feature of judicial proceedings and that it is the 

responsibility of a Chamber to adopt the interpretation that it considers to be correct 

when adjudicating on the proceedings. This interpretation may be one of those 

submitted by the parties. Altematively, if such interpretations are not found to be 

correct, the Chamber may set out and apply its understanding of the law. However, it 

is usually only in its decision that a Chamber is required to provide what in its view is 

the correct mterpretation of the law, which it thereafter applies to the relevant facts. 

The parties are generally provided with the opportunity to make submissions as to the 

particular issue m question prior to the Chamber adjudicating thereon and by the fact 

that, subject to the relevant provisions,"^^^ parties in disagreement with a decision can 

file an appeal in relation thereto. The Appeals Chamber considers, therefore, that the 

arguments presented by Libya under this limb are misguided and premised on a 

misunderstanding of the obligations of a Chamber in circumstances such as those in 

the mstant proceedings. 

204. Irrespective of the above, with regard to the articulation of the standard of 

review, the pre-trial record illustrates that the Pre-Trial Chamber was attentive to 

difficulties that Libya might be facing in light of the relative novelty of the relevant 

issues and the existence of only a Ihnited body of case-law. During the Oral Hearing 

of 10 October 2012, the Pre-Trial Chamber specifically asked the representatives of 

Libya whether "the Libyan authorities" were really aware that "the Libyan side, in 

these proceedings is under an obligation to provide concrete, tangible and pertinent 

"̂ "̂̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 134. 
"̂^̂  Articles 81 and 82 of the Statute. 
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evidence that [...] proper investigations are currently ongoing and proper and 

concrete preparations for the trial are ongoing"."^^^ Further, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

stated that if there was any doubt, it hoped "that counsel would do all to ensure that 

the Libyan side and the authorities m Tripoli understands this necessity which is 

really very important for the outcome of these proceedings".^^^ The representative for 

Libya responded as follows: 

MR SANDS: Judge Kaul, thank you very much for that question. I hope I can 
reassure you in this sense. Counsel are acutely aware of this need. That acute 
awareness has been conmiunicated, is bemg communicated and will contmue to 
be communicated. I want to be very careful what I say m open court, because 
there are circumstances that shall we say have given rise to certain concems 
about the fulfilment of that duty not as a matter of principle, but in terms of 
timeliness, but in short the authorities are acutely aware, we are acutely aware 
and we remain absolutely committed to meeting Libya's full responsibilities in 
reaching the appropriate standard as determined by the Pre-Trial Chamber.^^^ 

205. In addition, in the lengthy Decision of 7 December 2012, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

addressed the applicable law and information and clarifications requested of Libya. It 

recalled that, pursuant to the Muthaura Admissibility Judgment, "a State challenging 

the admissibility of a case 'bears the burden of proof to show that the case is 

inadmissible' and that, to discharge this burden, 'the State must provide the Court 

with evidence with a sufficient degree of specificity and probative value that 

demonstrates that it is indeed investigating the case. It is not sufficient merely to 

assert that investigations are ongoing'" (footnote omitted)."^^^ In addition, the Pre-Trial 

Chamber went to considerable lengths to detail these principles in light of the specific 

features of the case not only by reiterating the pomt (previously made during the Oral 

Hearing of 10 October 2012"̂ ^̂ ) that it was necessary for Libya "to provide tangible 
4.81 

and pertinent evidence that proper investigations are currently ongoing", but also 

clarifying "its understanding with respect to the kinds of evidence, which can be 

considered evidence demonstrating that Libya is investigating the case". It 

highlighted that evidence for the purposes of admissibility proceedings would mean 

"all material capable of proving that an mvestigation is ongomg and that appropriate 

^̂ ^ Oral Hearing of 10 October 2012, p. 64, lines 18-22. 
'̂'̂  Oral Hearing of 10 October 2012, p. 64, Imes 23-25, p. 65, line 1. 

^̂ ^ Oral Hearing of 10 October 2012, p. 65, lines 2-10. 
"̂^̂  Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 8. 
"^^5«/?^ para. 204. 
"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 9. 
^^ Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 10. 
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measures are being envisaged to carry out the proceedings"^^^; as such, it may include 

"directions, orders and decisions issued by authorities in charge of the investigation as 

well as internal reports, updates, notifications or submissions contained in the file 

arising from the Libyan investigation of the case"."̂ "̂̂  It explained that evidence on the 

merits of the domestic case would include "the kinds of material that Libya mentioned 

having collected as part of the domestic investigation, in particular: witness 

statements, intercept evidence, speeches of Mr Gaddafi, telephone calls of Mr Gaddafi 

firom Febmary 11 onward (including those between him and other officials), 

photographic material, flight manifests showing transport arrangements made by Mr 

Gaddafi for the use of mercenaries against protesters and bank payment transaction 

records showing payments of funds to engage those mercenaries" (footnote 

omitted)."^^^ The Pre-Trial Chamber stated that it "expect[ed] Libya to substantiate 

with evidence, within the meaning [stated above], the assertions made in the 

Admissibility Challenge and reiterated at the [Oral Hearing of 9 and 10 October 

2012], that it is currently conducting an investigation into the case against Mr 

Gaddafi". It listed, in addition, five categories of issues in respect of which Libya 

would have to provide appropriate evidence, ranging from "the status of domestic 

proceedings"; "the subject-matter of the domestic investigation"; "Libyan 

national law";̂ ^^ Mr Gaddafi's "exercise of his rights under Libyan national law"^^^ 

and "the capacity of Libyan authorities to investigate and prosecute"."^^^ For each 

category, the type and subject-matter of information requested by the Chamber was 

specifically spelt out. In providing such detailed guidance, the Pre-Trial Chamber 

provided effective and useful guidance as to what Libya was required to produce to 

substantiate its admissibility challenge. 

206. For these reasons, Libya's arguments are dismissed. 

"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 10. 
"̂̂  Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 11. 

Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 12. 485 

"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, para. 13. y 
"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 14-25 ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 26-29. / ^ " ^ v ^ 
"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 30-37. 
"̂ ^ Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 38-40. 
"̂^̂  Decision of 7 December 2012, paras 41-47. 
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4. Linking the propriety of the admission of evidence on the first limb 
(''the case'') with the merits of the assessment of the second limb 
(''inability") 

207. Finally, Libya argues: 

The Trial Chamber further erred in deciding that Libya was not entitled to rely 
upon additional evidence that, "serious concems remain with respect to the 
second limb of the admissibility test, namely Libya's ability genuinely to carry 
out the investigation or prosecution against Mr Gaddafi". Again, it was 
incumbent upon the Chamber to ensure due process for Libya. The question of 
whether Libya should be allowed to submit additional evidence in support of the 
first limb of the test could not be made contingent upon the assessment of the 
merits on the question of the second limb ("inability"). The Chamber had an 
obligation to not only consider the merits of each separately, but also to ensure 
that the failure to discharge the burden of proof in relation to one limb of the 
admissibility test was not permitted to undermine procedural faimess and due 
process with regard to the other. [Footnote omitted.] ^̂  

208. The Prosecutor submits that Libya's argument is incorrect, since the reason for 

the Pre-Trial Chamber to reject Libya's request to submit more evidence was not that 

Libya was unable, but rather that it had already been afforded sufficient 

opportunities.^^^ She states that the "Chamber then noted - albeit obiter - that the 

submission of additional evidence [...] would not be determinative at this stage 

because even if [Libya] had demonstrated that it was investigatmg the same case, 

Libya was unable within the terms of Article 17(3)".̂ '̂̂  The Defence first submits that 

"[a]t best, this ground constitutes a disagreement with the Chamber's decision, rather 

than a valid ground of appeal"."̂ ^^ It fiirüier observes that, in any event, this limb 

"again misconstmes the Impugned Decision","^^^ which made it clear that the request 

for additional submissions was rejected because the Pre-Trial Chamber decided that 

Libya had had sufficient opportunities to submit evidence."̂ ^^ 

209. Paragraph 137 of the Impugned Decision, which is in dispute, reads as follows: 

In the view of the Chamber, Libya has had sufficient opportunities to submit 
evidence in support of its Admissibility Challenge and the Chamber has 
received submissions m response from the parties and the participants. 
Furthermore, the submission of additional evidence m support of the first limb 

"̂^̂  Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 140. 
^̂^ Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 149. . 
^̂"̂  Prosecutor's Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 149. j L / ^ 
"̂^̂  Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 236. -̂ ^^^^^y 
"̂^̂  Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 237. 
'̂ ^̂  Defence Response to the Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 237. 
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of the admissibility test would not be determinative at this stage because, as 
developed below, serious concems remain with respect to the second limb of the 
admissibility test, namely Libya's ability genuinely to carry out the 
investigation or prosecution against Mr Gaddafi. 

210. As submitted by both the Prosecutor and the Defence, the Appeals Chamber 

considers that Libya's argument as to the meaning of this paragraph is flawed. The 

Appeals Chamber notes that a considerable portion of the Impugned Decision is 

devoted to considering the first limb of the complementarity assessment. Paragraph 

135, in particular, clarifies that the Pre-Trial Chamber considered the evidence as a 

whole and held that it did not allow it to discem the actual contours of the national 

case agamst Mr Gaddafi, smce "Libya has fallen short of substantiatmg, by means of 

evidence of a sufficient degree of specificity and probative value, the submission that 

the domestic mvestigation covers the same case that is before the Court". Paragraph 

136 and the first part of paragraph 137 clarify, by means of recallmg the most salient 

steps of the proceedmgs, why the Pre-Trial Chamber was of the view that it had 

provided Libya with sufficient opportunities to submit its evidence. The Appeals 

Chamber has already found that these conclusions were not unreasonable. Against this 

background, the Appeals Chamber considers it reasonable to interpret the last 

sentence of this paragraph, unfortunate though its wording may be, as an introduction 

to the next section of the Impugned Decision; it does not interpret this sentence to 

mean that it rejected the submission of any additional evidence because the second 

limb of the test was not satisfied. The Appeals Chamber therefore does not conclude 

from it that the Pre-Trial Chamber made the assessment of the first limb "conditional" 

upon the outcome of the assessment on the second limb. For these reasons, the 

argument imder this limb is dismissed. 

5. Conclusion in relation to the third ground of appeal 

111. In sum, the Appeals Chamber concludes that Libya has failed to establish that 

the Pre-Trial Chamber acted unreasonably in the conduct of the admissibility 

proceedings. Accordingly, the third ground of appeal is rejected. 

D. Fourth ground of appeal 
212. Under the fourth ground of appeal, Libya alleges: / 

The Chamber erred m fact and m law m findmg that, due to the unavailability of 
its national judicial system, Libya is unable to obtain the accused or the 
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necessary evidence and testimony or is otherwise unable to carry out its 
proceedings, pursuant to article 17(3) of the Statute."̂ ^̂  

213. The Appeals Chamber has concluded that the Pre-Trial Chamber did not err in 

finding that Libya had not satisfied the Pre-Trial Chamber that it is investigating the 

same case. Noting that the fourth ground of appeal raises the question of Libya's 

ability under article 17 (3) of the Statute, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has 

found that 

in considering whether a case is inadmissible under article 17 (1) (a) and (b) of 
the Statute, the initial questions to ask are (1) whether there are ongoing 
investigations or prosecutions, or (2) whether there have been investigations in 
the past, and the State having jurisdiction has decided not to prosecute the 
person concerned. It is only when the answers to these questions are in the 
affirmative that one has to look to the second halves of sub-paragraphs (a) and 
(b) and to examine the question of unwillingness and inability. To do 
otherwise would be to put the cart before the horse."*̂ ^ 

214. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber will not proceed to consider the arguments 

raised under ground four of the appeal. 

V. APPROPRIATE RELIEF 
215. On an appeal pursuant to article 82 (1) (a) of the Statute, the Appeals Chamber 

may confirm, reverse or amend the decision appealed (rule 158 (1) of the Rules of 

Procedure and Evidence). In the present case, it is appropriate to confirm the 

Impugned Decision and to dismiss the appeal. 

Judge Sang-Hyun Song appends a separate opinion to this judgment. Judge Anita 

Uäacka appends a dissenting opinion to this judgment. 

Done in both English and French, the English version being authoritative. 

Judge Erkki Koàrula 
Presiding Judge 

Dated this 21'^ day of May 2014 

At The Hague, The Netherlands 

^̂ ^ Document in Support of the Appeal, para. 3. 
^^ Katanga Admissibility Judgment, para. 78. 
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